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ABSTRACT

Digital images are replacing analogue images such as photographs and x-rays in many
different fields. Compression of these digital images is desirable for efficient storage
and transmission. Subband coding has proved an effective method of image
compression. This thesis investigates subband analysis structures and filters which are
optimised for still image compression. A m o n g other results it is shown that a high
coding gain, based on a typical image model, and good spatial localisation are desirable
filter bank characteristics for subband image coding.

Assuming a high bit rate it is well known that the Karhunen-Loeve Uansform (KLT) is
the optimum orthogonal block Uansform in terms of a coding gain metric. It is shown
further that the K L T is the optimum invertible block Uansform using the unified coding
gain. The coding gain metric is examined under a rate constraint. It is shown that for
highly correlated sources increased low frequency subband resolution is required for
optimum performance at low rates as compared to high rates: a result that is
corroborated using a practical subband coder.

Subband filters (CQF's) that globally maximise the coding gain for all two-band pe
reconstruction orthogonal filter banks are derived. Various characteristics of these
filters are predicted using a new theorem on the zeros of an eigenvector of a symmetric
Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue. These filters
are shown to enjoy the three properties of the K L T : namely m a x i m u m coding gain,
m i n i m u m basis restriction error, and subband decorrelation. It is also shown that there
is some freedom to select different impulse responses. The design of m a x i m u m gain
filters is extended to include filters consUained to certain subspaces. For example
m a x i m u m gain wavelets m a y be designed.
A modified two-climensional discrete wavelet Uansform (DWT) is proposed based on
a typical image model. A generic subband quantisation and encoding method suitable
for any subband structure is inuoduced. This method is essentially a generalisation of
the J P E G quantisation and encoding method and has good spatial adaptation properties.

Using the generic subband quantisation and encoding method various subband analysis
structures and filters are compared for still image compression. The best orthogonal
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filters, D a u b e c h i e s wavelets a n d m a x i m u m gain filters designed using a n i m a g e source
model, and the discrete cosine transform ( D C T ) perform in a similar manner. The
filters with the m i n i m u m spatial (time) width perform better than other impulse
responses in a mean square error sense and exhibit significantly less ringing. The
performance of cosine modulated filter banks, with poorer spatial resolution, is slightly
inferior to the D C T . Preliminary investigations show that biorthogonal filters, with a
smaller spatial width and higher coding gain, can outperform the best orthogonal
filters, especially at low rates. These biorthogonal filters also exhibit minimal ringing.
Finally, the modified D W T is shown to be superior to the D W T for head and shoulders
type images.
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

Data represented digitally has advantages over analogue representation in terms of
storage, flexibility, and errorless transmission [Jain 1981]. Digital images are replacing
analogue images such as photographs and x-rays in m a n y different fields. For example,
a proposed standard for high definition television ( H D T V ) , M P E G - 2 , is based on a
digital image format. M a n y multimedia applications employ images, which are most
conveniently stored, Uansmitted and processed in a digital form.
Digital images require large amounts of storage space and Uansmission bandwidth. A
typical monochrome image with resolution 512x512 pixels requires 262,144 bytes of
storage space. The current Uend is for digital images with higher spatial resolution,
such as H D T V , which further increases the demands on storage or transmission
facilities. Image data compression is obviously desirable for storage and Uansmission
purposes. In this thesis subband analysis structures and filters for the purpose of still
image compression are investigated.

1.1. MOTIVATION AND APPLICATIONS OF SUBBAND ANALYSIS /
SYNTHESIS
The human visual system has been modelled as a bank of independent parallel
detection mechanisms, called spatial filters, which are tuned to different spatial
frequencies and orientations [Sakrison 1979, p37]. Further the bandwidth of each filter
is proportional to its centre frequency, and hence the filters have an equal bandwidth on
a logarithmic scale. Since nature usually employs efficient systems, a motivation for
subband coding is that it is possible in some sense to mimic this spatial frequency
decomposition. Further, from the perspective of the end user, by mimicking this
decomposition subband image coding can be tailored to exploit psychovisual properties
of the h u m a n visual system. B y carefully controlling the inUoduction of quantisation
errors into different subbands, a reconstructed image that is subjectively pleasing can
be obtained. For example, greater or lesser distortion can be tolerated in various
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subbands, commensurate with the conttast sensitivity of the human eye to various
frequency (sinusoidal) bands. In a similar manner subband coding of speech has been
used to exploit psychoacoustic properties of the h u m a n ear.

As shown in Chapter 2, subband analysis can be considered as a linear transform: a
decomposition of a signal onto a set of basis vectors. Subband synthesis is the inverse
transform or a return to the original basis set. A s such, m a n y operations that are usually
performed on the original signal m a y be performed more efficiently and/or effectively
in the subband domain. For example, adaptive filtering is generally more efficient in
the subband domain as compared to the fullband domain [Shynk 1992] [Malvar 1992].
In another quite different example, K u n d u and Chen (1992) reported that better image
texture classification was achieved in the subband domain as compared to the original
domain.
There are a plethora of other applications in which subband analysis/synthesis is
A s thetitleof this thesis suggests, subband coding is an effective method for data
compression. For example, subband coding of speech, audio, image, video, and
medical data signals has been investigated. Subband analysis also finds use in specual
estimation, antenna systems, uansmultiplexing, data (image and speech) restoration and
enhancement, echo cancellation, equalisation, and various medical image applications.
M o r e detail of these applications can be found in [Vaidyanathan 1990], [Malvar 1992]
and in several papers published in ICASSP-91 and ICASSP-92.
Last, but certainly not least, there has recently been significant interest in the
and application of "wavelets". The discrete wavelet transform ( D W T ) is an octave-band
filter bank or a class of subband analysis. T h e D W T is considered for image
compression in this thesis. Other than the topics listed in the previous paragraph,
wavelets find applications in many diverse areas, such as seismic signal processing. A n
overview of wavelets and their applications can be found in [Rioul and Vetterli 1991].

The main emphasis of this thesis is the investigation of subband analysis structur
filters for still image compression. Nevertheless, m a n y of the theories and results
presented in this thesis can be adapted to other applications where subband
analysis/synthesis is used. For example, with a goal of efficient image compression,
principle-component-like subband structures andfiltersare investigated. Further
investigation of such subband methods for other types of data compression should
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prove fruitful. Also, principle-component-like methods are useful in other areas such as
adaptivefilteringand various remote sensing applications.

1.2. SUBBAND IMAGE CODING

1.2.1. History of Subband Coding

Subband coding of images can be traced back to the work of Kretzmer in 1956 [Woods
and O'Neil 1986]. In his approach the image was split into a low and a high frequency
subband which were subsequently encoded using P C M . The decoded image was
reconstructed using this information. Another two-band coder, called the synthetic
highs system, was described by Schreiber et al (1959,1989). After this early work,
subband coding was largely ignored for quite some period of time. In 1976 Crochiere
et al described a subband speech coder. Spectral coding of speech has since become a
popular method of speech compression.
Burt and Adelson (1983) introduced a Laplacian pyramid as a compact image code,
which can be considered as a type of subband image coder. In their approach an image
is represented by a series of images, each image an approximation of the previous
image at a reduced resolution. The error image between the interpolated approximation
image and the current image at each stage is also stored. This pyramid can be used to
reconstruct the original image exactly, but at the expense of an increase in the number
of data samples.
Crosier et al (1976) inuoduced a quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank, that splits
signal into two subbands. The subbands are decimated so that the total number of
subband samples is equal to the original number of input data samples. The signal is
reconstructed in a such a manner that any aliasing distortion introduced by the
decimation is cancelled. This Q M F filter bank is described in more detail in Chapter 2.
Vetterli (1984) demonsuated that the Q M F bank could be extended in a simple manner
to multidimensional subband decompositions. Using a two-dimensional Q M F bank
W o o d s and O'Neil (1986) described one of the first m o d e m subband image coders.
Since this introduction subband coding of still images has become very popular.

Transform coding of images has also been a widespread method of image compression.
It is widely recognised, and demonsuated later in this thesis, that transform coding is a
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specific form of subband coding. However, m o d e m subband coding has developed
largely independently from transform coding. Wintz (1972) was one of the first to
describe transform coding of images. With the advent of the discrete cosine transform
(DCT), introduced by A h m e d et al (1974), Uansform coding of images has become
extremely popular. M u c h of the work in uansform coding has culminated in the JPEG
still image compression standard, which is a D C T

based uansform coder

[Wallace 1991].

There are two factors that make data compression possible: namely the statistical
structure of the source, and the requirements of the end user. From a statistical
perspective it is usually more efficient to quantise a signal in the subband (or
transform) domain than in the original domain. This topic is considered in some detail
in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

1.2.2. Subband Image Codec

Figure 1.1 illustrates a subband image codec. Subband coding consists of two sepa
tasks: namely subband analysis or decomposition, and quantisation/encoding. Subband
synthesis reverses the analysis process, while the decoding reverses, as much as
possible, the quantisation/encoding process. These two tasks are described briefly in
this subsection. A detailed description of subband analysis/synthesis is given in
Chapter 2, while a detailed description of a particular quantisation/encoding method is
given in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.1. Subband image codec

An input image to a subband codec, x(n,m), is decomposed into two-dimensional
spectral subbands by the analysis filter bank. T h e k**1 subband is formed by passing the
input image through the k^filter,hk(n,m), followed by decimation. Decimation, as
indicated by dki in Figure 1.1, involves subsampling or discarding certain signal
samples, and is required so that the size of the data set representing the image does not
increase following the analysis.
Following the subband analysis or decomposition the subband data is quantised and
encoded. T h e subband coder is a very general waveform coder since any quantisation
and encoding method m a y be used on the subbands. This information is then stored or
transmitted according to the application. T o reconstruct the image the subband data is
decoded and synthesised. Decoding reverses the encoding operation giving the
quantised subband data. Synthesis involves upsampling, indicated by dtT,filteringeach
subband signal independently, and then adding the resulting signals. Upsampling
replaces the signal samples discarded in the decimation process with zero values.
Two-dimensional subband analysis/synthesis (A/S) is indicated in Figure 1.1. This type
of A / S is suitable for still image compression where the input signal is twodimensional. In the case of video signals three-dimensional subband A / S m a y be
employed.
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1.2.3. Advantages and Advances of Subband Coding

Subband coding is a subset of a class of coding methods that utilise linear depe
in the input signal to aid coding performance. Another subset of this class are
differential pulse code modulation ( D P C M ) schemes. Theoretically the mean square
error ( M S E ) performance for optimum D P C M and optimum Uansform coding, using
P C M to quantise the transform coefficients, is the same [Jayant and Noll 1984, p511].
A s shown in Chapter 3, this optimum bound applies to subband coding in general. In
practice transform, and subband coding in general, is superior to D P C M , especially at
low bit rates, in terms of matching the codec to the data statistics, effects of
uansmission errors and subjective quality [Jayant and Noll 1984, p511]. W o o d s and
O'Neil (1986) demonsuated that optimum D P C M on the original fullband signal and
optimum D P C M on the subband signals perform equally in terms of M S E . However,
Pearlman (in W o o d s 1991, p32) noted that in practice optimum subband D P C M is
likely to outperform optimum fullband D P C M in a M S E sense.
Although transform image coders perform efficiently there is an annoying blocking
effect attendant on the reconstructed image. Subband coding in general will obviate
this blocking. However, other distortions such as ringing or "mosquito" noise around
edges can be a problem in this case. Using a subband or Uansform coder it is a simple
task to adapt the quantisation to suit the human visual system, giving superior
subjective results. Forchheimer and Kronander (1989, p2009) described a subband
coder as the "ultimate" waveform coder. This impressive title merely reflects the fact
that the subband coder can incorporate any coding scheme to encode the subbands.

Subband coding of images has attracted sufficient attention to warrant a book pu
in 1991, edited by W o o d s (1991). M u c h of the work in several topics associated with
subband coding is summarised by various authors in each chapter. In Chapter 4 of this
book Simoncelli and Adelson summarised the following points: strongly nonorthogonal subband analysis methods are undesirable for image coding; joint spatial
and spatial frequency localisation is desirable; subbands of equal width on a
logarithmic scale m a y be desirable (ie octave or wavelet structure); the Laplacian
pyramid approach is generally inferior to a critically sampled subband analysis for
coding purposes; die Q M F (or C Q F ) subband analysis satisfies most of the desirable
properties for image coding; non-separable filters designed on non-square sampling
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lattices offer similar results to the square-lattice Q M F , but are difficult to design and
require extra computation to convert the square sampling lattice as required.

Kronander (1989a, 1989b) investigated several criteria pertinent to filter banks as
applied to image and video coding. Kronander concluded thatfilterbanks should have
a good coding efficiency (for a typical image model) and introduce minimal aliasing,
phase, and ringing distortions.
Several traditional subband coding schemes are discussed in the introduction of
Chapter 5. T h e octave-band or wavelet subband structure has recently received much
attention in the image coding literature. It has been argued that this type of structure
models the h u m a n visual system [Sakrison 1979]. Antonini et al (1992) described an
image compression scheme consisting of a wavelet uansform (octave subband analysis)
and subband vector quantisation. Their results in terms of peak signal to noise ratio
( P S N R ) are commensurate with those of W o o d s and O'Neil (1986) and Westerink et al
(1989) (see Antonini et al 1992, p217), while using shorter subband filters. Further, the
coding of the subbands was designed to minimise a distortion measure weighted with
subjective considerations. It was suggested that with the incorporation of entropy
constrained vector quantisation ( E C V Q ) a significant improvement in P S N R can be
made. These points illustrate flexibility inherent in a subband coder.

1.3. OVERVIEW OF THESIS
There are many open questions remaining in the area of subband analysis as applied
image coding, some of which are addressed in this thesis. Chapter 2 provides an
overview of subband analysis/synthesis (A/S) systems, while the main contributions of
this thesis are given in the four following chapters. Detailed literature references are
given in each chapter, where they are relevant to the topic at hand. A gain metric for
measuring the coding performance of a subband coder is examined in Chapter 3. Using
this metric some m a x i m u m gain two-band subband filters are developed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 considers some two-dimensional subband A/S structures, and introduces a
generic subband quantisation and encoding method suitable for any subband structure.
Finally in Chapter 6, using this quantisation and encoding method, various subband
structures and filters are compared for image compression using a practical subband
image codec. These comparisons are also used to test the various themes developed in
this thesis.
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Various one-dimensional A/S systems are described in the time and frequency domains
in Chapter 2. Finite input A/S is considered as a linear system using an input-output
matrix equation. Using this formulation some properties of orthogonal A/S are derived.
Two-dimensional A/S is considered as a separable application of one-dimensional A/S
on each dimension. Finally a measure of the time (or spatial) localisation of a subband
is discussed.
In Chapter 3 subband schemes where the subbands are quantised independently are
considered. Using a quantisation noise model the quantisation bit allocation among
subbands, under an overall bit rate constraint, that minimises the mean square image
reconstruction error is derived. A general subband coding gain metric, introduced by
Katto and Yashuda (1991), is derived assuming this optimum bit allocation and a high
overall bit rate. This gain is an estimate of the reduction of the reconstruction error
variance of a subband analysis system, using P C M on the subbands, as compared to a
P C M system operating on the fullband signal.

It is shown that, under various assumptions valid at high rates, the KLT is the globa
optimum invertible transform in terms of coding gain. The derivation of the general
coding gain also provides a simple bit allocation procedure for all perfect
reconstruction subband coders, which is used in Chapter 6. A rate constrained coding
gain metric is then examined, which considers the effect of a low or moderate overall
bit rate. This metric suggests that increased analysis levels are required for highly
correlated sources at low rates for optimum performance. This prediction is
corroborated by theresultsin Chapter 6. Finally the frequency domain characteristics
of various block transforms are investigated. A n interesting theorem, pertaining to the
performance of block transforms as the correlation (p) varies for an AR(1) source is
given. The D C T in particular is investigated and the impressive performance of this
transform, for image coding purposes, is explained from a frequency domain
perspective.
The frequency domain characteristics of the DCT provide the motivation for the work
presented in Chapter 4. This chapter addresses the problem of maximising the coding
gain for an orthogonal two-band subband coder. The optimum orthogonal two-band
subband system, defined by some optimumfilters(CQF's), can then be used as the
building block in an octave-band subband coder. Chapter 4 begins with an overview of
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the properties of symmetric Toeplitz matrices and presents a n e w theorem pertaining to
an eigenvector associated with a m i n i m u m (or m a x i m u m ) repeated eigenvalue. This
theorem is directly relevant to the design of the optimum subbandfilters,which are
termed eigenfilters. S o m e necessary conditions for optimality in this regard are
derived. Also a sufficient condition is given. The design method is demonsuated for a
simple example using 4-tapfiltersand then generalised to arbitrary length filters.

Some eigenfilter properties are derived using the necessary and sufficient conditions
for optimality. It is shown that there are N/2 zeros on the unit circle for N length filters.
Further, for filters of 8-taps in length or greater, it is shown that there is some freedom
in the selection of the optimumfilter'simpulseresponse.This freedom allows different
phase responses while maintaining the same magnitude response and is used to design
m i n i m u m time width impulse responsefilters.The optimumfiltersare shown to exhibit
the same properties as the block transform K L T , and that they can be thought of as a
generalisation of this Uansform in the case of two subbands or basis functions. The
design of optimum zero constrainedfiltersis also described, which is equivalent to an
optimum wavelet problem. Finally these optimum eigenfilters are compared to other
filters and transforms using the coding gain metric.
In Chapter 5 two-dimensional subband A/S structures are considered. A twodimensional power spectral density (PSD) of an image model is discussed. Three
distinguishing characteristics of a subband analysis method are identified: namely the
ideal subband structure that is approximated by the analysis, the degree of this
approximation, and the time (spatial) resolution of the subbands. Based on the P S D
image model some n e w subband analysis structures are suggested.
A generic subband codec is also introduced. A quantisation and encoding methodology,
suitable for any subband analysis structure, is described. In the case where a block
transform D C T is used the coding scheme is essentially the same as the baseline J P E G
still image compression standard.
The generic subband coder is then used to evaluate and compare various subband
analysis structures and filters in Chapter 6. S o m e Af-band transforms are compared in
the first section. The performance of thesettansforms,at different compression ratios
and analysis levels (Af), is evaluated. In the next section some octave-band ( D W T )
subband coders are compared. Issues such as filter length,filterphase, and analysis
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level are addressed. Eigenfilters designed for different source models are considered.
Further, these eigenfilters, Daubechies wavelets, and some linear phase biorthogonal
filters are compared. Finally the n e w subband structures, suggested in Chapter 5, are
compared to the octave-band and M-band analysis structures using the optimum filters
in each case.

This thesis is concluded in Chapter 7. The main contributions of the thesis are revi
and future work and ideas are discussed.

1.4. CONTRIBUTIONS

The main original contributions of this thesis are listed in this section. The releva
section of the thesis and published work is also given.

1. In Chapter 2 a necessary and sufficient condition for an orthogonal filter bank to
zero-consttained is given. This condition, whereby all but one of the analysis filters
has a zero at D C , is shown in Chapter 6 to be a desirable attribute for subband
image coding. A s a consequence of this condition a zero-consttained block
transform must have a constant D C basis vector. (Also, mean square error and
energy conservation for an orthogonal filter bank is demonstrated using a simple
proof involving orthogonal matrices). See Section 2.4.2.
2. It is well k n o w n that the Karhunen-Loeve transform is the optimum orthogonal
block transform in terms of coding gain. Using the unified coding gain it is shown
further that the K L T is the optimum invertible block transform. Also, as a
consequence it is shown that the coding gain of any perfect reconstruction subband
A/S scheme is bounded by that of the infinite block size K L T (the inverse of the
spectral flatness measure). See Section 3.2.4.
3. The usual coding gain assumes a high rate. A rate constrained coding gain is
examined. It is shown that for highly correlated sources, a higher level of analysis
is required for near optimum performance at low rates as compared to high rates.
This result is corroborated using a practical subband coder in Chapter 6. See
Section 3.3.
4. A theoremrelatingfilterpairwise symmetry to a symmetric coding gain with
respect to the sign of p for an AR(1) source is given. Also the coding gain of
various transforms is explained from a frequency domain perspective and in
relation to this theorem. See Section 3.4.
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5. A theorem (Theorem 4.1)relatingthe zeros of an eigenvector of a symmetric
Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue to the
multiplicity of this eigenvalue is given. See Section 4.2.1. and Andrew et al
(1993a).
6. A necessary condition and a sufficient condition are given for the globally
m a x i m u m coding gain orthogonal two-band filters (CQF's). These optimum filters
are referred to as eigenfilters. A design procedure is outlined and some M A T L A B 1
code used to implement the design listed. See section 4.3 and Andrew et al (1993c).
7. Theorem 4.1 is used to predict certain magnitude characteristics of these
eigenfilters. Aliasing energy minimisation is shown to be a similar measure to
m a x i m u m coding gain for highly correlated sources. KLT-like properties of the
m a x i m u m gain CQF's are demonstrated. See Section 4.4. and Andrew et al (1993c).
8. The design of m a x i m u m gain CQF's is extended to include filters constrained to lie
in certain subspaces. For example m a x i m u m gain wavelets m a y be designed. See
Section 4.5.
9. It is shown that there is some freedom in the selection of the impulseresponseof
the m a x i m u m gain CQF's (or any C Q F ) . The number of different impulse responses
in general is derived for a given filter length. This freedom is used to select
m i n i m u m time widthfilters,a characteristic desirable for image coding. See
Section 4.6. and Andrew et al (1993c, 1994).
10. Various subband schemes, including an octave-bandfilterbank (or discrete wavelet
transform D W T ) using the m a x i m u m gain CQF's are investigated in terms of
coding gain. It is shown that the coding gain for Daubechies filters is nearly the
same as that for the best eigenfilters. See Section 4.7. and Andrew et al (1993c).
11. A generic subband quantisation and encoding method is introduced in Chapter 5.
See Section 5.3 and Andrew et al (1993d).
12. A modified two-dimensional D W T is proposed based on a typical image model. A
comparison of various other subband structures is made in terms of coding gain.
See Section 5.2 and Andrew et al (1993d).
13. Using the generic subband quantisation and encoding method various subband
analysis structures and filters are compared for image compression. Since there are
too m a n y conclusions to list here the reader is referred to the conclusion of Chapter
6: Sections 6.5 and 6.6. Also see Andrew et al (1993b, 1993d, 1994).

' M A T L A B is a trademark of the Math Works, Inc.
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CHAPTER 2:

SUBBAND ANALYSIS / SYNTHESIS

Subband analysis is the decomposition of a signal into spectral subband components
This analysis can be thought of as a preprocessing of the input signal. A m o n g other
properties subband analysis allows exploitation of linear dependencies between
samples of the input signal in a simple fashion. As a consequence it is more efficient to
quantise and compress many signals using subband analysis.

This chapter describes in some detail various analysis/synthesis methods. In parti
the following sections discuss one-dimensional two-band, M-band, and octave-band
analysis. Equations describing these systems are given from both a time domain and
frequency domain perspective. These equations are used in subsequent chapters of this
thesis. The time domain framework is used to illustrate that orthogonal
analysis/synthesis systems are a generalisation of orthogonal block transforms. Twodimensional separable analysis is considered using one-dimensional analysis on each
dimension. A measure of the spread of a filter's impulse response, thefiltertime width,
is also discussed.

2.1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

A finite impulse response (FIR) filter is usually denoted by h, a vector of the fi
coefficients. The coefficients are arranged in reverse order. For example,
h = [h(N-l),h{N-2),..,h(0)]T
where

T

denotes the vector/matrix transpose operator and Af is the length of the f

O n the other hand a vector can be considered as a FIRfilterwith coefficients denoted
as above. Vectors of input and output samples are arranged in terms of increasing time.
For example,
x=[..,x(-l),x(0),x(l),x(2),..]T
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B y using a reverse arrangement of filter coefficients, one step of a filtering or
convolution process can be represented as a vector inner product. Multiple steps can be
represented using a matrix vector product.
The Z-transform of a vector is the Z-ttansform of the corresponding FIR filter,
,

n

H(z) = Yih(n)z- =h

T

-

<

*

-

!

)

•

MN-2)

This Z-ttansform can be factored into a product form,

H(z) = Af[(z->-zk)

where A is a magnitude factor. The zeros of a vector are the z^. The frequency respo
of a vector orfilteris evaluated by setting z = eJ<0. A zero of a vector on the unit circle
corresponds to a zero in the frequency response. For example,

For software reasons, filter magnitude responses are plotted against normalised
frequency (cycles/sample) rather than co radians. The normalised frequency range of 0
to 0.5 cycles/sample corresponds to 0 to Tt radians.

An ideal filter is one that has infinite attenuation in the stopband and zero transi
bandwidth [Oppenheim and Schafer 1989, p42]. In other words the magnitude response
is rectangular. Obviously an ideal filter cannot be implemented in practice. However a
ideal filter is a useful mathematical abstraction, and is used to simplify various
mathematical analyses. A n

ideal filter bank is a filter bank (or subband

analysis/synthesis system) which employs ideal filters.
A decimator and interpolator are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The D-fold decimator,
denoted by D I in Figure 2.1, is characterised by the input-output relation,
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y(n) = x(Dn)
which reduces the sampling rate by a factor of D.
x(n)

y(n)

Figure 2.1. Z)-fold Decimator and /-fold Interpolator.
The /-fold interpolator, denoted by / t in Figure 2.1, is characterised by
output relation,
I n\ n .
z(n) = y\ — \ — is an integer
0
else
The interpolator inserts /-l zero valued samples between the adjacent samples of y(n)
giving the signal z(n). The input-outputrelationsfor the decimator and interpolator in
the Z-domain are [Vaidyanathan 1990],
i D-l

r(z)=i£x
u

( 1 zW\
zDe

D

. Z{z) = Y{zl)

t=o

respectively. For the decimator the term corresponding to k=Q is an D-fold stretched
version of the input spectrum. The other terms, called aliasing terms, correspond to
uniformly shifted versions of this stretched spectrum. The interpolator on the other
hand forms an /-fold compressed version of the input signal. A good overview of
multirate digital signal processing may be found in [Vaidyanathan 1990].

2.2. TWO-BAND ANALYSIS /SYNTHESIS
Figure 2.2 illustrates a generic one-dimensional two-band analysis/synthesis (A/S)
subband system. A subband analysis or analysis/synthesis system is oftenreferredto as
afilterbank. The input signal, X, is filtered into a lowpass and highpass signal by //„
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and Hx respectively. Each signal is decimated by two, as depicted by 2 i : that is every
second sample is discarded. The motivation for decimation is to maintain (at point Y )
the original sampling rate of X. The decimated signals are then processed according to
the application. For example, quantised and encoded in a subband coder. The synthesis
consists of upsampling by two, depicted as 2 1 , which inserts a zero between every
sample. Ignoring the quantisation process the cascade of the decimation and
interpolation sets every second sample to zero. The signals are then filtered with
lowpass and highpassfilters,G 0 and Gx respectively, and s u m m e d to give the
reconstructed signal.

X(z)
f\\*-j

»0v
H,(z)

".«

*±
U

Y,W

*f

Q.W

*?

G,W

X'(z)

Figure 2.2. Two-band analysis/synthesis subband system

A system is said to be a perfect reconstruction (PR) system if the output X is e
delayed version of the input X. There are four possible distortions introduced in this
analysis/synthesis system: namely aliasing, imaging, magnitude and phase distortions.
These distortions are described in the following subsection.

2.2.1. Frequency Domain Characterisation of the Two-band A/S System
Historically the two-band and more general A/S systems have been characterised
mathematically in the frequency domain. The aim of this subsection is to give a brief
overview of this characterisation. A detailed description m a y be found in the listed
references. Further motivation is to give some equations that are used later in this
thesis.
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For the two-band A/S system it can be shown that the output is related to the i
[Smith and Barnwell, 1986],

x(^i = |[//0(^)G0(e>) + //1(^)G1(^)]x(^)
(11)

1 r

+-[//o(-^lG0(^)+ //1(-e-)G1(e-)]x(-^)

The second term in (2.1) represents aliasing (and imaging) distortion. The pro
attaining P R or near P R has received much attention in theresearchcommunity. The
first solution was the quadrature mirrorfilter( Q M F ) bank [Croisier et al, 1976]. The
QMF's remove aliasing by constraining the synthesisfiltersas,

G0(en = //,(-0, G.(^) = -H0(-en (2.2)

which is referred to as the aliasing cancellation condition. The system transf
is then,
X'(ei<a)
~X

^^[H^M-e^-H^M-e^)]

(2.3)

The filter bank phase and magnitude distortions are dependent on this transfer function.
Perfect reconstruction (PR) is attained when the transfer function is a simple delay.

The QMF solution of Croisier et al (1976) specifies that the highpass analysi
H^e*) = H^-e*) which gives,

^ = \[Hl(e<-)-Hl(-e>°)} (2.4)

Unfortunately, in only two special cases does the above system function describe a
delay giving PR. These cases are when the length of the analysis/synthesis filters is two
or when they are infinitely long. The former case actually describes a two by two block
transform such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or discrete cosine transform
(DCT).
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The first P R filter solution was offered by Smith and Barnwell (1984, 1986). These
filters were termed conjugate quadrature filters (CQF's). The highpass analysisfilteris
given by,

H{(en = -e-"»-x%{-e-») (2.5)

where N is the length of the lowpass filter. The e~lwi<N~l) term is required so t
highpass filter is causal, and generates an overall system delay of N-l. In the time
domain the filters are related as follows,
g0(n) = h0(N-l-n), g1(n) = hl(N-l-n), hfr) = (-l)nh0(N-l-n) (2.6)
The CQF solution is almost the same as the QMF solution. The only new ingredient
a time-reversal: the highpass analysis filter (and hence the lowpass synthesis filter) is a
time reversed version of the Q M F solution. Using CQF's the resulting transfer function
for real-valuedfiltersis,

xie») = ^\H0{e»)\\\H0(eJl™)][YMN-l)x{eJ*) " (2.7)
t—r\-~

_

It is possible to constrain the term in square brackets to be two, giving an out
a delayed version of the input.

The CQF solution specifies that the lowpass synthesis filter is the time reversed
lowpass analysis filter and similarly for the highpass filters. This timereversalmeans
that any phase distortion introduced in the analysis is cancelled in the synthesis. Further
the CQF's employ the aliasing cancellation condition. Hence the only constraint left is
the magnitude distortion condition, the square bracket term in equation (2.7). The
benefit of this characteristic of the C Q F solution is illustrated beautifully in the timedomain as shown in the next subsection.
As discussed later in this chapter CQF's cannot have linear phase. However there
other P R filter banks with linear phase filters. Equation (2.3) can be written as,
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A necessary and sufficient condition for P R with FIRfiltersis that the aliasing
cancellation condition (2.3) holds and,
P{eim) - P{ -eja) = 2e-j(2k+l)(*

where k is an arbitrary integer [Vetterli and Herley 1990]. In other words the ab
transfer function is an odd delay. In the time domain this means that,
p(n)-(-iyP(n)=2Z(n-2k-l)

which implies that every odd coefficient of p(n), baring one, must be zero. Linea
phase P R filters, h0(n) and hx(n), can be designed as spectral factorisations of such pin)
which has linear phase (ie is symmetric). For example see [Le Gall and Tabatabai,
1988] and [Vetterli and Herley, 1990].

2.2.2. Time Domain Characterisation of the Two-band A/S System

Additional insights may be gained by considering a time domain characterisation o
two-band A/S system. This has been done in the literature, although it has been a more
recent approach.
The analysis can be described in the time domain using block-Toeplitz or block
circulant matrices [Vetterli and Le Gall 1989, pl059]. Consider an infinite vector,
x=[...x(-l),x(0),x(l),..f (2.8)

as the input to the two-band analysis filter bank. The output, a lowpass and a hi
decimated subband signal, can be represented as an infinite output vector,

y=[...y0(-lX>'i(-lX)'o(0),}'1(0),yoaX>'1a).-r <2-9)

where the lowpass and highpass analysis signals are multiplexed in time. Note tha
the time domain equivalent of the two Z-domain signals, Y0(z) and Y{(z), indicated in
Figure 2.2. The analysis can then be described as,

y = T,x

(2.10)
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where the analysis matrix,

0 0.. ..
0
0
Ta =

Ab(iV-l) h,(N-2) MN-3) .. *b(0) 0
kiN-l) A,(N-2) MiV-3) •• *i(0) 0

0
0

0

0

hoiN-l)

..

..

Ml)

0

0

h.{N-l)

..

..

*,(1) /^(O)

..

/io(0)

In the case of infinite input/output signals, the analysis matrix is infinite
block Toeplitz. For the two-band case the blocks are two by two. Note that moving
down the matrix each block is shifted across by two, which effects the decimation by
two. For finite input/output signals circular convolution (filtering) is usually employed

to obviate any problems associated with the signal boundaries. In this case the filte
coefficients wrap around either the last or first few columns of the analysis matrix (or

both), giving an analysis matrix that is block circulant. Finite block circulant matrices
are considered henceforth.

The synthesis may be described in the same manner using a matrix vector product
x = Tsy

where Ts is the synthesis matrix, defined in a similar manner to the analysis m

and x' is the reconstructed (output) vector. For PR, if the analysis matrix is orthogona
the synthesis matrix is simply the transpose of the analysis matrix. This is in fact the
case with the C Q F solution, when P R is attained.

To clarify these ideas, example 2.1 describes the relevant matrices and vector
orthogonal two-band system using 4-tap filters and an 8-tap input vector.
Example 2.1
The analysis, y = T a x, is expanded as,
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yM

^(3) ^(2) ^(1) Ao(O)

0

0

0

0

x(0)'

K(O)

^(3) ^(2) ^(1) hSQ)

0

0

0

0

x(D
x(2)

MD

0

0

^(3) hfa) Kd)

Kd)

0

0

y,(D

0

0

^(3) ^(2) 6,(1) ^(0)

0

0

Jo(2)
*(2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

%(3)

h0(l) ,%(0)

0

0

7i(3)

^(1) ^(0)

0

0

x(3)
^(3) h0(2) h,(l) h,(0)x(4)
11,(3) lk\(2) h,(l) 11,(0)
x(5)
0
0
^(3) ^(2) x(6)
0

0

h.(3) ^(2) x(7)

and the synthesis, x' = T^y where Ts is the synthesis matrix, is expanded as,

'x(O)'

x(D
x'd)
*"(3)
x(4)
x(5)
x(6)

[x(D

Kd) ^(3)
^(2) M 2 )

*b(i)
*b(o>
o
o
o
o

MO
Kd)
o
o
o
o

0
0

0
0

Kd) Kd)
Kd) kd)
Mi) K(V
M O Kd)
o o
o o

0
0

o
o
Kd)
Kd)
MI)
Mo)

o
o
o
o
Kd)
Kd)
Mi)
MO)

Mi) Mi) y 0 (o)
M o ) Kd) Mo)
o o
MD
o o
MO
o
o
y 0 (2)
o
o
yt(2)
M3) M3) y0(3)
M 2 ) Kd)_ K ( 3 )

noting that T, = T j . The analysis matrix structure implies that the filtering
begins four (in general AO samples from the beginning of the input vector.

It is simple to verify that the analysis matrix in example 2.1, Ta, is o
only if (iff),
h£h0 = 1, hfh, = 1, h[h0 = 0

M3)Mi)+M2)MO) = o
h1(3)hl(l) + K (2)^(0) = 0
hoQMl) + k0(2)hx(0) = 0
hl(3)h0(l) + K(2)K(0) = 0
or in matrix form,

H r H = I, H r W H = 0

(2.12)
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where I is a four by four identity matrix, 0 is a four by four zero matrix and,

H =

M3) Kd)
Kd) Kd)
Mi) ^i(D

0

0

1 0"

0 0 0

,w =

Mo) Kd)

1

0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0

(2.13)

The two matrix equations in (2.12) actually only specify three independent equations

each, giving six independent equations in total. Coupled with eight free parameters
(2x4 filter coefficients) there are two degrees of freedom remaining. If these equations
are satisfied then T, = T j = T"1 which gives x' = x.

For a set of CQF's one filter specifies the other three. Hence using the CQF so
leaves only four free parameters, which are the four coefficients of one of the filters.
Although there are fewer parameters there are also fewer P R equations, which are,
h r h = 1, h r W h = 0

(2.14)

leaving, again two degrees of freedom. In this thesis the filter h usually refers to the

highpass analysis filter, although for these P R conditions it can refer to any one of the

four analysis or synthesis filters. Note that due to the symmetry of the latter equation a
symmetric version of the W matrix m a y be used as,
0
W =

0

1 0"

0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

The beauty of the C Q F relationship is that it reduces the parameter space while
maintaining the same degrees of freedom. For C Q F filters of length 2n (n = 2,3,...)
there are n constraints and n degrees of freedom. Daubechies (1988) used this C Q F
relationship to derive filters with n zeros at n radians for the lowpass filter giving her
famous wavelets.
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2.3. A R B I T R A R Y A N A L Y S I S / S Y N T H E S I S

CONFIGURATIONS

The purpose of this section is to give a time domain characterisation of an arbitrar
structure. This characterisation is subsequently used to derive general results for
orthogonal A/S systems. Also, this structure is used to derive results pertinent to all
subband A/S structures later in this thesis.

Figure 2.3 illustrates an arbitrary subband analysis/synthesis system. The filters a
signals are indicated in the time domain, commensurate with the description to be
given in this section. The description of this figure is similar to that of the two-band
case. The input signal is filtered into M subbands of arbitrary size. Each subband is
decimated as depicted. The symbol d i signifies decimation by d: that is only every
dfh sample is retained. The signals { y0, yv ... , yM., } are then processed according to
the particular application. These processed signals are then upsampled and filtered,

which is termed interpolation, and combined to give the output. In the absence of
processing it is desirable that the output signal jr* is equal to, or equal within a delay to,
the input signal JC.

*o<n>

".4,

y0(n)

"ot

g0(n) s

"it

g,(n) '

•
•
•

•
•
•

y.(n)
h,(n)

i,^

x'(n)

x(n)
•
•
•

W

•
•

y

^M-NI

(n)

d

^
M-ll

w>

Figure 2.3. Arbitrary subband analysis/synthesis system.
A so called critically sampled system is one where,
M-l 1

Y— = i
^

d

*=o uk

(2.15)
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This implies that for every L input samples there are L subband samples in total. In this
thesis only critically sampled systems are considered.

An arbitrary subband analysis can be described in the time domain using a matrix
vector product as in the two-band case. In the following subsections some c o m m o n
analysis structures are considered.

2.3.1. Af-Band or Uniform Analysis/Synthesis

M-band analysis is the case where there are M subbands of roughly equal bandwidt
and each decimation factor is M. This type of analysis system is oftenreferredto as a
uniformfilterbank. A block transform, such as the discrete cosine or discrete Fourier
transform, can be considered as an M-band analysis structure. This view is also adopted
by Simoncelli and Adelson (in W o o d s 1991) among others. O n e purpose of this
subsection is to demonstrate this concept.
Vaidyanathan (1987) offered the first M-band PR solution which used paraunitary
analysis building blocks. Vetterli and Le Gall (1989 pl061) showed that the
paraunitary property is equivalent to subband system having an orthogonal analysis
matrix.
For the M-band case, following Vetterli and Le Gall (1989), the analysis matrix

0
0
T =

A,
0 Af
0

l

0

Af-l
V

An

AK-\

*-I

(2.16)

0
v

K-\

0

where the output vector is again formed by multiplexing the M subbands,
y=Tax
..,[yo(-^X3',(-M),..,yw_1(-M),],[y0(0),y1(0),..,yM_1(0),],'
y =

lyo(M),yl(M),..,yM_l(M),]...

(2.17)
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Each A matrix is of size M by M . If T a is an infinite matrix then it is block-Toeplitz; if

it isfinitethen it is block circulant, effecting a circular convolution on the input vector
Moving down the matrix each block is shifted across M columns, which effects the
decimation by M .
Non-overlapping or block transforms are a special case of M-band analysis. In
the sub-matrices Ak in (2.16) are zero matrices for fc*0. In example 2.1, if
Ml) = M O ) = Ml) = /^(0) = 0, tnen tne analysis is equivalent to a two by two block
transform. In this case the orthogonal analysis matrix is,

T=d.

0
0
1
-1
0
0
..

0
0
0
0
1
1
0

..

0
0
0
1
-1
0
0

0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 -1

Each block of this matrix performs a two by two transform on adjacent blocks of the
input vector of length two. For M by M transforms the blocks are of size M by M . As
another example the c o m m o n 8x8 discrete cosine transform (DCT) can be described
using a block diagonal analysis matrix with blocks of size 8x8.

Rao and Yip (1993, pll and p20) define a whole class of different DCT's and dis
sine transforms (DSTs). The D C T referred to in this thesis is defined there as the
DCT-II ( D C T type two). Similarly the D S T is defined as DST-I. The other D C T s and
D S T s used in this thesis are referred to using the Rao and Yip nomenclature.
Princen and Bradley (1986, 1987) introduced some PR cosine modulated M-band
transforms (analysis/synthesis systems) where each analysis and synthesis filter is a
cosine modulated version of some lowpassfilterprototype and is of length L = 2 M . This
idea was extended by various authors to include P R cosine modulatedfilterbanks
where thefilterlengths are L=2KM for positive integer K. Malvar and Staelin (1989)
described a P R lapped orthogonal transform (LOT), which is an M-band transform
withfilterlengths L=2M. Malvar (1992) gave fast implementations for the L O T , and
two cosine modulatedfilterbanks: a modulated lapped transform ( M L T ) and an
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extended lapped transform (ELT). The L O T referred to in this thesis is the fast L O T
type II [Malvar 1992, pl68], while the M L T is described in [Malvar 1992, pl78]. The
E L T is a cosine modulated filter bank (K=2) using a lowpass filter prototype that is
described by Malvar (1992, ppl84-185) with parameter 7 = 0.5. Malvar (1992, p216)
suggested this parameter setting for the encoding of highly correlated sources.

2.3.2. Octave-band Analysis/Synthesis
A tree-structured decomposition can be used to analyse a signal. The synthesis
the reverse tree. For example, the lowpass signal of a two-band analysis m a y be
repeatedly analysed as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

»,w
H„W
X(z)

H,(z)

n
u

H,(z)

2J,

2i

Figure 2.4. Octave-band or D W T analysis: tree-depth two

The tree-depth is the maximum number of levels of analysis used to decompose th
signal. For example, in Figure 2.4 the tree-depth is two. The lowpass signal can be
further analysed giving a tree-depth of three, four and so on. A n octave-band analysis,
often referred to as a dyadic analysis or discrete wavelet transform ( D W T ) , is such an
approach, with an arbitrary tree-depth.
The octave-band analysis (and synthesis) can be concisely described using block
circulant matrices. In this case it is convenient to store the subbands sequentially in the
analysis vector rather than in a multiplexed fashion. Consider example 2.1 using a
rearranged analysis vector. The first stage of the octave-band analysis is y, = T al x,
which is expanded as,
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0
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Kd). xd)

where the subscript al is used to indicate stage one of the octave-band analysis. Note
that the analysis vector y x consists of the lowpass and highpass subband data stored
sequentially, as opposed to the multiplexed fashion in example 2.1. This difference is
reflected by a different analysis matrix. The original analysis matrix Ta is related to the
n e w analysis matrix by,
(2.18)

Tfll = F T ,

where P is a permutation matrix. Note that the same P R conditions apply since if T 0 is
orthogonal then so is T al . (P r P=I, being a permutation matrix). The n e w synthesis
matrix, the transpose of the n e w analysis matrix, isrelatedto the old synthesis matrix
of example 2.1 through the transposed permutation.
The lowpass subband can now be analysed using a second stage of the octave-band
analysis as,
V

2 ~

*a2Vl

where,

l

a2

T =

T 0"
0 Ij
Kd) Kd)
Kd) Kd)
Kd) M2)
Kd) Mo)

Kd)
Kd)
Kd)
Kd)

Kd)
Kd)
Kd)
Kd)
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I is a four by four identity matrix and 0 is a four by four zero matrix. If the original
analysis matrix T a , is orthogonal it is easy to verify that T a 2 is orthogonal. The analysis
and synthesis can n o w be described as,
y » y2 = Ta2Talx = Tax
*" = TjTJiy = Tjy = TarTflx = x

The overall analysis is described by the analysis matrix Ta. If orthogonal analysis
matrices are used at each stage of the free then T a is orthogonal. Assuming that the
synthesis matrix is the transpose of the analysis matrix, it follows that the overall
analysis/synthesis system is perfectly reconstructing and orthogonal.

For longer input vectors it is possible to analyse the lowpass signal further; agai
orthogonal analysis/synthesis is attained if at each stage orthogonal analysis is used.
The tree-structure is generally more efficient for implementation purposes, whereas the
analysis matrix cascade, giving one orthogonal matrix, is useful for mathematical
analysis.

2.3.3. Arbitrary Analysis/Synthesis

The term level of analysis is used in this thesis to refer to the frequency resolut
the low frequency subbands for a general subband analysis structure. For example, for
a D W T the level of analysis refers to the tree-depth while for M-band structures it
refers to M . A high level of analysis means that the low frequency subbands have a
narrow bandwidth or high frequency resolution.

Returning to Figure 2.3, an arbitrary analysis may be characterised with a matrix v
product. Assuming that the length of the input vector, N% , is a c o m m o n multiple of the
decimation factors, the length of the analysis vector is the same as the input vector and
the analysis matrix is square. This represents critically sampling, since for L input
samples there are L output samples. The analysis matrix can be written as,
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*»(0)

0

T. =

A*-.(*ii-. " 0

M#o - 0
fc,(0)

0

o

Mw.-i)

A*-.(0) 0
'M-1 (0)

0

A«-.(^-1 - 0

where the analysis output vector is arranged sequentially as,
N.
Ov^
y = ^(OX^oClX-^o - r \>yid\~,yi -r .-,..,..,yw-i(0),..,yw_,

v4>

if

A.

Af
N
The first — - rows of the analysis matrix analyse the lowpass subband, the next —*d0
d}
analyse the next subband and so on. For the lowpass block each row is equivalent to the
adjacent row above following a circular shift of d0 columns. This circular shift effects
the decimation by d0. The subbands could be stored in the analysis vector in a
multiplexed fashion, in which case the analysis matrix would be block circulant. Thus
the above matrix is a permutation of a block circulant matrix. The A/S is orthogonal if
the analysis matrix is orthogonal. From a frequency domain perspective, the system
would be a paraunitary A/S system.

2.3.4. Perfect Reconstruction and Signal Boundary Extensions
For general A/S perfect reconstruction is attained when the synthesis matrix is given by
the inverse of the analysis matrix (T g =T a ), assuming such an inverse exists. Since the
inverse of a matrix is unique, for perfect reconstruction, the analysis matrix specifies
the synthesis matrix and visa-versa. A s discussed in the next subsection if the analysis
matrix is orthogonal, then T = T „ . This is referred to as orthogonal A/S. More generally,
if T =Ta* the A/S is referred to as biorthogonal since T T =1.
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Note that A/S formulation presented here is not restricted to time invariant filters.
Unless the analysis (and synthesis) matrix is block circulant, or a permutation of a
block circulant matrix, thefiltersare effectively time varying.

The synthesis reconstructs the signal as a weighted sum of basis vectors. The weight
are the subband coefficients, and the basis vectors lie in the columns of T . For time
s

invariant systems, due to the upsampling operation, these basis vectors are shifted
versions of the synthesis filters. The shift for synthesisfilterk is dk, the interpolation
factor for subband k. Hence one observes that subband analysis is a decomposition of a
signal onto the synthesis basis vectors. For orthogonal A/S each analysis filter, which is
used to calculate the weight for each synthesis basis vector, is the same as the
corresponding synthesis basis vector.
Circular convolution, as effected by circulant analysis matrices, is equivalent to
replicating the finite length input signal in time, making an infinite periodic signal, and
analysing this infinite signal. Since the input signal is n o w periodic and infinite, the
output subband signals are infinite and periodic. T h e analysis vector simply contains
the subband signals for one of these periods. The synthesis, employing circular
convolution, effectivelyreplicatesthe finite subband signals, giving the above infinite
length subband signals, and synthesises these infinite subbands. The reconstructed
signal is simply one period of this output signal, which for P R is the same as finite
input signal.

An even periodic, as opposed to a circular, data extension may be used with some fil
banks with linear phase filters [Smith and Eddins 1987,1990]. The finite input signal is
firstreflectedabout one of its boundaries, and then this n e w finite signal is replicated
in time. The analysis and synthesis operate on a finite portion of this infinite signal.
Thefiltersare positioned in the same place in the analysis/synthesis matrices as with
the circular extension method except at the boundaries of the matrix. Instead of
wrapping around the columns, thefiltersarereflectedabout the last and first column.
For critical sampling, where the length of the analysis vector is equal to that of the
original input vector, only some linear phase filters m a y be used for perfect
reconstruction with an even periodic extension. [Smith and Eddins 1987,1990].
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2.4. O R T H O G O N A L A N A L Y S I S M A T R I X P R O P E R T I E S

If the analysis matrix is orthogonal then the A/S system is said to be
analysis matrix is orthogonal then for PR the synthesis matrix is the transpose of the
analysis matrix and is orthogonal. Under an assumption of PR this definition of an
orthogonalfilterbank is equivalent to that of Soman and Vaidyanathan (1993, pi832).
Vetterli and Le Gall (1989) show that orthogonality and the paraunitary property are
equivalent.

Orthogonal analysis/synthesis enjoys several propertiesjinalogous to p
by orthogonal block transforms. The following subsections illustrate these properties
and prove some new results which are useful in the design of orthogonal
analysis/synthesis systems.

2.4.1. Mean Square Error / Energy Conservation

Quantisation in the subband domain involves the approximation of the a
y by some "quantised" version y. Synthesising this approximation gives an output

vector x. The mean square error (MSE) is defined as the average square error between
the components of the input to the A/S system, x, and the components of the output, x.
Considering these vectors as wide sense stationary random vectors gives [Papoulis
1991, p329],
M S E = £J—(x-x) r (x-x)l

If the analysis matrix is orthogonal then,

MSE = EJ^-fTjy-TjjffTjy-Tjy)]

= E —(y-y)r(y-y)
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Hence the system M S E is equal to the M S E in the subband domain. It has implicitly
been assumed that the quantisation error vector y - y is wide sense stationary. This is a
well known result that applies to orthogonal block transforms [Jayant and Noll 1984,
p525]. The only difference here is that a block transform has been used to describe a

finite input arbitrary (orthogonal) analysis/synthesis system. This idea is considered in
more detail in Chapter 3.
Setting the approximation, or quantisation vector to zero gives,
E{xrx} = E{yTy] (2.19)

and hence there is energy conservation between the subband (analysis) and origin
domains. S o m a n and Vaidyanathan (1993) derive theseresultsusing a paraunitary A/S
system assumption which is equivalent to an orthogonal A/S assumption. The above
results obviously hold in a deterministic environment, which is the environment under
which the M S E is usually calculated for a particular instance of an encoding of an
image.

2.4.2. Filter bank Response to a Constant Input
The response of a filter to a constant input of unit magnitude is the frequency
at zero frequency. This is termed the D C component of afilter(or vector) and is
denoted by,

DC(h)=Ydh(n) = HdJa')l_0

where N is the length of the vector h of filter coefficients. For a set of analy
synthesis)filtersthe D C subband or D C basis vector is defined as the subband or basis
vector with the largest D C component. This is usually the lowpass subband.

Kronander [1989a, 1989b] and several other authors have suggested that for image
coding every analysisfilter,except the lowpass, should have a zero at zero frequency
(DC). The reasons w h y this is so are discussed later in Section 6.3.1 of Chapter 6. A n
analysis filter set with this property is referred to as a zero-DC constrained or
zero-constrainedfilterbank.
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Using a zero-constrainedfilterbank means that a constant signal isrepresentedwholly
by the lowpass signal, or equivalently can be reconstructed from the lowpass signal
only. Clarke (1983a) showed that a sufficient condition for a block or non-overlapping
transform, to be zero-constrained is that the D C basis vector is constant. In fact it can
be shown that this is a necessary condition. First, Clarke's result is generalised to
arbitrary orthogonal analysis. The following theorem has been given by Daubechies

(1988) in a different form for the two-band case. Note that it is assumed that the filter
bank is perfectly reconstructing.
Theorem 2.1: Consider an orthogonal filter bank with DC subband filter h0. A

necessary and sufficient condition for the filter bank to be zero-constrain
that D C ( h 0 ) = Ja\ , where d0 is the decimation factor of the DC subband.
Proof: Consider the output of such an orthogonal filter bank given a constant,
unit magnitude input. This output is given by,

y = [V^,V^",..,V^,DC(h1),..,DC(h1),..,..,..,DC(hM_1),..,DC(hM_1)f
Energy conservation (2.19) gives,
yry = x7x =

NX

= I(V^)2+ i(DC(hl))2+..+ X (DOXJ)2
= ^+^(DC(h1))2+..+^-(DC(hM_1))2
4

dM_x

Hence the DC component of hp.., hMA must be zero. In other words,

DCOO =..= 00(10 = 0

This shows that the above property is sufficient to enforce zeros at DC for nonD C filters. T o show the necessity, if the D C component of hv.., hMA is zero
then,
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y T y = x r x = Nx
= ^(DC(h0))2
d0

VVV

=*DC{h0) = Jd~0
This theorem places an interesting constraint on the DC basis function of a
constrained block transform as,
Corollary 2.1: For the block, or non-overlapping transform, a necessary and

sufficient condition for zero constraint is that the DC basis vector is co
Proof: Consider maximising the DC component of the DC basis vector given a
unit energy constraint, (required by an orthogonal transform). Forming a
Lagrangian gives,
L(h0,X) = hT0l-X(hT0h0-l)

where 1 is a vector of ones and h0 denotes the DC basis vector. Differentiat
and setting the gradient to zero gives,
|£ = l-2Xh0=0=*h0=^[l 1 .. l]r

which is a necessary condition for maximising the DC component of h0. Using
the unit energy constraint gives —- = - = , noting that for a block transform
2X ^jd0
the length of the D C basis vectors is </0 (and is the length of all the basis
vectors). The maximum D C component is thus,

DC(h0) = rf0-j= = >/^"

It follows that if the D C basis vector is not constant then the D C component
will be less than Ja\, violating the necessary condition for a zero-constrained

filter bank. If the D C basis vector is constant then for unit energy, as required
by orthogonality, — - = -j==.
2A. ^d0

VVV
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As noted above, Clarke (1983a) showed the sufficiency of this corollary. S o m e
examples that pertain to Corollary 2.1 are the discrete sine transform (DST) and the
Karhunen-Loeve Transform ( K L T ) for an AR(1) source of correlation -l<p<l. Both
these transforms have a non constant D C basis vector, and hence both have non D C
basis vectors with non-zero D C components. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has
a constant D C basis vector and hence all non-DC basis vectors have a zero D C
component.

2.5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS/SYNTHESIS

Two-dimensional analysis/synthesis is required for subband image coding since an
image isrepresentedby a two-<limensional data array. A four-band two-dimensional
analysis/synthesis system (filter bank) is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The description of a
two-dimensional filter bank is essentially the same as that for a one-dimensional filter
bank. The input signal is analysed into various two-dimensional subbands which are
then decimated. Decimation involves subsampling the subbands by a specified amount
in each dimension. It is not necessary that the subsampling is the same in both
dimensions, although it is often the case. In Figure 2.5 there are four subbands. The
synthesis is the same reverse operation as for a one-dimensionalfilterbank.
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Figure 2.5. Two-Dimensional Four-Band Filter Bank

The two-dimensional filter bank can also be described in either the time or frequen
domain. From this description the necessaryfilterconstraints for P R can be derived. B y
far the simplest analytical method of attaining P R is using separable two-dimensional
filters that are the product of one-dimensional P R filters [Vetterli 1984], For example
consider a P R one-dimensional two-band filter bank using analysisfiltersh 0 and h t and
synthesis filters g^ and g r Setting,
Ko(n,m) = Kd)K(™) , goo{n,m) = g0(n)g0(m)
Kld,m) = K(n)K(rn) . gm(n,m) =

g^g^m)

K0(n,m) = K(n)K(m) » gw(**m) =

gMgnW

hll(n.m) = K(n)KW

' gn(n>m) = gM)g1(m)

gives a two-dimensional four-band PR filter bank using the structure of Figure 2.5,
where the decimation for each subband is effected by subsampling by two in both
dimensions. T h e four subbands associated with these filters are referred to as L L , L H ,
H L and H H respectively where L refers to lowpass and Hrefersto highpass.

Using separable filters it is possible to analyse the input data rows first and the
analyse theresultingdata columns. Each row is analysed independentiy with a twoband one-dimensionalfilterbank. Thisresultsin two, two-dunensional subbands. T h e
columns of these subbands are then analysed similarly to give four subbands in total. In
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this form P R is obviously attained if the synthesis is the reverse cascade of these onedimensional analysis/synthesis operations.
Consider two one-dimensional filters, h0(n) and h{(ri), with unit energy or norm so

Ik«|2=XM«)f=i
n

n

The energy of a two-dimensional filter, h(n,m), generated using these two onedimensional filters is,

ZHn.mf =Z\K(n)\%(m)\2 =1
n,m

n,m

Hence the rwo-climensional filter is also of unit energy. The separable filters em
in this thesis are usually generated from unit energy one-dimensional filters.

A filter bank employing separable filters is termed a separable filter bank. Bamberg
(1992) and Bamberger and Smith (1992) have investigated the use of non-separable
two-dimensional filter banks for various applications. They concluded that for subband
image coding that no significant subjective or objective gain achieved by using these
non-separable filters. Also Simoncelli and Adelson (1990) discuss Q M F type filter
banks based on a hexagonal sampling lattice which offer superior orientation
selectivity. A drawback of thesefiltersis the extra computation required to convert
existing rectangular sampling grids to hexagonal ones. There are other open questions
in this area of non-separable filter banks, which however are not the topics of this
thesis.
In this thesis only two-dimensional separable filter banks based on a rectangular
sampling grid are considered. Although the separable filter banks are a subset of
general filter banks they offer certain advantages: namely an efficient implementation
via separate row/column analysis, simpler filter design, and simpler system analysis.
Also as concluded by Bamberger and Smith, at present, in terms of image coding a
non-separable filter bank does not appear to offer any advantages over a separable filter
bank.
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One-dimensional filter properties are considered in the time and frequency domains in
this thesis. Since separablefiltersare used for two-dimensional analysis/synthesis,
these filters are characterised by the properties of the two corresponding onedimensional filters. The one-dimensional time and frequency domains obviously
correspond to the two-dimensional spatial and spatial frequency domains when applied
to the two-dimensionalfilteringof images.

2.6. FILTER BANK TIME WIDTHS
Simoncelli and Adelson (in Woods 1991, Chapter 4 pi82) conclude that for image
compression purposes the basis functions of afilterbank should be localised in both
the spatial and spatial-frequency domains. The time width of a filter is an attempt to
quantify itstimeresolution(or spatialresolutionas applied to images). The time width
of a FIR filter of length N is defined as [Marple 1987],

X(n-«)>(n)f

° 2 =-SM

—

/i=0

where n is the mean time,

n =%n\h(nf
«=o

Usually h(n) is normalised to unit energy, in which case the time width is the va
of a probability mass distribution defined by \h(n)\ .

A filter time width is a measure of the spread of its impulse response. Obviously
image coding purposes, this time width is really a one-dimensional spatial width. Since
one-dimensional filter properties are generally considered in this thesis, and the actual
label attached to a dimension, such as space or time, is largely irrelevant for purposes
of this discussion, the impulse response spread is referred to as time width.

A frequency width, sometimes referred to as bandwidth, can be defined in a simila
manner to the time width as,
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Note that the bandwidth interpretation in this case applies to lowpass filters only. The
uncertainty principle states that [Marple 1987],

4
T h e time widths of the filters employed in a subband analysis method are dependent
somewhat on the subband analysis structure. For example, given a particular subband
bandwidth, the time width of the corresponding filter is lower bound by the uncertainty
principle. A s a general rule of thumb, as the frequency resolution increases the time
resolution decreases. However it is important torealisethat this is a general trend only
and filters with the same bandwidth m a y have widely varying time widths.
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CHAPTER 3:

SUBBAND CODING GAIN

3.1. INTRODUCTION
The coding gain metric, GSBC (or GTC), is theoretical measure of the coding
performance of a subband analysis/synthesis system for a given source model. This
metric is commonly used to compare various block transforms and subband methods.
Jayant and Noll (1984, p527) and Clarke (1985, pl79) defined and derived a coding
gain equation for orthogonal block transforms. Jayant and Noll (1984, p491) also
defined and derived a subband coding gain equation for an M-band ideal filter bank.
Although several assumptions were made in the derivation, it is generally perceived as
being useful: to quote Malvar (1992, p241), "Although G T C m a y not predict directly the
performance of a transform coder, differences in G T C from one Uansform to another
generally correlate well with differences in practical performance.".

Pearlman [in Woods 1991 pp27-29] formalised the derivation of the coding gain for
ideal subband analysis structures using rate distortion theory. It was assumed that the
input is a stationary Gaussian signal and that the rate is high. The subbands m a y be of
arbitrary bandwidth but must be formed using ideal brick-wallfilters.S o m a n and
Vaidyanathan (1993) extended the block transform coding gain to include any
orthogonal or paraunitary subband analysis. It must be noted that several authors had
been using this extension for some time prior to this publication. Katto and Yashuda
(1991) generalised the coding gain to a unified coding gain, suitable for any perfect
reconstruction (PR)filterbank, including D P C M systems. Although the unified coding
gain is very general it is worth noting (and shown later) that the assumptions required
for biorthogonal analysis methods are stricter than those required for orthogonal
methods. However, for sufficiently high rates all assumptions m a d e are reasonable.
Akansu and Haddad (1990) showed that for some transforms the coding gain is
independent of the sign of p using an AR(1) source, and noted that this is not the case
for the D C T . Malvar (1992) and Akansu and Wadas (1992) used the coding gain to
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compare the D C T , L O T and E L T using an AR(1) model of high correlation, typically
p=0.95, which was used as a basic model of still imagery. It was demonstrated that the
performance hierarchy is E L T , L O T and D C T commensurate with the frequency
resolving hierarchy of these subband methods. The coding gain of an ideal dyadic
analysis or discrete wavelet transform was investigated by de Queiroz and Malvar
(1992). They showed that the wavelet coding gain is asymptotic toward a lower hound
than that of most block transforms (the asymptotic performance refers to the gain
performance as the analysis level increases). However, one observes from their results
that for highly correlated AR(1) sources the difference is small.

3.1.1. Overview of Chapter 3
Following this overview, the remainder of this introduction is concerned with
background material. The coding gain for an arbitrary subband system is defined in
Section 3.1.2. S o m e statistical image modes are then discussed. In particular
correlation models and their relation to power spectral densities (PSD's) are considered.
The correlation and P S D of the subband signals are derived given a correlation (or
P S D ) model of the input signal to afilterbank. Finally a lowpass to highpass filter
transformation is considered.
In Section 3.2 a simple coding scheme which employs a PCM quantiser for each
subband is considered. Using a rough quantisation noise model, the bit allocation
among subbands required to minimise the overall system mean square error ( M S E ) is
derived. This bit allocation is then used to derive the unified coding gain of Katto and
Yashuda (1991). The motivation for giving the derivation here is several fold. The
assumptions required to simplify the unified coding gain equation are given and it is
shown that in the orthogonal case some of these m a y be relaxed. The relaxed
assumptions are then in agreement with those given by S o m a n and Vaidyanathan
(1993) for paraunitary or orthogonal subband coders. The unified coding gain is used
to demonstrate that the K L T is the optimum transform among all transforms, including
non-orthogonal ones. Finally it is shown that by normalisation of the synthesis filters to
unit energy a simple optimum bit allocation scheme for biorthogonal (or general)
subband coders m a y be used.

The coding gain considered previously in the literature assumes a high rate, and a
is independent of the rate. In Section 3.3 a rate constrained coding gain is considered.
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In this case the assumptions used are generally valid only for orthogonal subband
analysis methods. The rate constrained coding gain is demonstrated to be asymptotic to
a lower level than the unconstrained case. Also, for highly correlated sources operating
at very low rates it is shown that the rate constrained coding gain is almost negligible
until quite high analysis levels. The minimum level of analysis required for a near
optimum coding gain increases as the rate decreases for such sources. This
characteristic has important implications in the design of subband coders for high
definition television ( H D T V ) and other highresolutionimage systems.

In Section 3.4 it is shown that transforms or subband methods with pairwise symmet
filters have a symmetrical coding gain about p=0 for an AR(1) source. This

symmetrical response is dependent on the magnitude response of the subband filters.
The asymmetric coding gain of the D C T is related to the fact that it performs so well
for highly correlated sources. For negatively correlated sources the D C T performs
poorly. The magnitude response of the D C T and other transforms is investigated in
relation to this coding performance. It is demonstrated that the improved subband
resolution of overlapping transforms means that a good coding performance for all
values of correlation (p) can be attained. The disadvantage of the overlapping
transforms is an increased computational expense and less time resolution or
localisation.

3.1.2. Definition of Coding Gain
The signal to noise ratio of a coding/decoding system (codec) is defined as,

SNR(dB) = 101og10

_2

where oJ is the input signal variance and aj is the variance of the error between the
decoded signal and the input signal [Jayant and Noll 1984, p6].
Jayant and Noll (1984, p491 and p528) define the coding gain for a subband codec

G

-°2.PCM (3.1)
'SBC ~

2
°r,SBC
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where o2rPCM is the variance of thereconstructionerror of a P C M system and aJ S B C is
the variance of thereconstructionerror of a subband coding system. For orthogonal
block transforms Jayant and Noll use the familiar G T C , where the subscript T Crefersto
transform coding. In this thesis the subscript S B C is used to refer to general perfect
reconstruction subband coding systems, of which orthogonal transforms are a subset.
This metric is termed the subband coding gain since,
SNRSBC (dB) = SNRp^ (dB) +10 log10 Gmc (3.2)

3.1.3. Statistical Image Models

The normalised autocorrelation function of a wide sense stationary (WSS) discrete
random process x(n) is by definition,
E{x(n + m)x\n)}

rJm)s

£{i4o)ri

where E{x} is the expected value of x. The denominator is simply a normalisation
factor, so that the zero lag autocorrrelation is unity. This normalised autocorrelation is
usually referred to as correlation.
An Mn order autoregressive process (AR(N)) is generated by passing white noise
through an all pole filter which has memory of only the N preceding outputs [Jayant
and Noll 1984, p62]. A Gauss-Markov source is an AR(1) source where input source is
white Gaussian noise.
The correlation of an AR(1) source is,
rJm)

= e-aH=pM (3.3)

where a or p is a correlation parameter. In this thesis the correlation of an AR(
source refers to p. This model, with p=0.95, has been used as a basic model for the
one-dimensional correlation properties of image data. For example see [Clarke 1985]
or [Jayant and Noll 1984]. A more general model, is of the form,
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rjm) = e-^

Clarke (1985, p24) stated that with optimisation of a and y this model can represe
actual measured values of one-dimensional correlation for a "well behaved" test image.
However it was also stated that this model is not a great deal of use in the general case.
The normalised autocorrelation, or simply correlation, of a two-dimensional wide
stationary random process is defined in a similar manner to the one-dimensional case.
A n obvious candidate for a two-dimensional model for image data is a separable form
of an AR(1) process. In this case the correlation is,
r„(«,w) = e-*MeaM
The loci of constant correlation for this model are straight lines (for positive
However, in terms of image data, the diagonal correlation falls off too rapidly with
distance [Clarke 1985, p29]. This suggests the use of an isotropic model, whose loci of
constant correlations are circles. However n o w the diagonal correlation is over
estimated. Therefore a generalised correlation model has been devised to take into
account these observations as [Mauersberger, 1979] [Clarke 1985, p268],
( >
i
v
- aJIflf-HxZImp

M«,m) = <?

(i»M»p)T

(3.4)

where a v and ah are vertical and horizontal correlation parameters. A s indicated in
(3.4) it is usually assumed that these factors are equal. The separable and isotropic
models can be generated using this model by appropriate selection of /? and y. Clarke
(1985, p30) noted that optimising the parameters for a particular image results in a
model that is a surprisingly good fit for the image in question. Mauersberger
demonstrated that independent of the correlation (p) of the image, a parameter setting
of p = 1.75 and y = 0.75 is valid for most images. The generalised model with these
parameters is henceforth termed 2 D G . For futurereferencethe correlation function for
the 2 D G model is,
rxx(n,m) = p

u»M»r

(3.5)
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3.1.4. P o w e r Spectral Density and Correlation
The power spectral density (PSD) of a stationary source is defined as the Fourier
transform of the correlation function, which for a discrete source is denoted
asS,,(*''*). Thus,

n=—oo

= MO)+2£Mrt)cosco«
fl=l

since /"„(«) is an even function and hence the PSD is a real function. A correlation
function is by definition positive semidefinite, which means that,

S„{e*) > 0

Positive definite sources only are considered in this thesis which means that the PS
strictly greater than zero.
Consider a linear filter and decimator, with discrete random signal x(n) input, as
depicted in Figure 3.1.

x(n)

yd)
h(n)

z(n)
^

Figure 3.1. Linear Filter and Decimator

It is straight forward to show that the correlation, ryy(m), of signal y(n) is
[Papoulisl977,p321],

Mm) = Mm)* h(<m)* hd™)
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where rjpi) is the correlation of the input signal x(n) and * denotes the convolution
operator. It follows that the P S D of y is,
Syyd*) = \H(ej»)\2 S^e*)

where S^ye'") is the PSD of x. The correlation of the signal z is [Mintzer a
1973, Appendix A],
ra(n) = ryy(Dn)

Assuming zero mean, the zero lag correlation of y is its variance and is also
variance of z. In this case the output variance is,
(s]=a2y=ryy(0) = hTRxxh (3.6)

where h is an N length vector of the filter coefficients as described in Chap
R ^ is the input correlation matrix of dimension NxN whose («,/n)th entry is,

[R~L=M"-»0
The PSD/correlation Fourier transform relationship gives,
a? =cj =*rR„h = ^- )s„[e*y>"<ta = ±]\H{e»yS„(e»)dn . (3.7)

This equation shows that the output variance is dependent on the magnitude of
transfer function only, and is independent of the phase.
The PSD of z is given by [Mintzer and Liu 1973, Appendix A],

3 8)
u^-ii^"2*^
<
D^
yyx

0

DfZ o

In effect it is an expanded version of the P S D of y (corresponding to £=0) plus various
aliased spectra of y (corresponding to k=l, 2,.., D-l).
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The P S D for an AR(1) source is given by the Discrete Fourier Transform of equation
(3.3) as [Jayant and Noll, 1984 p64],
SJeM) = 5^ (3.9)
" v ' l + p2-2pcosco

v

}

where the signal variance, a2 , is normalised to unity.

For a unit variance, zero mean AR(1) source input, if h(n) is an ideal f
output variance, either that of y or z in Figure 3.1, is given by [de Queiroz and Malvar
1992],
1-P2

1

2

'

O =2—\K

1

2

•p p
-2pcoso)
2
2TC J
1+ p l
2K
J 1+p
©
tan — - t a n —
TC
ll-p
2
z

(3-10)

where <dy,(&2 are the passband (or stopband) edges and K is the passband gain. This
equation is subsequently used to calculate the subband variances for an ideal filter
bank.

The linear filter and decimator depicted in Figure 3.1 represents the f
decimation operation of one channel of an arbitrary subband analysis. Equations (3.7)
and (3.8) therefore give the subband variance and PSDrespectively.For example,
consider the D C subbands of a M = 8 D C T , M = 8 ELT, and M = 8 ideal M-band filter
bank. The filter h(n) in Figure 3.1 is then the D C basic vector for the D C T , E L T or
ideal filter bankrespectively.The decimation factor is D = 8 in all cases. Figure 3.2
illustrates the P S D of these D C subbands for a unit variance AR(1) input source of
correlation p=0.95. It is evident that the PSD's of these three signals are very similar.

Note that the energy, or variance, is maximum for the ideal case and minimum for the
D C T as expected. The energy packing efficiency is (generally) better for subband
schemes with longer filters.
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Figure 3.2. Power spectral density of D C T , E L T and ideal lowpass subband signal: unit
variance A R ( 1 ) input signal, p=0.95
This figure demonstrates the benefit of considering a block transform as a filter
The D C subband of the D C T is obviously very similar to that of the ideal and E L T
filter banks. For the other subbands, especially the high frequency subbands, the
difference between PSD's is greater. However, from a magnitude perspective at least,
since these subbands contain very little energy, the increased difference is not
particularly significant.

3.1.5. Lowpass to Highpass Filter Transformations

The lowpass to highpass transformation of a filter h(n) to a filter g(n) is defined
g(n) = (-1)" h(n) or g(n) = (-1)" h(N - 1 - n)

(3.11)

where in the latter case it is assumed that h(n) is a causal FIR filter of length N. It is
shown in Appendix B that for real h(n) the frequency response of g(n) is related to that
of h(h) by,
|G(e > )| = |//(e/(,t"a,))

(3.12)
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The magnitude spectrum of g is that of h reflected in TC/2. If h is a lowpassfilterthen g
will be a highpass filter and visa-versa.
A source may be transformed using a lowpass to highpass transformation by simply
considering h(n) in the first equation in (3.11) as a source. It is demonstrated in
Appendix B that in this case the correlation sequence undergoes a lowpass to highpass
transformation and hence the P S D is reflected in 7i/2 radians. For example the P S D of
an A R ( 1 ) source with correlation p = -0.95 is equal to the P S D of an AR(1) source of
correlation p=0.95 reflected in TC/2 radians (or 0.25 cycles/sample normalised
frequency). It follows that as a positive value of correlationrepresentsa dominance of
low frequencies, a negative correlation represents a dominance of high frequencies.
Most real world signals exhibit a positive correlation, although difference signals, such
as those generated by image sequence frame differences m a y exhibit a negative
correlation [Akansu and Haddad 1990]. The relationship between the PSD's of an
AR(1) source of correlation p=-0.95 and p=0.95 is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that
rho refers to the correlation p.

20

—j

j—
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s
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3
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0.45

0.5
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Figure 3.3. PSD of an AR(1) source for p(rho)=0.95, p=0.7, p=0.0, p= -0.95
Also shown in Figure 3.3 are the PSD's of AR(1) sources with correlation p=0.7 and
p=0.0. It is evident that for increasing positive correlation the P S D is increasingly
dominant at low frequencies. D u e to the lowpass to highpass relationship between
negative and positive correlation it holds that for negative correlation decreasing
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towards -1 the P S D is increasingly dominant at highfrequencies.The P S D for p=0.95
exhibits a steep P S D at lowfrequencies,which are also dominant, with an increasing
flat P S D for higher frequencies.

3.2. CODING GAIN AND BIT ALLOCATION
One task associated with the design of a subband coder is the selection of an
appropriate method to quantise or encode the subbands. The simplest solution is to treat
the subbands as independent signals. For example it is possible to use a separate P C M
quantiser for each subband. For subband analysis/synthesis structures that generate
subbands with low correlation, there is little gain in using more sophisticated scalar
quantisation techniques such as D P C M . If the subbands are considered independently
then one has to decide h o w to allocate quantisation bits amongst the subbands. Usually
this problem is posed as minimising the distortion of the reconstructed (synthesised)
image, for a fixed overall bit rate. The overall bit rate (or simply rate) is defined as the
average number of bits per pixel (bpp) required to transmit an image or sequence of
images.

In this section, using a general subband structure, the bit allocation among subba
that minimises the overall distortion for a fixed bit rate is considered. It is assumed that
the subbands are encoded independently using simple P C M quantisation. A s an
extension of this problem the unified coding gain metric of Katto and Yashuda (1991)
is derived. This metric is a measure of the improvement of a subband coder using
subband P C M over P C M quantisation of the original (fullband) signal. The
assumptions under which it is possible to simplify the bit allocation and the coding gain
equations are given in the derivation. It is shown that for orthogonal subband schemes
some of these assumptions m a y berelaxedand that theresultingmetric is in agreement
with that given by Soman and Vaidyanathan (1993) for paraunitary or orthogonal
subband coders under the same (relaxed) assumptions.

It is well known that the KLT is the optimum orthogonal transform in terms of codi
gain. Using the unified coding gain, thisresultis extended by demonstrating that the
K L T is optimum over all perfectreconstructionblock transforms. Finally it is shown
that a simple bit allocation scheme used for orthogonal subband schemes m a y be
applied to biorthogonal subband schemes if the synthesis filters are normalised to unit
energy.
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3.2.1. Background and Assumptions
Figure 3.4 illustrates a general subband coding system which was described
Chapter 1. A general subband structure is used so that the followingresultsmay be
applied to any critically sampled subband analysis/synthesis system. It is assumed in
the ensuing analysis for simplicity that each source has a zero mean. Although onedimensionalfiltersare indicated, it is shown later that the following analysis is
applicable to higher dimensionfilterbanks.
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Figure 3.4. Subband Coding System
Following Figure 3.4 the reconstruction error is by definition,
r(n) = x(n)-x(n)
and the jk* subband quantisation error is,
ak(n) = yk(n)-uk(n)
Following Katto and Yashuda (1991) let the variables Ak and Sk be defined by,

(3.13)
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(3.14)

and
*=0

where a2k = G2k is the variance of the IP subband, G2t is the quantisation error varia
of the kP1 subband, and G2r is the average reconstruction error variance. Strictly
speaking the reconstruction error signal is nonstationary. However it is shown in
Appendix B that for wide sense stationary ( W S S ) x(n) and jointly W S S qk(n), it is
cyclostationary. Therefore the reconstruction error is defined as the average
reconstruction variance over one period. Normalising the input variance to unity gives
Ak = a] and hence from equation (3.6),

\ = hJR*A
In Appendix B it is shown that,

S»=4XI*'WI2

(3 16)

-

where dk and gk(n) is the decimation factor and synthesis filter respectively of the
subband, if the following assumptions hold,
The input signal and quantisation noise are zero mean WSS signals.
The subband quantisation error noise is white and uncorrected

between

subbands.

The first assumption defines a class of signals for which (3.16) is valid, while the
second assumption is valid only for high bit rates. Jayant and Noll [1984, pl58] state
that a white quantisation noise approximation is valid for rates R > 2 bits per pixel
(bpp) if the lag one autocorrelation is not too close to +1. The latter criterion will
generally be met by subband signals, since decorrelation, or spectral whitening, can be
considered as one of the goals of subband analysis. W o o d s and Naveen (1992) arrived
at equation (3.16), using the same assumptions, for the case of a (tree-structured) twoband subband analysis/synthesis.
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For an orthogonal filter bank it is shown in Appendix B that the latter assumption can
be relaxed to encompass jointly W S S subband quantisation error signals. In this case
the second assumption is independent of the rate.

The synthesis filters can be normalised to unit energy (unit Euclidean norm) withou
loss of generality. Hence setting,

s

gives, under the assumptions listed above,

Assuming PCM quantisers for each subband, the quantisation error variance can be
modelled as,
o2gk=elkcl~d2-2b>G2k (3.18)

where e2qk is a quantisation performance factor and bk is the number of bits per p
allocated to subband k [Jayant and Noll 1984, p525]. The factor e2k depends on the
probability density function (pdf) of the £ * subband, the corresponding quantiser
characteristics and the number of bits allocated to that subband. It must be noted that
the approximation, z2k~zl2~2R for all k , is quite coarse for low values of bk.
Nevertheless it is subsequently used in the following bit allocation and coding gain
sections.

For a Gaussian input signal x(n), the subband signals are all Gaussian and it follo
that the subband quantiser performance factors are similar. The degree of similarity
depends on the rate allocation to the subbands. A P C M quantiser operating on this
Gaussian input signal x(n) also has a similar performance factor.

3.2.2. Bit Allocation for Minimum Overall Distortion
Since the quantisation error of each subband is dependent on the number of
quantisation bits, thereconstructionerror is dependent on the way the bits are allocated
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to each subband. The bit allocation problem can be stated as that which minimises the
average reconstruction error variance for given a fixed average overall (bit) rate. This
is written mathematically as,
(u-\

(M-\

min(or2)

= min J S A O J 4 =min X 5 * 6 ' 2 " ^ 0 !
\k=0

< 319 >

V*=o

given,
M-\h

(3-2°)

Y—=*
^ d
*=0 ak

where R is the desired overall average rate in bits per pixel. Using a Lagrange
multiplier technique it can be shown that the optimum allocation is [Katto and Yashuda
1991],

^=*4iog^A4 ±
2

(3 21)

-

\\dkskAky

*=0

Using (3.17) and assuming a unit variance input, gives
,2

l-nA^-avP-r

2

(322)

;

n^)
*=0

noting that (3.17) is dependent on the quantisation error signal assumptions listed
previously.
In the derivation of this optimum bit allocation it is assumed that the average
sufficiently high so that bk > 0 . In fact, strictly speaking it is assumed that the bk are
sufficiently high so that the quantisation noise from each subband is white. For highly
correlated sources, such as still image data, even at moderate rates there m a y be
negative bit allocations. In this case, again using (3.17) and a normalised input
variance, the optimum bit allocation is given by,
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1
a2
bk = m a x { a + - l o g 2 i r T - * — r , 0

2

(3.23)

m&

where a is such that the rate*=0constraint,
M-\

h_

^ ri
*=o ak

is satisfied. The optimality of this allocation is guaranteed by proposition 2.1 in Segall
(1976) (in particular example 2.1). Malvar (1991, p50) gave the sameresultfor the
case of orthogonal block transforms. For future reference, the unconstrained bit
allocation given by equation (3.22) is referred to as the ideal bit allocation, while the
bit allocation given by equation (3.23) is referred to as the optimum practical bit
allocation.

The validity of this equation for biorthogonal analysis/synthesis schemes
low rates, since (3.17) is valid only for orthogonal schemes or schemes operating at
high rates. In such circumstances it is difficult to determine a more appropriate
allocation and hence, in this thesis, this bit allocation is usedregardlessof the rate.
Even for orthogonal schemes the quantisation error approximation (3.18) is coarse at
low rates. It must also be considered that it is not possible to employ P C M schemes at
rates below 1 bpp. Nevertheless this approximation is used to model the M S E as the
rate varies for a simple quantisation scheme. The validity of the approximation is
dependent more on therelativeerror accrued between quantising different sources
(subbands and the fullband signal) rather than the absolute error.

3.2.3. Coding Gain

Substituting the ideal bit allocation into the average reconstruction err
equation, (3.19), gives,
min(or2) = B2,2'2Ra] I l U s A K

(3-24)
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The coding gain, as defined in equation (3.1), is the ratio of the reconstruction
variances of fullband P C M to subband P C M . In this case it is assumed that
s
2
°2,SBC niin(o ): that is the subband P C M quantisation bits have been distributed
according to the ideal bit allocation. The fullband P C M quantisation error variance is
modelled using the same equation as that used for subbands, equation (3.18), noting
that the total bit rate is given as R bpp. Therefore,
_2
°r,PCM =

E2.2-2*G]

and hence,

"SBC

=

e22"2V,

-2
°r,PCM __
a

^Bc

zl2~

2

*o2iiWA)i
*=0

(3.25)

1

II(<WA)*
Using (3.17) and assuming a unit variance input gives,

SBC

M-l, .vJL /r2

ndk)d>

WGM

The denominator is the weighted geometric mean (WGM) of the subband variances,
where the weights are the inverse of the decimation factors. For orthogonal subband
schemes, with a unit variance input, this W G M is upper bound by unity and hence in
this case the coding gain is lower bound by unity.

In this derivation it is assumed that the subband quantisers and the correspondin
fullband quantiser have the same quantiser performance factor. For Gaussian inputs
and areasonablerate allocation for each subband this is a good approximation. Using
scalar quantisers andfirstorder entropy coding it is possible at high rates to approach
the rate distortion bound to within about 0.25 bits per pixel (sample) [Jayant and Noll
1984, pl55]. This implies that for sufficiently high rates that e 2 = 1 . 4 for all the
subbands and the fullband signal is a valid approximation. For other input pdf s a
correction factor is possibly required [Jayant and Noll 1984, p529]. However, since the
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coding gain is used primarily to compare various subband analysis/synthesis schemes,
these considerations are not particularly significant.

In the case where orthogonal filters are used the only assumption that is made abou
quantisation error signals is that they are jointly W S S with zero mean. (It is also
assumed that the input is zero mean W S S ) . S o m a n and Vaidyanathan (1993, equation
(4.6)) arrived at the same equation under the same assumptions for a paraunitary filter
bank. It is worthwhile noting that a simple derivation is possible using the orthogonal
analysis/synthesis matrices discussed in Chapter 2.
In the derivation of the optimum bit allocation (3.21) and coding gain (3.25) no
reference to thefilterbank dimension is made. In the rate constraint equation, (3.20),
the decimation ratio dk refers to the ratio of output to input samples for the £ *
decimator. Therefore the coding gain and bit allocation equations are applicable to twodimensional filter banks where the dk are defined as such. Under the same quantisation
error signal assumptions listed above, for the two-dimensional case it is shown in
Appendix B that,

s.=-j-ZM*.')f
where gk(n,m) is the two-dimensional impulse response of the fc* synthesis filter.
Usually this filter is normalised to unit energy so that,

XkM2=i

In this case equations (3.22) and (3.26) are applicable to two-dimensional filter b
Note that as shown in Chapter 2, a two-dimensional separable filter has unit energy if
both the corresponding one-dimensionalfiltershave unit energy.

3.2.4. Optimum Block Transform: The Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT)
The KLT is the optimum orthogonal block transform from several perspectives:
namely for a given size it,
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Kl maximises the coding gain.

K2 minimises the basis restriction error (or maximises the energy compa
K3 decorrelates the input data.

A more detailed description can be found in Clarke (1985, p91). The KLT i
by any one of these properties.

For a block transform, where the decimation factors are all M, the coding

GSBC

= r (3.27)

\k=0 )

Note that this equation is the same as the familiar orthogonal transform
metric, G TC , assuming a unit variance input signal. (See [Jayant and Noll, 1984 p528]).
The unified coding gain, denoted by G SBC generalises the orthogonal transform coding
gain, G TC , to all perfect reconstruction subband analysis/synthesis systems.

Equation (3.27) gives the maximum gain for a given transform, and assumes
optimum bit allocation. The transform with the maximum coding gain is referred to as
the optimum transform. Maximising the coding gain, (3.27), requires minimisation of
the denominator, the geometric mean of the transform variances.

Consider an input vector source, x, of length N and a NxN transform opera

source. Let the rows of the matrix A consist of the transform basis vectors or filters. In
the notation of Chapter 2 the subband analysis matrix is then T a =A. The output vector
of this transform is thus y=Ax. The transform correlation matrix is,

^s 4yyr]
= £[Ax(Ax) T ]

(3.28)

= A R XX A r
where R K is the input vector source correlation matrix. Assuming a zero mean input
source the diagonal entries of the transform correlation matrix are the transform
variances. From matrix theory the product of diagonal elements of a positive definite
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matrix is lower bounded by the determinant [Bellman 1960, pl26]. Hence for an
arbitrary positive definite matrix B,
M-\

n^lBl

(3-29)

*=o
where |B| is the determinant of B and bkk is (&,£)* entry of B. Equality holds if and
only if B is diagonal. Assuming an invertible transform, if the input correlation matrix
is positive definite then so is the transform correlation matrix. Applying (3.29) to the
transform correlation matrix gives,
floi *|R„| =|AR„Ar| = |AfR jAr| (3.30)
t=o

The inverse transform is given by x'=Gy, where x' is the output vector and G the
inverse transform matrix. For perfectreconstructionG = (A) - . Without loss of
generality it is assumed that the synthesis basis vectors, the columns of G, have been
normalised to unit energy (unit Euclidean norm). In this case (3.29) gives,
l>|GrG| = |Gr||G| = |G|2.

This inequality holds since GrG is positive definite for invertible G. Als
holds if and only if G r G is diagonal, implying that G is orthogonal. Further since
GA=I,

Therefore |A| > 1 and,
naJ>|A||RjAr|H.|R„|
t=0

Substituting into (3.27) gives,
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(3.31)

The K L T is defined by a transform matrix A whose rows consist of the eigenvectors of
R^. In this case A is orthogonal, since R ^ is symmetric, and

iRj=w=n°
*=0

The latter equality holds because R is diagonal. Therefore the K L T coding gain is
given by equality in (3.31), the m a x i m u m possible coding gain. For other transforms
the gain is strictly less than this bound. The K L T totally decorrelates the transform
coefficients: that is the transform correlation matrix, R , has zero entries off the main
diagonal. This implies that G2k = ek where ek is the IP eigenvalue of R^. The K L T is
also optimum in that it minimises the basis restriction error, or equivalently maximises
the energy compaction for orthogonal transforms.

The optimality of the KLT, in terms of coding gain, amongst orthogonal transforms is
well known. Using the unified coding gain it has been shown further that the K L T is
optimum over all invertible transforms. Thisresultis based on an assumption of jointly
W S S white subband quantisation noise. At high rates this is a reasonable assumption.
The subband signals are generally less correlated than the fullband signal,resultingin
less correlated intta-subband quantisation noise. Actually it is only required that the
synthesised quantisation noise be uncorrected. The synthesis will typicallyreduceany
inter-subband correlation, especially so if it is near orthogonal.
The fact that the KLT has the maximum coding gain is commensurate with the rate
distortion bound for encoding Gaussian variables in Af-blocks. For small distortions
(high rates) the distortion bound for the encoding of such variables in N-blocks,
assuming that the blocks are independent, at an average rate of R bits per pixel (or
sample), is [Jayant and Noll 1984, p646],
(3.32)
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where ek is the IP eigenvalue of the NxN source covariance matrix, R n , A transform
with a coding gain larger than the K L T implies, conceptually at least, that the
transformreconstructiondistortion could be less than this rate distortion bound, which
is obviously impossible.
Although the gain is of the KLT is expected to be maximum from this rate distortion
analysis, the new result presented here demonstrates that, using the unified coding gain,
the gain of the K L T of size A7 bounds that of all transforms of size N. Thisresultis
extended in the following section.

3.2.5. Coding Gain Bounds for Arbitrary Analysis/Synthesis Schemes
In this chapter subband analysis has been characterised as a single input multiple
discrete linear system, where the sum of the subband sampling rates is equal to that of
the input signal. The synthesis on the other hand is characterised as a multiple input
single output linear system. It has been assumed that the signals are of infinite duration:
in other words transient effects have been ignored. In Chapter 2, on the other hand, the
analysis and synthesis were described as a N input N output linear systems using
NxN analysis and synthesis matrices. In this latter approach finite signals (or finite
blocks of infinite signals) of length N were assumed.

Since finite duration signals, or finite blocks of signals, are encountered in stil
compression there must be some way of handling the signal boundaries. The matrix
representation of Chapter 2 was used to illustrate that circular convolution is a simple
method of ensuring perfectreconstructionwhen the input signal is of finite duration.
A n alternative that can be used for some linear phase analysisfiltersis an even periodic
data extension [Smith and Eddins, 1987]. In either case these methods are concisely
described using A/S matrices.

In coding gain derivation it was assumed that the input signal is of infinite durati
For a finite signal the coding gain must take into account the w a y in which the
boundaries are handled. However, ignoring this problem for the moment, the coding
gain for a general P R subband analysis technique is the equal to that of a P R block
transform, with transform matrix equal to the subband analysis matrix. For the
transform, there is one "subband" or coefficient for each input sample, where the
number of input samples is the length of the input vector. However each "subband"
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belongs to one of M groups, where there are M subbands in the original subband A/S
system. Within each group the subbands havefiltersthat are equivalent to within a
delay. This was described in Chapter 2, where the delayed or (circularly) shifted
subbandfiltercoefficients form the rows of the analysis matrix. Since these "subbands"
have equivalent filters to within a delay the variances are the same (a subband variance
is dependent only on the magnitude response of the subbandfilter).N o w the coding
gain for an NxN block transform is given by,

where it is assumed that the synthesis transform basis vectors have unit norm. For a
subband analysis matrix system there are only M distinct variances. Hence,

Kj^f. — '

'IC ~ M-\

1

1
~ M-l

nwr nwr
*=0

t=0

where the IP variance is of multiplicity Nk. Note that the decimation factor of the
Comparing
subband in the original subband A/S system is by definition dk=NINk.
with equation (3.26) one sees that indeed the transform coding gain is the same as that
of the original subband A/S system.

The signal boundaries are automatically considered using the block transform appro
to calculate the coding gain. A s a consequence the gain figure attained using the block
transform approach will generally be lower than the standard subband coding gain.
However as the block size increases, the boundary effects become less significant and
this difference will decrease, tending to zero as the block size tends to infinity.

As was shown in Section 3.2.4. the coding gain of the KLT is an upper bound for all
block transforms. Therefore the coding gain of any finite subband scheme is bounded
by the K L T of equivalent dimension to that of the subband analysis matrix. A s die
K L T block size tends to infinity the coding gain tends towards the inverse of the
spectral flatness measure [Jayant and Noll 1984, p543]. This limit obviously bounds
the gain of any finite block size K L T . It follows that the inverse of the spectral flatness
measure is an upper bound for any perfectreconstructionsubband A/S scheme. As
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before this result is expected from the rate-distortion bound for the encoding of
Gaussian variables in N-blocks.

Jayant and Noll (1984, p253 and p543) noted that the inverse of the spectral flatne
measure is an upper bound for the gain of linear predictive D P C M schemes and
orthogonal transforms. Pearlman (in W o o d s 1991, p32) and W o o d s and O'Neil (1986)
showed that the gain of a subband A/S system, using idealfiltersand optimum D P C M
on the subbands, over optimum D P C M on the fullband signal is unity. In other words
theoretically there is no advantage in using subband analysis prior to D P C M . (It is
worth noting, that it was pointed out that in practice there is likely to be an advantage).
Since the distortion introduced by a P C M is lower bound by that of optimum D P C M
this also implies that the coding gain of an ideal filter bank is bounded by the inverse of
the spectral flatness measure. Using the unified coding gain, it has been shown here
that the coding gain of all perfectreconstructionschemes is bounded by the inverse of
the spectral flatness measure.

The coding gain of the KLT bounds that of all PR subband analysis schemes of a give
input vector dimension. However this does not mean that the coding gain of the K L T
of dimension N bounds that of a subband A/S scheme (ignoring boundary effects)
whose filters are all less than or equal to Af-taps in length. For example it has been
observed that an 8-band L O T , where the A/S filters are 16-taps in length, has a higher
coding gain for an AR(1) source of correlation around p=0.7, than the associated K L T
of dimension 16x16.

The gain associated with the ideal filter bank bounds that of all orthogonal two-ba
filter banks [De Queiroz and Malvar, 1992]. However, it has also been observed that
some two-band biorthogonal A/S systems have a higher gain than the ideal two-band
filter bank for a highly correlated AR(1) source.

3.3. RATE CONSTRAINED CODING GAIN

In the previous section, the unified coding gain was derived assuming that the des
overall bit rate was sufficiently high so that an ideal bit allocation (3.22) is possible. In
this section the coding gain is examined under a rate constraint. Under the assumptions
made the following analysis is applicable only to orthogonal analysis/synthesis
schemes. Nevertheless, theresultsindicate general trends that are also applicable to
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biorthogonal schemes. In Section 3.3.1 it is shown that the asymptote of the rate
constrained coding gain decreases as the rate decreases. The rate constrained coding
gain for highly correlated sources is examined in Section 3.3.2. This work indicates
that quite high levels of subband analysis m a y be required for near a optimum coding
gain at low rates. This characteristic is an important consideration in the design of
subband schemes with highly correlated input signals, such as H D T V resolution
images.

The ideal coding gain assumes an ideal bit allocation. A more general form assumes a
practical optimum bit allocation as given by (3.23). A s in the ideal case it is assumed
that equation (3.16) is valid: that is for orthogonal subbands schemes the quantisation
noise is jointly W S S . Also it is assumed, without loss of generality, that the synthesis
filters are normalised to unit energy. Using equations (3.19) and (3.16) the rate
constrained coding gain becomes,

G.c^-v,, E'2 gV,. <3-33)
*=0 ak

k=Np °k

where it is assumed that the subbands are indexed so that the first Np are allocated
non-zero bits while the remainder are allocated zero bits. This gain equation is not
valid for biorthogonal analysis, since some of the assumptions m a d e in the derivation
are not valid w h e n the rate assigned to any subband is low or zero (see Appendix B).

For sufficiently high rates the coding gain is accurate for ideal analysis/synthesi
banks with a Gaussian input signal [Pearlman, 1991]. However, in other cases the
approximations m a d e in the derivation of the (rate constrained) coding gain must be
considered. For example P C M quantisers require integer bit allocations, or at least an
integer number of quantisation levels. Further, the approximation that the parameter e.
is independent of both the rate and subband is quite coarse, especially at low rates.
Finally at rates below 1 bpp it is impossible to consider P C M quantisation of the
fullband signal.
In this chapter the number of bits allocated to each subband is assumed to be a
continuous variable (greater that or equal to zero). While in practice subband bit
allocations m a y not be exactly as prescribed by the ideal allocation, the discrepancy is
usually small. In other cases the continuous allocation can be considered as an
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extrapolated or average result. It is illustrated later in this section that the substitution
of quantisation error models that are more accurate for a given source and rate into the
gain equation m a y give different absolute results but the relative performance of
various subband schemes is largely unchanged. It follows that the approximations
referred above are largely irrelevant when using the rate constrained coding gain to
compare different subband schemes. For a fixed rate below 1 bpp the coding gain can
be considered as the M S E of a subband scheme as compared to the fixed term
e»2~ 2 *a 2 . It is then possible to compare different transforms and different analysis
levels against this benchmark.

3.3.1. Asymptotic Performance of the Rate Constrained Coding Gain
As discussed in Section 3.2.5., the ideal coding gain for any subband scheme is
bounded above by the inverse of the spectral flatness measure. The coding gain of the
K L T is asymptotic towards this bound as the block size tends to infinity. Yemeni and
Pearl (1979) showed that the coding gain of the D C T , D F T and D S T is asymptotic
towards this m a x i m u m bound. Other c o m m o n M-band transforms such as the L O T ,
E L T and ideal filter bank also appear to asymptote toward this upper bound. This is
expected since at any analysis level M , the coding gain of the L O T and E L T is greater
than that of the D C T . D e Queiroz and Malvar (1992) demonsuated that the ideal
octave-band filter bank is asymptotic towards a lower bound. This sub-optimum
asymptotic performance is expected since only the low frequency subbands are
repeatedly analysed. Nevertheless, for a highly correlated AR(1) source the octaveband bound is quite close to the absolute upper bound.

The rate constrained coding gain at a rate of zero is unity. At zero rate it is only
possible to quantise the subbands with zeros, giving an averagereconstructionerror
variance equal to the signal variance. The equivalent errorresultsin the case of "zero
bit" P C M

of the fullband signal. Hence the rate constrained coding gain is

commensurate with the gainrelativeto a P C M system at zero rate. For non-zero mean
signals the fullband and subband signals are quantised by their mean values giving, as
above, a unit gain. This unit gain is independent of the level of analysis employed.
Figure 3.5 shows some gain versus M curves for the DCT assuming an ideal bit
allocation and using a practical allocation at rates of 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 bpp.
These curves were generated using the rate constrained coding gain equation, (3.33),
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and the optimum practical bit allocation equation, (3.23). It is evident that the rate
constrained coding gain decreases as the rate decreases. Further the curves are
asymptotic toward decreasing levels as R decreases. In the limit as R tends to zero the
gain is one (zero d B ) for all M .
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Figure 3.5. Rate constrained coding gain versus M: DCT, AR(1) source p = 0.95

The optimum level of analysis is the minimum level of analysis that has a gain fig
which is close to the asymptotic gain. Lower levels of analysis are desirable since they
require less computation and offer advantages in the encoding of nonstationary sources
(for example see Chapter 6 where it is demonstrated that high analysis levels m a y be
inferior to medium analysis levels). This definition of optimum analysis level is
obviously dependent on h o w one interprets "close": as a rough measure afigureof 9 0 %
is used.
The asymptotic nature of the rate constrained coding gain is expected. Obviously the
rate constrained gain is upper bound by that of the ideal gain. While the rate R is
sufficiently large so that no bk are zero, then the rate constrained gain is that same as
the ideal gain, and hence has the same asymptote. W h e n R is no longer sufficiently
large, the coding gain decreases as the bit allocation deviates from the ideal optimum
bit allocation. Since the practical bit allocation (3.23) is continuous in R, the rate
constrained coding gain is continuous in R. It follows the asymptotic gain decreases in
a continuous fashion towards unity as R decreases.
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Consider the octave-band (dyadic) analysis of an AR(1) source with positive
correlation where the subbands are indexed in terms of decreasing frequency and the
lowest subband is labelled separately. For example subband 0 and 1 are the highest and
second highest frequency subbandrespectively.The reason for such nomenclature is
that each subband label is independent of the tree-depth, 5. In Appendix B it is shown
that at the m a x i m u m rate where thefirst(highest) N+l subbands are allocated zero bits,
the coding gain is given by,

nter

f
_ *=0
N
"SBC —

2

f
^SBC.ideal

(3.34)

5>*<*
*=0

where,

r_i_
N

k = 0,l,..,N-l

dk

5 X = 1 ' a4=« (
fc=0

IV

w

i^

k = N
*=o ak J

and G S B C ideal is the ideal or high rate coding gain. This rate constrained gain is given as
a fraction of the ideal gain. This fraction is upper bound by unity since it is the ratio of
a weighted geometric mean to arithmetic mean. A s the rate decreases, more subbands
are allocated zero bits, A7 increases and this fraction decreases. In Appendix B (Section
B.3.1) it is illustrated that for a highly correlated source this fraction decreases quite
rapidly for increasing N. The asymptotic rate constrained gain, simply the limit of the
gain as the tree-depth S tends to infinity, decreases according to this fraction. A s the
rate tends to zero, the asymptotic gain tends to one since the fraction tends to the
inverse of the ideal coding gain.

An interesting characteristic of the rate constrained coding gain, evident in Figu
is that as the rate decreases the knee of the gain curves occur at increasing M . The
m i n i m u m level of analysis required for near optimum performance at high rates may be
quite sub-optimum at low rates. This characteristic is the topic of the following section.
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3.3.2. Coding Gain for Highly Correlated Sources at L o w Rates
For low rates and highly correlated input sources it is possible that the
variance dominates to an extent where it is the main source of quantisation error. Under
these conditions the following approximation can be made,
_2 M-l _2
e

J2-H^»T°i
d0

k=i

(3.35)

dk

where the subscript 0 refers to the DC subband. This approximation implies
source energy is predominantly contained in the D C subband, and that a large
percentage of the quantisation error derives from this subband. In this case the
optimum D C subband bit allocation is b0 =d0R, and the rate constrained coding gain
is,
2 2 -2* G 2
e22wSL+ySt

d0

M dk

At such low rates this equation is valid only for orthogonal filter banks.
previously, for R < 1 the coding gain isrelativeto e 2 2~ 2R a 2 rather than relative to a
P C M system. Substituting the relationship,
M-l ,-2 _2 M-l n2
t=0 ak

U

k=l ak

0

applicable to orthogonal filter banks, into (3.36) gives,

e22"2^ e22-2*I^
d0
^SBC~2 Af-1^2 +
£ 2 2 - 2 ^ £ p .+ y ^
r

d0

n dk

*=idk
Af-1^2
a2
£22-2,o^+^^

d0

t=1

dk

Now, given approximation (3.35) the second fraction is negligible compared
first, as is the latter term in the denominator of either fraction, which gives,
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2/-.-2J? ^ 0

ei2

d0

SBC *

_ O2«(<io-1) _

ZT = 2

c2

A

=G^

(3.37)

2-2^/t °0

This approximate coding gain, G^c, is derived using approximation (3.35). Hence for
a fixed rate R, while approximation (3.35) is valid, the coding gain is exponential in d.
Note that usually d0, the decimation factor of the D C subband, is inversely proportional
to the D C subband bandwidth. It is interesting to note that this approximate coding gain
is dependent only on d0 and R. Also, it can be shown that for e 2 = 1 , or sufficiently
high d0, this gain upper bounds the actual gain. Note that for the purposes of
calculating the rate constrained coding gain it has been assumed that e 2 = 1. In terms of
comparing results, using different values of e 2 has little effect.
The approximation, GSBC, can be formulated more precisely in the case of an ideal
octave-band or D W T analysis. Consider such an octave-band analysis of a sequence of
Gauss-Markov sources, with correlation p tending to unity, at a high rate. In the limit
as p tends to unity, approximation (3.35) is valid for all d0, and hence the coding gain
is given by (3.37). A s a consequence, for finite d0 the gain is finite, independent of p,
and comparatively small for small values of d0. In comparison the ideal coding gain
tends to infinity for all d0 > 2 as p tends to unity.

For these Gauss-Markov sources approximation (3.35) becomes invalid for some value
of d0, and the exponential coding gain rise is curtailed. After this point the gain
asymptotes with increasing d0 to some upper bound as demonstrated in the previous
subsection. A s the source correlation increases this breakdown point occurs at
increasing d0. It follows that the optimum level of analysis increases with increasing
correlation and/or decreasing rate for highly correlated sources at low rates. This is
evident to some extent in Figure 3.5, where as R decreases the gain curves are pushed
out or compressed along the M axis.

This compression is more pronounced as the correlation increases. Figure 3.6 illustr
the gain curves for the D C T , lapped orthogonal transform ( L O T ) and a D W T using
Daubechies 12-tapfilters(Daubechies 1988). A n A R ( 1 ) source of correlation p=0.99 at
rate /?=0.05 bpp has been used. Also illustrated in the figure is the curve of (3.37) at
this rate. It is evident that each curve is almost identical to that predicted by (3.37) for
block sizes up to M = 1 6 or tree depth 5=4. Note that approximation (3.37) applies to all
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orthogonal analysis/synthesis schemes. Figure 3.6 illustrates that the optimum level of
analysis at low rates occurs for quite large analysis levels (M,S). It follows that high
levels of analysis are desired in the compression of highly correlated sources at low
rates.
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Figure 3.6. Rate constrained coding gain versus log2M or S: AR(1) source, p=0.99
fl=0.05 bpp. (

) Graph of (3.37); (

) D C T ; (...) L O T ; (-.-) Wavelet ( D W T )

The same characteristics are observed using more accurate quantisation noise mod
Segall (1976, example 2.2) described a quantiser noise model for Lloyd-Max
quantisers for Gaussian sources operating at an arbitrary bit rate. Based on this model
the optimum bit allocation between subbands was also given. The model that has been
used previously in this chapter is referred to as the old model while the Segall model is
referred to as the Lloyd-Max model. Figure 3.7 illustrates the gain predicted using the
old and Lloyd-Max models for a D C T analysis and an ideal octave-band analysis of an
AR(1) source assuming a bit rate of R=0.05 bpp. Note that the old modelresultsare the
same as those shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7. Rate constrained coding gain versus log 2 M or 5: AR(1) source p=0.99,
/?=0.05 bpp: (
) wavelet scheme using old model; (
) wavelet scheme using
Lloyd-Max model ;(•••) D C T using old model; (- •-) D C T using Lloyd-Max model.

The Lloyd-Max model predicts a gain slightly lower than that of the old model. Th
reason for this discrepancy is that in the Lloyd-Max model the effective quantiser
performance factor (e 2 ) increases at low rates, while in the old model it is fixed at all
rates. However it is evident in Figure 3.7 that the samerelativeperformance between
the D C T and wavelet schemes is attained for each model. Also, in terms of comparing
different analysis levels theresultsare largely the same. The coding gain is initially
exponential and increases significantly until quite high analysis levels. A similar
approximation to G S B C , tracking this initial exponential rise, can be derived using the
Lloyd-Max model.
The ideal gain, which assumes a high rate, using the Lloyd-Max model is the same
the old model since the two noise models converge for an increasing rate. Figure 3.8
illustrates the ideal gain and rate constrained gain using the Lloyd-Max quantiser
model for the same subband schemes and sources as Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8. Ideal and rate constrained coding gain for the ideal wavelet and DCT
analysis of an AR(1) source p=0.99, R=0.05 bpp.

Figure 3.8 illustrates that the optimum level of analysis is much higher when oper
at low rates as compared to high rates. At high rates the wavelet scheme is near
optimum at a level S=3 or S=4, while at a rate of fl=0.05 bpp a level of at least S=6 is
required.
The conclusion drawn from these results is that any subband coding scheme, with
highly correlated input data, requires higher levels of analysis for optimum
performance at low rates as compared to the analysis level required at high rates. This
conclusion is corroborated in Chapter 6 using a practical image compression algorithm.
The performance of the wavelet scheme suggests that it is necessary to increase the
analysis levels of low frequencies only, rather than across the whole spectrum. It is
worthwhile noting that as image sampling densities increase toward H D T V resolutions
and higher, the first order correlation of typical images will increase. Hence subband
schemes used in high compression applications, involving these images, will require
higher analysis levels than those used currently.

The results also suggest that in the comparison of different subband schemes over a
range of rates, it is important to consider the relevant levels of analysis. For example
the results of [Ebrahimi and Kunt 1992] suggest that the octave-band or D W T analysis
is superior to the D C T at low rates for image compression. However, since the
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comparison is between an 8x8 D C T and 5=4 wavelet analysis, the difference may be
attributed to the lower analysis level in the case of the D C T . A 16x16 D C T would be
required for a fairer comparison at low rates. In the coders presented in Chapter 6, an
8x8 D C T coder is inferior to an 5=4 wavelet scheme at low rates, while the 16x16 D C T
coder performs in a similar manner. However, the wavelet scheme has other
advantages over the D C T , which are discussed in Chapter 6.

3.4.

TRANSFORM FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Clarke (1981) showed that the KLT of an AR(1) source is asymptotically equival
the D C T as p tends to unity. Similarly the K L T is asymptotically equivalent to the D S T
as p tends to zero. It is well know that the D S T is inferior to the D C T for the encoding
of highly correlated sources, such as still images [Clarke 1983a]. Hence it is of interest
to compare the performance of various transforms and filter banks as the correlation
coefficient varies for an AR(1) source. This is the topic of the subsection 3.4.1., where
a theoremrelatingtransform basis vector pairwise symmetry to a symmetric coding
gain is given.
The coding gain is dependent on the transform coefficient variances, which in
depend only on the magnituderesponseof the transform basis vectors and the P S D of
the given source. Therefore, it is also of interest to examine the magnituderesponseof
various transform basis vectors in light of theirrelativeperformance for a given source.
This topic is considered in subsection 3.4.2., and provides the motivation for the design
of optimum octave-band analysis filters, which is the subject of Chapter 4.

3.4.1. Pairwise Symmetric Transforms and a Symmetric Coding Gain

It has been observed that the coding gain of some transforms for an AR(1) sourc
symmetric about p=0: that is the coding gain is independent of the sign of p.

Akansu and Haddad (1990) showed that transform variances for a block transform
be written in vector form as,
a2=VTr„. vpk=(2-bp)^hk(n)hk(n + p)
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where r ^ is a vector of the input source autocorrelation sequence values, a 2 is a vector
of the transform variances, and v k is element (p,k) of matrix V. The transform basis
vectors are denoted asfilters,hk(n), commensurate with the notation introduced in
Chapter 2. The derivation is given in Appendix B and extended to include general
M-band subband analysis methods. Akansu and Haddad showed that if V has pairwise
symmetric columns, then the transform coding gain is independent of the sign of p for
an AR(1) source. This follows from the fact that the variances are unchanged, other
than a permutation in the vector o 2 , for such V matrices given a change in the sign of
p. A n y objective measure that is a function of the variances, where the ordering is
immaterial, is independent of the sign of p. This characteristic is referred to as a
symmetric coding gain. The symmetric gain of the D S T , modified Hermite transform,
and discrete Hadamard transform ( D H T ) and the asymmetric performance of the D C T
was illustrated by Akansu and Haddad for an 8x8 block size transforms.

Following Vaidyanathan and Nguyen et al (1989) pairwise symmetric (PWS) analysis
filters are characterised as,
M
hk(n) = (-l)nV.-*(n) or

hk(n) = (-l)"hu.l_k(N-l-n), k = 0,l,..—-l

where M is even. The actual labelling of the subbands is not important, just th
are pairs offiltersthat arerelatedthrough the lowpass to highpass transformation. In
the case of odd M , for afilterset to be P W S there must be onefilterthat is invariant
under a lowpass to highpass transformation. This means every second sample of this
filter must be zero.

A transform with basis filters obeying either of these equations is termed a PWS
transform. If necessary, in order to differentiate between the equations, time-reversed
P W S is used to refer to the latter equation. Note that the word transform is used to refer
to any M-band or uniform subband analysis method. The following lemma is
applicable to all P W S transforms,
Lemma 3.1: The coding gain associated with a PWS transform is symmetric for
an AR(1) source.
Proof: If a transform is P W S then,
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piM-i-k) = X ( 2 -5,)AJi-w(»)Vw(» + P)
n

= (-0'X(2-8>4(«K(« + p)

which shows that V has PWS columns and thus the transform has a symmetric
coding gain.

VVV

In Appendix B the time-reversed PWS and complex transform cases are derived. If th
transform matrix is also symmetric and the basis vectors are either symmetric or skew
symmetric then one has,
Corollary 3.1: An orthogonal non-overlapping transform, where the block size
M is even, with symmetric or skew-symmetric basis vectors and a symmetric
transform matrix is a PWS transform, and hence has a symmetric coding gain.
Proof: Consider a matrix A whose rows consist of the transform basis vectors.
Since there are M basis vectors of length M for a block transform, A is of
dimension MxM. A is orthogonal since the basis vectors are orthogonal. It then
follows, given that the basis vectors are symmetric, that there are M / 2
symmetric basis vectors and M / 2 skew symmetric basis vectors [Cantoni and
Butler, 1976]. Ordering the basis vectors in the rows of A as alternately
symmetric and skew-symmetric, gives a matrix with P W S columns. It follows
that A r defines a P W S transform since the basisfilters,consisting of the rows
of AT are P W S . If A is also symmetric then A = A r and hence the transform
defined by A is P W S . Note that anyreorderingof the rows of A is irrelevant as
far as the coding gain is concerned.

VVV

Some typical examples of orthogonal non-overlapping transforms that are symmetric
and have (skew) symmetric basis vectors are the discrete sine transform (DST), and the
Walsh-Hadamard transform ( W H T ) . Jain (1976a) described a whole family of
sinusoidal transforms that are asymptotically equivalent to the K L T for various source
models and values of correlation. The D S T and D C T referred to above are members of
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this family. Since a stationary correlation matrix has eigenvectors that are either
syrnmetric or skew symmetric (see Chapter 4), any member of this sinusoidal family
that has a symmetric transform matrix is a P W S transform.
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has PWS basis vectors and hence has a
symmetric coding gain. In the case of overlapping transforms, the cosine modulated
transforms are P W S and thus have a symmetrical coding gain. Similarly perfect
reconstructionfilterbanks designed by Vaidyanathan et al (1989) enforce a pairwise
symmetry, and therefore also have a symmetrical coding gain.

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has (skew) symmetric basis vectors and thus the
transform described by the transpose of the D C T is P W S . However, the D C T
transform matrix is not symmetric and has a definite asymmetric coding gain with
respect to the sign of p for an AR(1) source. This is illustrated in Figure 3.9 where the
coding gain for various transforms using an AR(1) source is plotted against the
correlation p.

correlation p
Figure 3.9. Coding gain versus correlation coefficient: AR(1) source. ( ) DCT;
(
) W H T ; (• • •) ELT; (- • -) ideal filter bank. M = 8
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This figure shows a symmetrical coding gain for the E L T (a cosine modulated
transform), and the W H T . The D C T performance is impressive for high positive
correlation but in contrast is remarkably inferior for negative correlation. Also
indicated in thisfigureis the gain associated with an idealfilterbank: that is one that
employs brick wall filters. It is generally believed, although to the best of the authors
knowledge not proven for M > 2 , that the gain for an orthogonal M-band
analysis/synthesis system using a non-decreasing or non-increasing source is bounded
by that of the ideal filter bank (for example see [Malvar 1992, p212]). The response of
thisfilterbank is obviously symmetric, and in fact can be considered to have P W S
(infinite length) basis vectors.
It is demonstrated in subsection 3.4.2 that the poor performance of the DCT for
negative correlated sources is a consequence of its basis functions being optimum for
highly positively correlated sources. Ogunbona et al (1993) used the W H T for the
encoding of subbands in a still image compression scheme. Not only is the W H T more
computationally efficient than the D C T , it has a superior coding gain for negative
correlated sources, as shown in Figure 3.9. Since the W H T is orthogonal and has
symmetric basis vectors it has a symmetric coding gain according to corollary 3.1.
Also, partly as a consequence of the symmetric gain, it has a reasonable coding
performance over a wide range of p. For a subband analysis of an image some (non
D C ) subbands typically have negative correlation, while others exhibit positive
correlation [Tanabe and Favardin 1992], [Ogunbona et al 1993]. B y using the W H T it
is possible to attain a reasonable coding performance for all these subbands. It must be
noted that the biggest advantage is in computational cost rather than a significant
coding gain as compared to the D C T [Ogunbona et al 1993].
It is not surprising that PWS transforms have a symmetric coding gain. Changing the
sign of p for an AR(1) source is the equivalent to a lowpass to highpass source
transformation. Hence the source P S D is reflected about TE/2 radians (or 0.25
cycles/sample). If the basis vectors of any transform are also lowpass to highpass
transformed then the variances corresponding to each basis vector will be the same as
before (assuming the source has also been transformed). If follows that the coding gain
will also be the same. A lowpass to highpass transformation of a P W S transform
simply maps the transform to itself, since eachfilterin a P W S pair is mapped to its
partner.
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3A.2. Frequency D o m a i n Characterisation of Transforms

The coding gain of the DCT is close to that of the KLT for highly correlated source
Figure 3.10 illustrates the magnitude response of the D C (first) and highest frequency
D C T basis vectors for a transform of size 8. The magnitude response curves were
generated using a 1024 point zero-padded F F T of the D C T basis vectors. The sidelobes
of the D C magnitude response exhibit a shallow attenuation across the whole
(stopband) spectrum. In contrast, the A C basis vector magnitude response exhibits
sidelobes that have increased attenuation at lowerfrequencies.This is characteristic of
all the high frequency basis vectors.
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Figure 3.10. Magnitude response of DC and highest frequency M=8 DCT basis vectors
The variance of the £* transform component output is given by equation (3.7) as,

^=^lK(^)|2S„(^)d<o
where H^e^) is the frequency response of the k01 basis vector.

The PSD of a highly correlated AR(1) source, illustrated in Figure 3.3 Section 3.1.
characterised by a dominance of lowfrequencies.The high sidelobe attenuation at low
frequencies for the D C T A C basis vectors means that for highly correlated sources
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leakage from the dominant low frequencies is minimised. In other words, where the
P S D Sj^e^) is dominant the filter magnitude response |H t (e > )| has a large
attenuating effect, thus minimising the high frequency subband variances. The D C T is
approximating, as m u c h as possible for the shortfilterlengths, the ideal (brick-wall)
filter variances given a highly correlated source. It is shown in Chapter 4 that this type
of asymmetric sidelobe attenuation is a desirable characteristic for filters employed in a
system where the input is highly correlated. In fact this characteristic of the D C T was
the motivation for thefiltersinvestigated in Chapter 4.

The poor DC sidelobe attenuation at high frequencies is of little significance. In f
is conjectured that this poor performance is traded for a large low frequency sidelobe
attenuation. If the input source had a negative correlation close to -1, the D C T would
perform very poorly. In this case the low D C sidelobe attenuation would allow
significant leakage into the D C (and low frequency) components from the dominant
highfrequencies.However, transforming the D C T basis vectors using the low-pass to
highpass transformation, would give a transform that would be asymptotically
equivalent to the K L T as p tends to minus one.
Jain (1976) showed that the KLT of an AR(1) source is asymptotically equivalent to
the D S T as p tends to zero. Figure 3.11 illustrates the frequency response of the D C
(first) and highest frequency D S T basis vectors for a transform of size 8.
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Figure 3.11. Magnitude Response of D C and highest frequency D S T basis vectors
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In comparison to the D C T , the D S T sidelobes exhibit a more even attenuation across
the spectrum. This even attenuation minimises leakage for a source that has a relatively
flat P S D . Further, due to the pairwise symmetry of the D S T , mirroring the magnitude
response of one basis filter about 7t/2 radians (or 0.25 cycles/sample) gives the
magnitude response of another basisfilter.The D S T performs poorly for image coding
for two reasons: the first is that it is not zero-constrained, and the second is the
relatively even nature of the stopband attenuation, which does not sufficiently suppress
the dominant low frequencies.

Figure 3.9 illustrated that the gain of the ELT is very near the upper bound for an
orthogonal filter bank, the gain of the idealfilterbank, for all correlation (p). The
longer basis vectors employed in the E L T , offer sufficient attenuation of all stopband
frequencies over the whole range of correlation. The E L T provides a good
approximation to the ideal filter bank for all p. This is in contrast to the nonoverlapping transforms, such as the D C T , where optimum performance for high
positive correlation means a sub-optimum performance for high negative correlation.
The performance of the L O T , employing basis vectors of length greater than the D C T
but shorter than the E L T , is somewhere in between. The disadvantage of transforms
with long basis vectors is increased computational expense and lesstimeresolutionor
localisation, which, as illustrated in Chapter 6, can be detrimental to coding
performance. If some knowledge of a source is available, then transforms with a high
gain and relatively short basis vectors can be designed and used.

3.5. CONCLUSION

In this chapter a subband coding gain metric has been defined. This metric provides
measure of the performance of a subband analysis/synthesis (A/S) scheme for a given
input source model. It is a useful tool for comparing different A/S schemes. S o m e
image correlation and power spectral density models were discussed in the
Introduction.

Following the subband analysis of a signal, the next task is to quantise and encode
subband information efficiently. Using separate P C M quantisers for each subband
requires a distribution of quantisation bits among subbands. Usually the problem is
posed as the bit allocation that minimises the overall system mean square error ( M S E )
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for a given average bit rate. In Section 3.2 such a method was derived under certain
assumptions that are valid at high rates. Using this bit allocation, the unified coding
gain of Katto and Yashuda (1991) was derived. In the case of orthogonal A/S it was
shown that some of the assumptions m a y be relaxed and that theresultinggain metric
is equivalent to that given by S o m a n and Vaidyanathan (1993) for paraunitary or
orthogonal subband coders. It was shown that using unit energy synthesisfiltersa
simple bit allocation scheme m a y be used which is suitable for any subband
analysis/synthesis system.
In Section 3.2.4 the KLT was shown to be the optimum transform, in terms of unified
coding gain, extending a previously k n o w n result that the K L T is the optimum
orthogonal block transform. It was demonstrated in Section 3.4.5 that the coding gain
of an arbitrary subband A/S system can be evaluated using an equivalent block
transform. It follows that the K L T coding gain bound applies to any P R subband
system, and that the inverse of the spectral flatness measure, which bounds the gain of
the K L T , is an upper bound for all P R subband systems.
The coding gain derived in the former portion of this chapter and previous work
assumed a high rate. In Section 3.3 a rate constrained coding gain was considered for
orthogonal subband analysis methods. The rate constrained coding gain was
demonstrated to be asymptotic to a lower level than the unconstrained case. Also for
highly correlated sources operating at very low rates it was shown that the rate
constrained coding gain is almost negligible until quite high analysis levels. The
m i n i m u m level of analysis required for a near optimum coding gain increases as the
rate decreases for such sources. This characteristic has important implications in the
design of subband coders for H D T V and other high resolution image systems.

A theorem relating transforms with pairwise symmetric basis filters and a coding gain
that is independent of the sign of p for an AR(1) source was given in Section 3.4. This
means that the coding gain of such transforms is symmetric about p=0. The magnitude
response of the D C T and other transforms was investigated inrelationto this coding
performance. The asymmetric coding gain of the D C T is related to the fact that it
performs so well for highly correlated sources. For negatively correlated sources the
D C T performs poorly. It was observed that the improved subband resolution of
overlapping transforms means that a good coding performance for all values of
correlation p can be attained. The disadvantage of the overlapping transforms is an
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increased computational expense and less timeresolutionor localisation. From another
perspective, transforms with short basis vectors can achieve a high coding gain, if
optimised for a particular source. This observation leads to the development of
optimum two-band subbandfilters,which is the topic of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4:

MAXIMUM CODING GAIN TWO-BAND FILTERS

4.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The purpose of subband analysis is to separate various frequency bands for
processing. It follows that, when no knowledge of the source is available, subband
filters should have a high stopband attenuation, small transition bandwidth and a flat
passband. Early subband filter designers aimed forfilterswith such characteristics
under a constraint of perfect reconstruction (PR) or near PR.

As discussed in Chapter 2, for a two-band filter bank using QMFs it is pos
cancel aliasing and phase distortions introduced by the filter bank. However in this case
there is some associated magnitude distortion that cannot be eliminated. Johnston
(1980) tabulated different sets of QMF's, designed to minimise thefilterbank
magnitude distortion and filter stopband attenuation, for a given transition bandwidth.
These filters were subsequently used by many authors for subband image coding. Jain
and Crochiere (1984) designed Q M F s using the same criteria in thetimedomain.

With the advent of PR filter banks, such as the two-band CQF solution of Sm
Barnwell (1986), filter bank magnitude distortion was automatically cancelled. This
extra freedom allowed Smith and Barnwell to design CQF's with superior
characteristics to their Q M F counterparts. They used an optimal Chebyshev equiripple
design, giving filters with arelativelyhigh stopband attenuation and low transition
bandwidth. Vaidyanathan (1987) offered the first M-band P Rfilterbank solution. A
design procedure was given that maximised the filters average stopband attenuation for
a given transition bandwidth. In subsequent papers by Vaidyanathan and co-authors
several improved design procedures using the same criteria were given.

The nature of a typical input source to a filter bank was not considered b
filter designers until recently. Kronander (1989b) noted that good coding efficiency or
a high coding gain using a typical image model is a desirablefilterbank characteristic.
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Tabatabai (1989) investigated the design of subbandfiltersfor a given input source and
quantisation noise model that minimise the averagereconstructedsignal error. N o filter
designs were given and the solution was posed as a difficult non-linear optimisation
problem. The approach given in this chapter is another approach to essentially the same
problem as considered by Tabatabai.

Gurski et al (1992) described a design procedure for an over-sampled subband pyramid
scheme that minimises the reconstruction error when only the lowband is used to
synthesize the signal. Thefilterscan be designed for a given data set, such as a
database of typical images, or using a stochastic model. It is worth noting however that
the over-sampled pyramid decomposition is considered inferior to a critically sampled
system for image compression [Simoncelli and Adelson,in W o o d s 1991,pl63].
Desarte et al (1992) designed filters for an octave-band filter bank (DWT) that
attempted to minimise the highpass signal variance, hence maximising the coding gain.
The filters were numerically optimised for each image, and required a small
transmission overhead. The authors reported better subjective results compared to the
J P E G method. It is interesting to note that an improvement over static filters was
reported only for some images depending on texture content.

Caglar et al (1991) considered the design of CQFs that attempted to optimise certain
parameters such as energy compaction, aliasing minimisation, step response deviation,
uncorrected subbands, and linearity of phase. The design was formulated as a nonlinear optimisation problem with non-linear constraints. Vandendorpe (1992)
considered a similar problem, and attempted to maximise the coding gain for a twobandfilterbank. Vandendorpe noted that the m a x i m u m coding gain also leads to the
m a x i m u m energy compaction as with the block transform K L T .

Daubechies (1988) derived some CQF's that are subsequently referred to as Daubechies
wavelets or filters. She considered continuous wavelets derived using a D W T of
infinite tree-depth. The Daubechies CQF's were designed so that the resulting
continuous wavelet is maximally regular or smooth. A s a consequence, these filters
generate lowpass filters at each stage of the D W T analysis tree that are reasonably
smooth. A highly correlated source, a basic model of images, isrelativelysmooth in
nature. A s such the design of regular wavelets can in some sense be considered as a
filter design based on a typical image model. This topic is discussed in more detail in
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Section 4.7. Since Daubechies' paper there has been significant interest in wavelets and
a detailed literature survey is beyond the scope of this chapter. Rioul (1993) presented
results evaluating the effect of regularity for D W T image coding. H e concluded that
some measure of regularity is desirable and that this can be achieved with relatively
short filters.
Most of the subband filter design procedures to date have been concerned with
two-band filter banks. This follows from the fact that the two-bandfilterbank is easily
cascaded to give various other subband configurations. Further, the recent interest in
wavelets and the D W T , which are based on a tree-structured two-band filter bank, has
fuelled interest in this area. This chapter is primarily concerned with the design of
subbandfiltersfor a two-bandfilterbank. Thesefiltersm a y then be used in treestructured filter banks, such as the D W T , to implement various subband
decompositions.

In this chapter optimum CQF's are designed using an eigenvector decomposition. It is
well k n o w n that the absolute m i n i m u m of a quadratic matrix function, under a unit
energy constraint is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum
eigenvalue. This property can be used to solve optimisation problems that can be
formulated as a quadratic equation. Several authors have used this method for filter
design. For example Jain and Crochiere (1984) designed Q M F s in the time domain
based on an iterative procedure that used this method. Also, Vaidyanathan and Nguyen
(1987) designed linear phasefilterswith good passband and stopband characteristics
using this method. A s stated by Vaidyanathan and Nguyen, the Kaiser window is a
closed form approximation to an eigenvector solution. Eigenvectors are also used in
other problems. The most obvious is the principal component decomposition or K L T ,
discussed in Chapter 3, which is the optimum block transform from the perspective of
coding gain, energy compaction, and data decorrelation.

4.1.1. Overview of Chapter 4
As was illustrated in Chapter 3, the DCT performs remarkably well for highly
correlated sources due to its asymmetric frequency response. This fact, coupled with
the D C T s impressive performance for image coding, suggests that afilterdesign
procedure based on a highly correlated source will produce effectivefiltersfor image
coding. This chapter describes the design of C Q F s that maximise the coding gain for a
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given stationary source input to the two-band filter bank. The solutionfilteris an
eigenvector of a stationary correlation matrix. In the design examples an AR(1) source
is used as a basic model and unless otherwise indicated a correlation of p=0.95 is
assumed.
In Section 4.2, as background to the design method, various properties of the
eigenvectors of stationary correlation matrices are discussed. A n e w theorem (4.1)
pertaining to the eigenvectors corresponding to a repeated m i n i m u m eigenvalue is
given. This theorem is used to determine certain properties of the m a x i m u m gain filters
derived in this chapter.
The maximum coding gain CQF problem is formulated in Section 4.3., as a quadratic
cost function with quadratic equality constraints. Using a Lagrangian the solution is
derived whereby the optimum filter is the eigenvector of the modified source
correlation matrix. The simple case of 4-tap filters is described and generalised to
arbitrary even length filters. A description of the practical design algorithm is given
and design examples are presented and discussed.

In Section 4.4 various properties of the optimum filters are discussed. The scope of
design procedure is considered in the first subsection. Using Theorem 4.1 some
magnitude properties of these filters are discussed. Also some KLT-like properties are
investigated in Subsection 4.4.3.
A constraint on the number of DC zeros of the highpass filter is considered in
Section 4.5. The problem is formulated using a subspace constraint and is equivalent to
the design of "optimum" wavelets. B y constraining the filter in this w a y the optimum
solution can be obtained using the previous eigenvector method.
In Section 4.6 it is demonstrated that the optimum solution is not unique. There are
several optimumfilterswith the same magnitude response and differing phase (and
impulse)responses.A design example is given to illustrate this point.
The coding gains of the optimum filters are evaluated in Section 4.7. Issues such as
filter length and robustness to differing source models are considered. Finally this
chapter is concluded in Section 4.8.
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4.2. P R O P E R T I E S O F C O R R E L A T I O N M A T R I C E S

This section summarises some properties of the eigenvectors of stationar
matrices. These properties are used in the derivation of the maximum gain CQFs. A
new property of the eigenvectors of these matrices is also given as Theorem 4.1. This
theorem is used later to determine various properties of the optimum CQFs.

From Chapter 3, the (iff1 entry of the correlation matrix of a stationary
given by,

[Rxx]iJ=rx*(i-J)
so that R^ is symmetric (Hermitian in the complex case) and Toeplitz.

The spectral theorem of linear algebra [Strang 1988, p309] states that e
symmetric matrix has a complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors. Consider a symmetric
matrix with an eigenvalue X, of multiplicity k, and k associated linearly independent
eigenvectors, xl5..,xk given by the spectral theorem. Any linear combination of these
eigenvectors is itself an eigenvector corresponding to X. That is,
A(or,x1+.. +akxk) = Xaxxx+.. + Xakxk
= X(axxx+.. +akxk)

Thus, for a symmetric matrix, an eigenvalue of multiplicity k has a subsp
corresponding eigenvectors of dimension k. This subspace isreferredto as a r 1
dimensional eigenspace.
A matrix A is centtosymmettic if,
a

ij ~ aN-l-i,N-\-j '

Since a stationary correlation matrix is symmetric and Toeplitz, it is al
centrosymmetric [Cantoni and Butler, 1976a]. A symmetric centtosymmettic (SC)
matrix is symmetric about both the main and the anti-diagonal and is sometimes
referred to as doubly symmetric or per-symmetric.
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Cantoni and Butler (1976a) gave several properties of S C matrices. Some of these
properties are repeated here for convenience. Following Cantoni and Butler's
conventions, let VN denote the set of S C matrices of dimension N X N, and let Q be a
member of this set. W h e n N is even Q can be partitioned as,

Q=

A

CT

C

JAJ

where A and C are of dimension N/2 x N/2, and J is an anti-diagonal matrix of ones. A
similar partitioning is possible in the case where N is odd. However since the problem
at hand requires even N the odd case is not considered here. For Q,Q, e VN the
following properties hold,
(a)JQJ = Q
(b)QQieV„
(C)Q-!GV;

(d)Qr€V„

A symmetric matrix that obeys equation (a) is centtosymmettic and hence is SC
Cantoni and Butler define VN to be the set of symmetric matrices that obey equation (a).
Also, Q is orthogonally similar to the matrix,

A-JC
0

0
A + JC

It follows that the eigenvalues of A + JC, given by the equations,
(A - JC)U = UAa
(A + J C ) Y = Y A V

(4.1)

are the eigenvalues of Q. The matrix of eigenvectors of Q is given by,
1

V2

U
JU

Y
JY

and hence there are N/2 skew symmetric eigenvectors corresponding to A - J C and
N/2 symmetric eigenvectors corresponding to A + JC. It is possible to form an
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asymmetric eigenvector if and only if there is arepeatedeigenvalue and that associated
with this eigenvalue there is a symmetric eigenvector and a skew symmetric
eigenvector. In other words A - J C and A + J C have an eigenvalue in common.

To summarise, symmetric Toeplitz matrices, as a subset of SC matrices, possess the
following properties,
PI A complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors (applies to any symmetric matrix)
P2

There exists N/2 symmetric eigenvectors and N/2 skew symmetric
eigenvectors. For multiple eigenvalues it m a y be possible to select otherwise.

P3

If the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue is distinct, the corresponding
eigenvector has all its zeros on the unit circle.

A proof of P3 is given by Robinson (1967, p271) or Makhoul (1981), and is included
as a special case of Theorem 4.1, given in the following subsection.

4.2.1. Zeros of a Symmetric Toeplitz Matrix Eigenvector, Corresponding to a
Repeated M i n i m u m Eigenvalue
The last property (P3), can be generalised to the case of a repeated minimum
eigenvalue. Although only the eigenvectors corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue
are considered here, the analysis is also applicable to eigenvectors corresponding to the
m a x i m u m eigenvalue. The generalisation of P3 is stated as,
Theorem 4.1. An eigenvector of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix R, corresponding

to the minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity k, has at least N-k zeros on the uni
circle. Further every such eigenvector has N-k zeros on the unit circle in
common; and any vector with these common zeros is such an eigenvector.

Obviously in the case that k=l, this theorem is equivalent to P3. The complete pro
this theorem is given in Appendix A, which is a copy of a technical report. The outline
of the proof, as a sequence of statements, is given as follows;
1. Any vector that minimises xrRx given xrx=l, is an eigenvector
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue (minimum eigenvector).
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Inverting zeros (real or conjugate pairs) of a minimum eigenvector gives
another m i n i m u m eigenvector.

3. Let the family of x denote the set of vectors that can be generated through
zero inversions and linear combinations of theresultingvectors. Every
vector in the family of a minimum eigenvector is a minimum eigenvector
(from 2).
4. If a vector has N-k zeros on the unit circle and £-1 other real zeros then its
family spans k dimensional space.
5. If a vector has N-k zeros on the unit circle and k-l other arbitrary zeros,
there is a vector in its family that has these same N-k unit circle zeros and
k-l other real zeros. Hence from 5 its family spans (at least) k dimensional
space.
6. Therefore every m i n i m u m eigenvector must have at least N-k zeros on the
unit circle else its family of minimum eigenvectors would span greater than
k dimensional space.
7. Every m i n i m u m eigenvector has the same N-k zeros on the unit circle since
it must be in the space spanned by k linearly independent vectors with N-k
zeros on the unit circle in common.
8. A n y vector with these same N-k zeros on the unit circle and arbitrary other
zeros (giving a real vector) is a minimum eigenvector since is lies in the
space spanned by the above linearly independent eigenvectors.

Statement 1 is known as Rayleigh's principle [Strang 1988, p349]. Also, Statement 2
known under a different guise using the Fejer factorisation of a filters autocorrelation
function [Robinson 1967, p335 and p269-272].

4.3. OPTIMUM TWO-BAND ORTHOGONAL (CQF) FILTERS
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) maximises the
coding gain for a given source model over all block transforms. The K L T also
maximises the energy compaction and totally decorrelates the input source. In this
section the maximisation of the coding gain of an orthogonal two-band filter bank is
considered. The problem is formulated in a similar manner to that of the K L T .
However in this case there are additional constraints imposed by an overlapping
orthogonality requirement. In effect the two-band K L T is extended to the case of twoband overlapping orthogonal filter banks. The filters that achieve the m a x i m u m gain
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are referred to as optimum eigenfilters. Note that Vaidyanathan and Nguyen (1987)
used a similar n a m e for some linear phase filters that are eigenvectors of certain
matrices. In this thesis the term eigenfilter refers to the m a x i m u m gain two-band
orthogonal filters.

After the following preliminaries the design of optimum 4-tap filters is considered.
This method is then generalised to arbitrary even length filters. The design algorithm,
as implemented in M A T L A B 1 is described and some filter design examples given.
Using an appropriate P S D it is also shown that maximisation of the average stopband
attenuation can also be achieved using this method.
From Chapter 3, the coding gain for an orthogonal two-band filter bank is,
_IG20+G\
^SBC

0

/

2

2

where a2,, G2, and a2 are the variances of the lowpass, highpass and input signals
respectively. Since,

-dl+^)=G2%
to maximise the coding gain it is sufficient to minimise G2. This idea has been used
Vandendorpe (1992) and Caglar et al (1991) to design optimum C Q F s . Vandendorpe
(1992) illustrated that the two-bandfilterbank with the m a x i m u m coding gain also has
the m a x i m u m energy compaction (or m i n i m u m basisrestrictionerror) and drew the
obvious parallel with the block transform K L T . The independent approach given here
offers several further insights.
From Chapter 3, the highpass signal variance is given by,

a2=hrR„h (4-2)
where h is a vector of the highpass filter coefficients.

' M A T L A B is a trademark of The Math Works, Inc.
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4.3.1. Length Four O p t i m u m Filters

In order to clarify the optimum filter design approach, the simplest case of 4-tap
design is described in this subsection. In order to have a P R C Q Ffilterset, where each
filter is of length four, the highpassfilter,h, is constrained by,
h r h = 1, and h r W , h = 0

(4.3)

where,
0
W, =

0

1 0"

0 0

0

1

1 0

0

0

1 0

0

0

(4.4)

as described in Chapter 2. These two constraints are referred to as PR1 and P R 2
respectively. The optimumfilterminimises the variance or cost, a 2 = h T R £ t h , while
satisfying the P R constraints. Forming a Lagrangian gives,
L(hA)=hrR„h-^2hrW2h-A,(hrh-l)

The first term on the right hand side is the cost function, and the second and thir
associated with the Lagrange multipliers X2 and Xx are the two P R constraints. Note that
removing the overlapping orthogonality constraint term associated with X2 leaves the
cost function and constraint associated with the two-band K L T optimisation problem.
Thus the problem formulation presented here can be thought of as a generalisation of
the two-band K L T .

A necessary condition for a minimum of the cost function under the constraints is t
the gradient of the Lagrangian is zero [Bertsekas 1982]. Differentiating withrespectto
h and setting theresultinggradient to zero, gives,
dL(h,A,)
= 2 R J i - 2 X 2 W 2 h -2X,h = 0
dh

[R„-^W 2 ]h = X1h

(4.5)
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Hence the optimum filter is the eigenvector of a modified correlation matrix.
Vandendorpe (1992) and Caglar et al (1991) characterised the equation as,
[Rxx-X2V?2-Xxl]h = 0 (4.6)

and solved this equation numerically using an augmented Lagrangian method whic
a difficult task. N o further conclusions were drawn from their analysis. Writing the
zero gradient equation as in (4.5) one sees explicitly that the optimum h is an
eigenvector of the modified correlation matrix,

and X is the associated eigenvalue. A feasible solution vector is one where the
constraint equations are met. For a feasible h,
G2 = L(h, X) = hTR„h - X2hT W2h - Xx (hr h -1)
= hr[R„-A,2Wa]h-0

= h^h
= XX

That is, for a feasible vector the cost is given by the eigenvalue \. From pro
an eigenvector, corresponding to a distinct eigenvalue, is either symmetric or skew
symmetric. Henceforth skew symmetric is subsumed under symmetric unless otherwise
indicated. Vetterli and Le Gall (1989, P 1064) showed that it is not possible to have
symmetric filters in a two-band orthogonalfilterbank except for trivial cases. This is
readily shown by considering the orthogonal matrices discussed in Chapter 2. In the
case of 4-tap filters the only symmetric feasible vectors are of the form,
h = Jj[l 0 0 ±lf or-j=[0 1 ±1 Of

The latter vector is simply the orthogonal 2x2 block transform solution. Obvio
most correlation matrices these symmetric solutions are not optimum. In order to avoid
the symmetric solutions it is necessary that the eigenvalue X, be of multiplicity two.
The two corresponding eigenvectors can be linearly combined to give an asymmetric
eigenvector that satisfies the P R equations.
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Let X, be the minimum eigenvalue of A. Then the cost associated with any feasible
vector x is,
cost = x'R^x
= x'[R„ - A,2W]x (for feasible x)
>A.,
with equality if and only if (iff) x is an eigenvector corresponding to the minimum
eigenvalue. Therefore if the solution corresponds to the minimum eigenvalue of A it is
the global minimum.
The correlation matrix of dimension 4x4 for an AR(1) source is,

1
R

=

p
p2
p3

p
1
p
p2

p2
p
1

p

P31
p2
p
1

The four eigenvalues of the modified correlation matrix A, derived in Appendix C
(Section C.2.) using the symmettic/centtosymmettic matrix partitioning of Cantoni and
Butler, are,
^=(2 + p + p3+-y/8p3 + 5p2 + 2p4 + p6 + 4X.2-8pX2-8p2A,2)/2
efc=(2 + p + p3-V8p3 + 5p2+2p4+p6 + 4X,22-8pA,2-8p2X,2)/2
ec = (2-p-p3 + V"8p3 +5p2 +2p4 +p6 + 4X,2 +8pX,2 -8p2X2 )/2
^=(2-p-p3-V-8p3 + 5p2 + 2p4 + p6 + 4X,2+8p?i2-8p2X2)/2

It is also shown in Appendix C (Section C.2.) that for real X^ and Ip I * 0 th
only two possible solutions for arepeatedeigenvalue: namely ea=ec corresponding to
the m a x i m u m eigenvalue and eh=ed corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue. For
both solutions there is a symmetric and a skew symmetric eigenvector corresponding to
therepeatedeigenvalue. It follows that there are other eigenvectors corresponding to
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this repeated eigenvalue that are asymmetric. Since further analytical progress has
proved elusive, the solution proceeds numerically.

The value X^ can be determined numerically by substituting a specific value of p in
the equation e b =e d , which gives a double minimum eigenvalue of A. Corresponding to
this eigenvalue is a symmetric eigenvector and a skew symmetric eigenvector, which
are labelled Xj and x 2 respectively. Consider a linear combination of these vectors as,
h = Xj + ax2

where a is such that h obeys PR2. This condition implies,
(xx +ax2)T W2(xj +ax2) = 0
=> a 2 x 2 W 2 x 2 + 2 a x 2 W 2 X j + xJ\V2xx = 0

Solving this quadratic gives the appropriate value of a. By normalising the vector
unit energy, PR1 is also satisfied. The resulting vector is an eigenvector of A
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue that obeys P R 2 and P R 1, which are given in
equation (4.3). Hence it is the globally optimum solution.
Thefiltercoefficients (and zeros) using p=0.95 are given in Table 4.1
Optimal highpass filter, opt4: AR(1) source p = 0.95; N=4
(a,2 = cost=3.8205819e-02)
Coefficients

Zeros

4.8848518e-01

9.8773731e-01 + j 1.5612496e-01

-8.3221878e-01

9.877373 le-01 - i 1.5612496e-01

2.2619883e-01

-2.7180212e-01 + i 0.0000000e+00

1.3277131e-01
Table 4.1: Optimumfiltercoefficients: AR(1) source, p =0.95 N = 4
At the solution point the modified correlation matrix is positive definite since the
m i n i m u m eigenvalue is the minimum cost which is greater than zero. In fact, the
m i n i m u m cost is greater than or equal to the minimum eigenvalue of the original
correlation matrix R w since this latter eigenvalue is the minimum cost without the
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overlapping orthogonality constraint. Since the modified correlation matrix at the
solution point is positive definite and Toeplitz it is a valid correlation matrix describing
the autocorrelation of some real discrete random process.

The optimum filter is an eigenvector of a modified correlation matrix correspo
the minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity two. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that the filter
has at least two (N=4, k=2 and N-k=2) zeros on the unit circle. These two unit circle
zeros are the conjugate pair of zeros in Table 4.1.

For an AR(1) source as p tends to unity it has been observed that the two unit c
zeros migrate toward D C . In the limit as p tends to unity the highpass filter has two
zeros at D C and is equivalent to Daubechies 4-tap highpassfilter.However, as
discussed later, the same is not the case for longer filters.

4.3.2. Arbitrary Length Optimum Filters

The above approach is generalised to arbitrary even length (AO filters in this
For arbitrary lengthfiltersthe P R constraints are,
hrh = 1, hrW2h = 0, hrW3h = 0,.., hrWW2h = 0
where Wm = W""1 +(Wm~1)Tand,

"0010 0"

0
0

0

0 0
0

1..

0
0
0 0 0

and is of dimension NxN. Forming a Lagrangian where the highpass variance is th
cost function and the P R conditions are equality constraints gives,
N

L(h,X) = h^h-txXW m h-A 1 (h T h-l)
m=2
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Note that Xx is associated with the unit energy term and the ensuing X. with the
overlapping orthogonal terms. Differentiating withrespectto h and setting the resulting
gradient to zero gives,

BL(h,X)
dh

2

=2R„h-£2X-IW.h-2X1h = 0
m=2

(4.7)

hsAh = Xjh
m=2

As in the simple 4-tap case the optimum solution is an eigenvector of a Toeplitz
modified correlation matrix, which at the solution point must be positive definite. From
property P2, such an eigenvector, if corresponding to a distinct eigenvalue, must be
symmetric. However, as stated previously, it is not possible to have a symmetric C Q F
vector except in trivial cases [Vetterli and Le Gall 1989, pi064]. Hence a multiple
eigenvalue is needed. Since there are N/2 constraints it is expected that a multiplicity of
AV2 eigenvalues is required. In this way theresultingN/2 dimensional eigenspace can
be searched for a feasible eigenvector.
The associated cost (highpass subband variance) for a feasible h is,
N-2

cost = L(h,A.) = h r R J t x h-

y

£XmhTY/mh-X1(hTh--l)

m=2,4-

2

= h3

xx

/ -f in

m

h-0

m=2

= h^h

=K

Further if the solution exists at the point where Xl is the minimum eigenvalue t
the global minimum. In other words consider the cost associated with any feasible
vector x,
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cost = x R„x
XX
T
= X

R

xx-i\Kwm
xx

^
m=2

m

m

>XX
with equality iff x is an eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue.

4.3.3. Design Algorithm
The design method was implemented in MATLAB (version 3.5), an interactive
numerical matrix based mathematical package, on a 386 personal computer.
The algorithm is outlined as follows:
Step 1. Construct the correlation matrix (R.J, and the overlapping orthogonal
matrices ( W m ) .
Step 2.

Numerically determine the Lagrange multipliers (X), that give a multiplicity
N_
2

of N/2 m i n i m u m eigenvalues of, A = R n - ]|T Xm W m .
m=2

Step 3.
_

Determine the eigenvectors of A corresponding to these N/2 minimum
eigenvalues. Denote these as v..

.

NI2-1

btep 4.

Consider a vector h given by, h = ^wi\i • Determine the N/2 weights w.,
;=o
so that h is a feasible (eigen)vector satisfying the N/2 P R constraints.

Step 5.

Using the weights of step 4. construct the optimum solution vector.

The solutions to the non-linear equations in steps 2 and 4 are obtained using the
"fsolve" M A T L A B function. Although these steps are computionally intensive, filters
up to 40-taps in length have been designed. It is possible to design longerfilters,but
the design time is quite lengthy and several different starting points m a y be required
before a solution is found.
The MATLAB code and commands used to implement the algorithm is given in
Appendix C (Section C.4.). Note that this code is used for a more general algorithm,
where the C Q F highpass filter is constrained to lie in some predetermined subspace.
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The generalised algorithm is described in Section 4.5. (To implement the algorithm
described here set g_B=I (the identity matrix) when using these M-files - see the
Appendix for details).

4.3.4. Optimum Filter Examples

Figure 4.1 illustrates the frequency response of length N=30 tap filters optimised
AR(1) source of correlation p=0.01 and p=0.98. It is evident that the stopband
attenuation increases towards zero frequency for the filter designed using the highly
correlated AR(1) source (p=0.98). A similar characteristic was observed in Chapter 3
for the frequency responses of the D C T high order basis vectors. The aim of the
optimisation is to minimise leakage from the dominant lowfrequencies,characteristic
of a highly correlated AR(1) source. The filter designed for low correlated AR(1)
source (p=0.01) on the other hand exhibits a much more even attenuation across the
whole stopband spectrum.

«
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Figure 4.1. N=30 Optimum highpass C Q F magnitude response: (—)filterdesigned
using an AR(1) source p =0.01, (
4.3.4.1.

) filter designed using an AR(1) source p =0.98.

Maximising average stopband attenuation

From Chapter 3 the highpass subband variance (cost function) is given by,
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(4.8)

Maximising the average stopband attenuation of a filter for a given transition
bandwidth can be achieved by selection of an appropriate power spectral density
(PSD). For example, consider a P S D that is unity from -cos to cos and zero elsewhere.
Note thatrealsources only are considered. The variance is then,

a?=d)|H(c-.|d0)s4
Z7l

-a>,

where As is the classical average stopband attenuation measure, and the stopband is
from -cos to cos. This equation can be written in a quadratic form as in equation (4.2),
where the matrix R is the correlation matrix of a source with P S D as described above.
XX

Therefore, the optimum design method can be used to obtain afilterthat globally
maximises the average stopband attenuation over all possible P R orthogonal two-band
highpass filters.
The highpass subband variance, given by equation (4.8), can be considered as a
generalisation of the classical average stopband attenuation. The m i n i m u m stopband
attenuation, stopband spectrum shape and transition bandwidth relative to the given
source are implicitly considered simultaneously in the optimisation of this function.

Usually with filter design it is necessary to also consider the passband characteris
when constructing a cost function. However, as noted by Vaidyanathan (1987), in this
case the passband is implicitly considered via the P R conditions. The P R condition in
the frequency domain, is stated here again for convenience as,
|//(^)|2+|//(^^)|2=2 (4-9)
Consider the magnitude response at <ov a point in the stopband, a>, e[0,coj. For a
reasonable stopband attenuation, the term |//(e M )f is negligible, and therefore from
equation (4.9),
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2

U^n-Ho,)) - 2

This corresponds to the frequency TC-KOJ radians (or 7t-co1 for realfilters),which is in
the passband. It follows that the better the stopband attenuation the flatter the passband
spectrum. T h e transition region is from cos to 7t-0)s . For realfiltersit is readily seen
from (4.9) that,

|//(e*/2)f=l
That is ca=n/2 is the 3dB point since the passband gain is 2. Therefore the 3dB
bandwidth of any C Q F is 7t/2 radians (excluding those with an exotic frequency
response). Equation (4.9) guarantees that the sum of the magnitude response at any
frequency and that of its reflection about this 3 d B point is 2, a constant. This illustrates
that this P R condition is simply a mirror image constraint.

This eigenfilter method is suitable for the design of a lowpass or highpass filters with
3 d B bandwidth of 7t/2 radians. The stopband attenuation can be increased or decreased
as a trade-off against the transition bandwidth. Figure 4.2 illustrates the magnitude
response of 30-tapfiltersdesigned using such PSD's where 0) s =0.27t and cos=0.2257t.
The filter designed for the former source exhibits significantly more stopband
attenuation at the expense of a larger transition bandwidth.
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Figure 4.2. Magnitude response of 30-tapfiltersmaximising average stopband
) u)s=0.27t (0.2 cycles/sample)
attenuation: (—) cos=0.225?t (0.225 cycles/sample), (
The stopband attenuation characteristic of the filter designed with GOS=0.225TC is
similar to that of the filter designed using a low correlated (AR(1) p=0.01) source. The
attenuation is fairly even across the whole of the stopband spectrum. However there is
a slight increase in attenuation away from the passband. This is in contrast to the
equiripple Chebyshev filters where the stopband attenuation is even across the stopband
spectrum. T h e design method presented here is a m i n i m u m mean square error problem.
Although the equiripple Chebyshev and m i n i m u m mean square error criteria are similar
they are not equivalent.

4.4.

PROPERTIES OF OPTIMUM FILTERS

In this section various properties of the optimum C Q F s are discussed. The scope of the
proposed solution is considered in the first subsection. Using Theorem 4.1 some
magnitude properties of the optimum filters are derived. Finally it is shown that the
optimum C Q F s share three properties with the block transform K L T : namely
m a x i m u m coding gain, m a x i m u m energy compaction, and data decorrelation.
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4.4.1. Scope of the Optimum Solution

The overlapping orthogonal PR conditions apply to the highpass (or any) fil
two-band orthogonal PRfilterbank. Hence the maximum gain C Q F s derived here,
offer the maximum gain over all two-band orthogonal P R filter banks.

The question of the existence of the solution at the minimum eigenvalue poi
obviously relevant. Although the above method has been used to derive the optimum

filters for many different correlation models a proof of the general case has been
elusive. This topic is an area of furtherresearch.Although itremainsunproven, the
solution point of the problem appears to be the point where the minimum eigenvalue of
the A matrix is maximised. That is the desired Lagrange multipliers, X2.. Xm are such

that Xl is maximised. For most correlation matrices this point corresponds to a repeated
minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity N/2. However it is possible to construct a
"pathological" correlation matrix where the optimum vector is a trivial symmetric
eigenvector corresponding to a unique minimum eigenvalue. It is worth noting that this
"pathological" solution point corresponds to the maximum of the minimum eigenvalue
as conjectured above.

4.4.2. Magnitude Response Properties

From Theorem 4.1, since the solution vector is an eigenvector corresponding
minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity N/2, it will have at least N/2 zeros on the unit
circle. This is observed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 where there are seven zeros in the
stopband spectrum, each comprising a complex pair of zeros, and one zero at D C . This
gives fifteen zeros on the unit circle for these 30-tapfilters.In general it has been
observed that there are only N/2 zeros on the unit circle. Also, as has been observed, it

isreasonableto expect that the unit circle zeros are in the stopband while the remaining
A72-1 zeros, and the overall filter scaling factor, are such that the N/2 PR equations are
satisfied.

Assuming that there are A72 zeros on the unit circle, if N/2 is odd, then t
odd number of zeros on the unit circle. Hence at least one unit circle zero must be real
andresidesat ± 1 (0 or n radians). For an AR(1) source of positive correlation this zero

willresideat +1 (DC) since it will have more of an attenuating effect than at -1
(n radians). Therefore if N/2 is odd there is a zero at D C . However, if JV/2 is even this
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is not the case in general. In Section 4.5 a method is discussed for placing an arbitrary
number of zeros at D C and optimising the vector in the resulting subspace.

As discussed previously, filters designed using a highly correlated source exhibit
increasing attenuation toward D C . The unit circle zeros are located so as to produce
such a magnitude response.

4.4.3. Karhunen-Loeve properties of optimum filters

The similarities between the KLT block transform and the optimum CQF's are obvious.
Vandendorpe (1992) illustrated that the optimum C Q F s share two properties with the
K L T : namely the m a x i m u m coding gain (Kl) and optimum basis restriction error (K2).
In general these two criteria are closely linked and for the two-band case are
equivalent.
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the optimum CQF solution is a
generalisation of the two-band K L T . The P R requirementsrequirea modification of the
correlation matrix so that a feasible eigenvector exists: this is a type of generalised
eigenvector problem. A s previously discussed, using a sufficient condition for the
m a x i m u m coding gainfilterset, it is straight forward to verify that the C Q F s obtained
achieve the globally m a x i m u m gain. It is also shown below that the optimum C Q F
decorrelates the source as in the case of the K L T .
Consider the output cross-subband correlation,
^>1=hjR„h1=hfRx,h0=ryiyo
where h0 and \ are the lowpass and highpass filters respectively. If one has an
optimum C Q F then,
rWl = h 0 R Ji,
/

N

\

= hj
m=2

V
= 0

)
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since the filters are orthogonal. This relationship shows that the subbands are
decorrelated. This is equivalent to the property K3 of the K L T : data decorrelation.
Clarke (1981) showed that as p tends to unity for an AR(1) source, the KLT tends
towards the D C T . A similar observation has been m a d e about the optimum CQF's. A s p
tends to unity it has been observed that the N/2 unit circle zeros of the optimum
highpass C Q F tend toward the first N/2 zeros of the highest frequency D C T basis
vector of length N (if N/2 is even then the zeros correspond to the first N/2 zeros of the
second highest D C T basis vector). In the case N=A this gives two zeros at D C which is
equivalent to Daubechies 4-tap filter, as mentioned previously. However for longer N
this is not the case: there is one or two zeros at D C , but there are other unit circle zeros
not at D C according to the distribution of D C T basis vector zeros. The highpass
Daubechies filter of A/'-taps has AV2 zeros at D C .

4.4.4. Minimisation of Aliasing Energy
Even for perfect reconstruction filter banks, in the presence of quantisation noise,
aliasing introduced by decimation is not cancelled in the synthesis stage. Therefore it is
also desirable to minimise the aliasing introduced by the decimation stage of the
analysis. It is worth noting that Kronander (1989b) observed that uncancelled aliasing
can cause significant image degradation from a subjective perspective.
Consider the lowpass subband in a two-band filter bank. Aliasing is generated by the
decimation process w h e n the lowpassfilterhas a non-zero magnitude response between
n/2 and 3n/2 radians. The unwanted energy from the lowpass subband that is aliased in
the decimation process is,
1 3w'2 .2

-L J |// 0 (^)| s„(«*)<to
*"% it/2

The above integrand is the PSD of the lowpass filtered subband prior to decimation. If
H0 is an ideal lowpassfilterthen this cost is zero. Similarly for the highpass subband
the unwanted energy is given by,
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%n

i~ } \HX(**\ Sje*)dn

The total aliasing energy is defined as the sum of the lowpass and highpass
energy. It is straight forward to show that the total aliasing energy is then given by,

^)\Hx{e^sXe^)d^ (4.10)
•—It

where,

U^ + U^) <D€[-*/2,K/2]

s.('*H 0

(4U)

else

Equation (4.10) can be interpreted as the highpass subband variance with an
source P S D given by equation (4.11). As such this aliasing cost can be written in a
quadratic matrix form. Therefore a highpassfiltercan be designed using the previous
eigenvector method that minimises this total aliasing under the P R constraints.

It is interesting to note that for a highly correlated source, the aliasing
with a filter designed to maximise the coding gain for such a source, is very close to the
absolute minimum aliasing cost. This is not surprising, since the P S D given by (4.11),
is similar to the input PSD, for a highly correlated source. Therefore maximising the
coding gain for a two-band filter bank also minimises the aliasing for a highly
correlated source.

4.5. ZERO CONSTRAINED FILTERS: OPTIMUM WAVELETS

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, for subband image coding applic
generally believed that the highpass analysisfiltersshould have a zero at D C . For
C Q F s , the zeros of the highpass filter at D C are mapped to zeros at n radians for the
lowpassfilter.Hence, for CQFs, this D C constraint leads to an admissible wavelet
filter, whereby the lowpassfilterhas at least one zero at n radians [Daubechies, 1988].
The regularity of the lowpass filter increases with an increasing number of zeros at TI
radians. The problem of minimising the variance of the highpass C Q F , with added D C
constraints, can then be considered as an optimum wavelet problem.
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In this section the design of maximum coding gain C Q F s with a constraint on the zeros
of the highpass filter is investigated. By constraining the solution vector to be in a
desired subspace it is shown that an extension of the previous design method can be
used. In this way globally optimumfiltersare obtained.
An arbitrary vector, h, with a zero at DC can be written in the form,
h = Bx (4.12)
where,

"10 0
-1 1
0 -1 ..
B

"

0
0

0"

0 .. ..

0
1
..0-1

and is of dimension N x (N-l). The vector x is of length N-l and the matrix
A M . The column space of B spans the space of zero D C component vectors.
Alternatively one can show that a constant vector spans the left null space of B. Hence
every vector h with a zero at D C can be written in this form and any vector written in
this form has a zero at D C . It is shown in Appendix C (Section C.3.) that if x is
symmetric then h is skew symmetric and if x is skew symmetric then h is symmetric.

Constructing a Lagrangian equation using the subspace constrained vector giv

LB(Bx,X) = hTRxxh-y£X2hTV/mh-Xx(hTh-l)
m=2

N

= x r B r R „ B x - J X 2 x r B r W f f l B x - Xx (x r B r Bx -1)
m=2

Differentiating and setting the gradient to zero gives,
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T
= 2B R„Bx - X 2
9x"
»i=2

M

f

^(B^B)"1

B

X=XiX

B2
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W m Bx - 2A.1BrBx = 0
(4.13)

m=2

or (B r B) _ 1 B r ABx = ^ x

Note that B ^ is invertible since B has linearly independent columns (or rank N-l).
This equation is similar to the unconstrained case, except that modified correlation
matrix, A, is further modified by projecting its columns onto the subspace of zero D C
constrained filters (See Appendix C, Section C.3.). In Appendix C (Section C.3.) it is
shown that ( B r B ) B r A B is symmetric and centtosymmettic (SC). If the eigenvalues
of this matrix are distinct, then x is symmetric, giving (skew) symmetric h. Hence, as
with the unconstrained design method, it is necessary to enforce a multiplicity of
eigenvalues. Similarly, since there are still N/2 P R constraints, it is expected that a
multiplicity of N/2 eigenvalues is required, generating a N/2 dimension eigenspace.
This subspace is then searched for a feasible x. Finally the optimumfilteris given from
equation (4.12).

The matrix product Bx represents a convolution of a 2-tap filter with coef
{-1,1} with thefilterx. Therefore the zeros of h are those of x and an extra zero at D C
(the zero from the filter {-1,1}). Since the optimum feasible vector x will generally be
an eigenvector corresponding to arepeatedeigenvalue of multiplicity N/2, it will have
N-l-N/2 zeros on the unit circle, noting that the length of x is A M . Therefore h will
have these unit circle zeros and another zero on the unit circle at D C giving AV2 unit
circle zeros in total as in the unconstrained case.
Figure 4.3 shows the magnituderesponseof an N=12 tap filter designed for an AR(1)
source with correlation coefficient p=0.98, under a zero D C constraint. As in the
unconstrained case the attenuation increases toward D C , counteracting the dominant
frequencies of a highly correlated AR(1) source. Note that there are two zeros at D C
and a complex pair in the low frequency spectrum giving N/2 = 6 zeros on the unit
circle as expected.
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Figure 4.3. Magnituderesponseof optimum zero-constrained highpass CQF: AR(1)
source p=0.98

This method is not restricted to a single zero constraint. It is possib
which is constructed from a single symmetric or skew symmetric vector b of the form,

bd)
bd)
..

b(K-l)
B =

0

0

0
b(0)
b(l)

••
•.

..

.

..

0

..

bd)
bd)

b(K - 1 ) . .
.

0

0 b(K - 1).

In Appendix C (Section C.3.) it is shown that such a B matrix leads to a SC
(B r B) _1 B'AB modified correlation matrix, and that (skew) symmetric x leads to
symmetric or skew symmetric h. Therefore, as with the unconstrained design method it
is necessary to enforce a multiplicity of eigenvalues. In general it is necessary to
enforce a multiplicity of N/2 repeated eigenvalues giving an N/2 dimensional
eigenspace in which to search for a vector that satisfies the N/2 PR conditions.
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For a symmetric or skew symmetric vector b the matrix product B x is simply a
convolution (and multiplication by -1 for skew-symmetric b) of thefiltersb and x. It
follows that the zeros of h consist of those of b and x. Since a multiplicity of N/2
repeated eigenvalues are required in general, from Theorem 4.1 x will have N-(K-l) N/2 zeros on the unit circle, noting that x is N-(K-l) taps long. Therefore, if the zeros of
b are all on the unit circle, then h will have A M unit circle zeros from b and Af-(K-1)N/2 unit circle zeros from x, giving a total of N/2 unit circle zeros.
The skew symmetric binomial filter of length k has £-1 zeros at DC. Using this
binomial filter as a basis vector it is possible to construct a basis matrix where the
column space spans the space offilterswith £-1 zeros at D C . For example in the case of

1

0
1

-3
3 -3 ..
-1
3 ..
0
0
..

0

0

-1 .. .. 1
0 .. .. -3
..

0

3
-1

where B is of size N X (N-3). Proceeding as before gives the optimumfilter,which in
this case will have at least three zeros at D C .
If the basis were to have the maximum number of zeros at DC (N/2), the solution
would be that given by Daubechies (1988). In this case there is no optimisation since
the whole remaining subspace is required in order to find a feasible vector. It is
interesting to note that at this point it has been observed that the modified correlation
matrix is a multiple of the identity matrix. The minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity N/2
is that on the diagonal of the matrix.
In Appendix C (Section C.3.) it is shown that the same method can be used with the
substitution h = B y where B has orthonormal columns. The optimum filter is then
given by solving,

(BjABjy^y

(4.14)
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where h=B o y satisfies the P R constraints. This is achieved by forcing a minimum
eigenvalue (XJ of multiplicity N/2.

Equation (4.14) can be seen as a generalisation of the corresponding equation for t
unconstrained case, (4.7). For B o =I (the identity matrix), equation (4.14) is the same as
that for the unconstrained case. The design algorithm for the optimum CQF's given in
Section 4.3.3 is easily generalised to this subspace constrained problem. In steps 2 and
3 of the original algorithm A is substituted for B * A B 0 . N o w , consider a matrix V
whose columns consist of the N/2 eigenvectors of B * A B 0 obtained in step 3. The
solution vector is given by h,=B o y„ , where y„ is a linear combination of the columns
of V that satisfies constraints imposed by the P R constraints of h. Making the
substitution g _ V = B o V means that h + can be determined directly from a linear
combination of the columns of g_V. This substitution is made in step 3 of the
generalised algorithm so that the ensuing steps 4 and 5 are identical to those of the
previous algorithm.
The MATLAB M-files used to implement this generalised algorithm are given in
Appendix C (Section C.4.). B y making the substitution g_B=I (the identity matrix), the
M-files can be used to implement the design of the unconstrained optimum C Q F s .
S o m e zero-constrained optimum C Q F s , designed using an AR(1) source of correlation
p=0.98, are listed in Appendix D.

4.6. IMPULSE RESPONSE SELECTION

The optimum filter is not unique. In the first place a time-reversed version of the
optimum filter has the same minimum cost and obeys the P R constraints. Forfiltersof
length greater than 6 there are also other possibilities. The amount of freedom and the
possible use thereof is the topic of this section.
Consider a filter in the Z-ttansform domain,
H(z) = A(l + axz-1+...+anz'")
= A(l-rxz-l)...(l-rnz-1)

and let,
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//i(Z) = Ai(l-r1z-0..(l-rt.1z-1)(l-r;12-l)(l-ri+1z-1)..(l-r^)
where the zero rk is real. In other words h. has the same zeros as h except that r
inverted. In the proof of Theorem 4.1, Statement 2 (see Appendix A ) , it is
demonstrated that the magnitude response of h. (//.) and h (H) are identical assuming
both are normalised to unit energy. Similarly inverting a complex conjugate pair of
zeros leaves that magnitude response unchanged (following energy normalisation).
From Chapter 2, PR is dependent on the frequency domain condition,
|//(e/<0)|2 +|//(e>(,t+a>))|2 = 2 (4.15)

which illustrates that PR is dependent only on the magnitude response of h. Furthe
cost or variance equation is given by,
G2x=h'RJ* =

±]\H{e*>pxx(e*')da>
—ft

which illustrates that the variance or cost is also dependent solely on the magnitude
response of h.

It follows that, given an optimum filter, it is possible to generate other optimum
by inverting real zeros or complex conjugate pairs of zeros. This freedom allows the
selection of differing impulse responses while maintaining the same magnitude
response. The time reversed solution referred to previously is simply the case where all
zeros are inverted.
In the design of various filters the following observations have been made,
• There are exactly N/2 zeros on the unit circle. (Theorem 4.1 only indicates
•

that there are at least N/2 zeros on the unit circle).
The non unit circle zeros are all complex conjugate pairs barring one real
zero if N/2 is even (there are N/2-1 zeros not on the unit circle).
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Inverting a complex zero on the unit circle (UC) maps the zero to its conjugate. Hence
inverting a complex conjugate pair of zeros on the U C achieves nothing, since the zeros
are unchanged. Similarly inversion of a real zero on the U C (at ±1) achieves nothing
since the zero is mapped to itself. Hence only the inversion of zeros not on the U C
generates a new impulse response.
Consider the case where N/2 is odd. There are (N/2-l)/2 non-UC complex conjugate
zero pairs. A n optimum filter can be generated as the product of the N/2 fixed U C zeros
and AV2-1 non-UC zeros. For each complex conjugate non-UC zero pair one has two
choices: inverted or non-inverted zero? The (NI2-l)/2 binary choices give,

2(f0»

different possible optimum filters. In the case where A/2-1 is odd, there are (N/
complex conjugate and onerealnon-UC zeros which gives,
#)«

different optimum filters. The above equations can be combined for arbitrary even
giving the number of optimum filters as,

2l*J

where |_*J is the largest integer less than x. There are twice this number of fi
one considers negating the sign of the coefficients of eachfilter.In the design of
optimum C Q F s for image coding purposes time-reversal is largely irrelevant. In this
case there are,

2l4J (4.16)

different useful optimum filters. The freedom to select a different impulse resp
beenrealisedto some extent by Smith and Barnwell (1986). In their design of C Q F s
they used a spectral factorisation of a half-band filter. In the process of the spectral
factorisation one has the freedom to choose between zeros outside the unit circle and
their (inversions)reflectionsinside the U C . They suggested a selection of zeros that
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leads to a filter with approximately linear phase. This freedom has also been recognised
in the case of Daubechiesfilters[Daubechies 1988],

The different possible impulse responses for a lowpass 12-tap optimum filter desi
using an AR(1) source of correlation coefficient p=0.98 are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

a

o

a
2

Figure 4.4. Impulse Response Freedom of Optimum 12-tapfilters:AR(1) source,
p=0.98

There are four different impulse responses shown corresponding to equation (4.16).
Time-reversing the above impulse responses will give another four optimum filters,
giving a total of eight differentfilters.The impulse response freedom can be utilised
for optimum coding performance. This topic is discussed further in Chapter 6.

4.7. CODING GAIN EVALUATION
The aim of this filter design procedure has been to maximise the coding gain of a
two-band orthogonal filter bank forfiltersof a given length. The coding gain of a filter
bank is dependent on the input source. Unless otherwise indicated the coding gain is
calculated assuming an AR(1) input source of correlation p=0.95. Note that the filter
design procedure involves maximising the coding gain for a particular source, which is
not necessarily the same source as used to calculate the coding gain. This default source
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for calculating the coding gain is used to avoid confusion. The coding gain for various
eigenfilters is evaluated in this section. In particular the effects of filter length,
differing source statistics, and performance as compared to other filters and filter banks
are investigated.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the coding gain for an octave band filter bank (DWT) versus treedepth 5, using different lengthfiltersdesigned to maximise the coding gain for an
A R ( 1 ) p=0.95 source (the same source used to calculate the coding gain). Also shown
on the figure is the gain of the ideal (brick-wall) filter bank, which upper bounds the
gain of all orthogonal two-band filter banks [De Queiroz and Malvar 1992]. It is
evident that the coding gain increases with increasing filter length, as expected, and
quickly approaches this upper bound. The gain of the 10-tap filter is quite close to this
bound, while that of the 30-tapfilteris nearly identical.
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Figure 4.5. Coding gain for the DWT using optimum filters for an AR(1) source,
p=0.95. Gain increases for lengths N=4,6,10,30. Idealfilterbank has m a x i m u m gain.
(30-tapfiltergain is nearly identical to the m a x i m u m idealfilterbank gain).
Stricdy speaking the DWT with the maximum coding gain for a given filter length is
one that employs filters optimised for each stage of the analysis tree-structure.
Nevertheless it has been observed that there is virtually no increase in the coding gain
by using suchfiltersover usingfiltersdesigned for the first stage only at all stages of
the tree-structure (at least up to a tree-depth of 5=6). A more general observation has
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been that the coding gain for a given filter set is relatively insensitive to changes
correlation p. For example, the coding gain offiltersoptimum for an AR(1) source of
correlation p=0.9 is nearly identical to that offiltersdesigned using p=0.98 using any
AR(1) source of high correlation (p>0.8) to calculate the coding gain. A similar
observation has been m a d e about the block transform K L T [Clarke 1985] and
"optimum" lapped orthogonal transform [Malvar and Staelin 1989]. It has been
observed that if the highpass filter has a reasonable number of stopband zeros near the
region where the input P S D is dominant, the coding gain using an AR(1) source is
quite close to that for the optimum filter set. It is worthwhile noting that same is not
necessarily true for other sources.
As the filter lengths increase, the optimum filter tends towards the ideal filter,
regardless of the source, and hence a high gain can always be achieved using
sufficiently long filters. However, for shorterfiltersthe gain is significandy inferior for
"mismatched" sources. For example Figure 4.6 illustrates the gain for a D W T using
8-tap filters optimised for AR(1) sources of correlation p=0.01, p=0.95 and p=0.98.
The gain for the D W T using the p=0.01 optimum filters is significantly lower than that
of the D W T using the p=0.95 and p=0.98 filters. A s indicated previously the gain for
the latter twofiltersets is very similar.
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Figure 4.6. Coding gain for DWT using 8-tap optimum filters.
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Finally, Figure 4.7 illustrates the gain for a D W T using 12-tap Daubechies filters,
A R ( 1 ) p=0.95 source optimum filters, and for the D C T . The gain of Daubechies filters
is very close to the p=0.95 optimumfilters.It has been observed that different length
Daubechiesfiltersall perform very close to the corresponding optimumfilterfor a
highly correlated source. This is not surprising for two reasons. The first is that
Daubechies highpassfiltershave m a n y zeros at D C , which suppress the dominant low
frequencies of a highly correlated source. The second reason is that, as mentioned
previously, the coding gain isrelativelyinsensitive to the location of the highpass filter
zeros in the stopband, as long as they are near the dominant region of the input power
spectral density.
The coding gain of the DCT is lower than that of the DWT until log2M=4,5. After this
point it is greater than that of the D W T , tending towards the absolute m a x i m u m for any
filter bank; the inverse of the spectral flatness measure. For an AR(1) p=0.95 source
this bound is at 10.1 ldB. D e Queiroz and Malvar (1992) demonstrated that the ideal
D W T tends to a lower bound than this absolute upper bound. However as illustrated
here and by these authors the gain of the D W T for a highly correlated source is
certainly close to this ideal bound for moderate 5. It is also worth noting that since
images are nonstationary in nature, the small increment in gain suggested by the coding
gain for large M and 5 is not likely to be achieved in practice. For example the
optimum D C T block size for image coding (of 256x256 or 512x512resolution)is
suggested to be around 8x8 to 32x32 [Clarke 1985]. Larger block sizes are not only
computationally expensive, they are also often inferior. This phenomenon is also
illustrated in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.7. Coding gain for D W T and D C T . (—) p=0.95 optimum D W T 12-tap filter
set, (

) Daubechies 12-tapfilterset, (• • •) D C T .

4.8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Early subband filter designs attempted to minimise such criteria as average stopband
attenuation, passband ripple, and aliasing. However, morerecentlythere has been some
effort toward designing filters based on a model of a typical source input to the filter
bank. In this chapter the design of two-band orthogonal filters (CQF's) that maximise
the coding gain metric have been considered. B y maximising the coding gain the filter's
stopband attenuation and transition bandwidth are in a sense optimised relative to a
given source under the perfect reconstruction (PR) constraints.
The optimum filters, those that maximise the coding gain, are derived as the
eigenvectors of a modified correlation matrix. In Section 4.2 various properties of
correlation matrices were discussed and a new theorem (4.1) given. This theorem
relates the number of zeros on the unit circle of an eigenvector to the multiplicity of the
corresponding m i n i m u m eigenvalue.

In Section 4.3 the method of optimum CQF design was discussed. First the simple case
of 4-tapfilterswas considered. This was then generalised to the case of arbitrary even
length filters. The necessary conditions for a m a x i m u m coding gain were given.
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Further, a sufficient condition for a global optimum was derived. Although it has not
been shown that this sufficient condition is necessarily attainable in general, all filter
designs to date have achieved this sufficient condition. The practical design algorithm,
as implemented in M A T L A B , was outlined and several design examples presented. It
was shown that the m i n i m u m average stopband attenuation problem under the P R
constraints, is a special case of this design method. In effect the m a x i m u m coding gain
problem leads to filters with the best stopband attenuation relative to the given input
source.

In Section 4.4 various properties of the optimum filters were considered. Theorem 4.
was used to predict the number of zeros on the unit circle of these filters. It was
demonstrated that the optimumfiltersshare three properties with the block transform
K L T : namely m a x i m u m coding gain, m a x i m u m energy compaction, and data
decorrelation.
A constraint forcing a number of highpass filter zeros at DC was investigated in
Section 4.5. Maximising the coding gain, under such a constraint, is an optimum
wavelet problem. It was shown that constraining the solution vector to be in an
appropriate subspace, an extension of the previous design method can be used. The
resulting wavelets, globally optimise the coding gain for CQF's where the highpass
filter has a given number of zeros at D C .

I£l
In Section 4.6 it was demonstrated that there are 2 L 4 J different optimum filters with the
same magnitude response and differing impulse responses. A n example using N=12-tap
filters was presented. This freedom can be used to enhance coding performance, and is
used in the subband coders presented in Chapter 6.

Finally, in Section 4.7 the optimum filters were evaluated and compared against othe
filters using the coding gain metric. From this study the following conclusions were
made about the optimum filters:
• Stopband attenuation increases at all stopband frequencies as the filter
length increases,regardlessof the source model. Hence a near m a x i m u m
coding gain for any source can be achieved using long filters.
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•

However, a near m a x i m u m coding gain can be achieved with relatively
short optimum filters (8-12 taps for example) if thefiltersare optimised for
the given source.

•

The coding gain for longer optimumfiltersis nearly identical to the absolute
m a x i m u m for an orthogonal two-bandfilterbank.

•

The optimumfiltersarerelativelyinsensitive to the correlation for an AR(1)

source.
• A s a generalisation of the previous conclusion, C Q F filter sets where the
highpassfilterhas stopband zeros near the dominant region of the P S D ,
have a near optimum coding gain. A s an example Daubechies filters have a
near m a x i m u m coding gain for a highly correlated A R ( 1 ) source.
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CHAPTER 5:

A GENERIC QUANTISATION AND ENCODING METHOD AND
IMAGE SUBBAND STRUCTURES
5.1.

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1. Background
Although a brief overview of a subband coding scheme was given in Chapter 1, a
description is repeated here for convenience. A general subband image coding scheme
is illustrated in Figure 5.1. A n input image is decomposed by the analysis filter bank.
The resulting subband signals are quantised and encoded. Quantisation is a lossy or
irreversible entropy reducing process, while the encoding losslesslyrepresentsthe
quantised information. T h e encoded information is stored or transmitted depending on
the application. Decoding simply reverses the encoding operation. For perfect
reconstruction (PR) analysis/synthesis filter banks the quantisation is the only lossy
component of the process: that is if the quantisation step is removed, the output signal
is an exact replica, to within finite machine precision, of the input signal.
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Figure 5.1. Subband image codec
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Subband analysis is a form of preprocessing. Efficient quantisation is possible by
analysing the signal in such a manner. The coding gain material presented in Chapter 3
illustrates the theoretical advantage of P C M quantisation in the subband domain over
P C M of the fullband original signal.
As discussed in Chapter 1, Woods and O'Neil (1986) presented the first (modem)
results on subband image coding. A tree-structured subband analysis was used to
partition the image into 16 equal width subbands. A bit allocation between the
subbands, as described in chapter 3, was determined based on the subband variances.
These subbands were then quantised using D P C M , and theresultingquantiser values
Huffman coded. A n adaptive technique was also proposed where the subbands were
partitioned into blocks which were categorised as quiet, non-busy and busy. The
available bits are then allocated between the subbands and these block categories. The
results were compared favourably against the Chen and Smith (1977) adaptive D C T
image coding scheme and various vector quantisation ( V Q ) techniques.
Gharavi and Tabatabai (1988) considered subband coding of monochrome and colour
images using an octave-band decomposition. The image was decomposed into seven
subbands using the octave tree-structure. The low-low subband was coded using
D P C M and variable length codes, while for the other subbands it was concluded that
P C M was sufficient. These non-zero P C M values were encoded using runlength
positional information.

Westerink et al (1988) used VQ to quantise the subbands of a uniform 16-band (4x4)
decomposition. The vectors were constructed using one pixel from each subband. It
was concluded that this method offered a small improvement over P C M coding of the
subbands but was inferior to the adaptive D P C M technique of W o o d s and O'Neil.

Since these initial subband image coders there have been various other subband hy
proposals. For example, Fischer and Blain (1989) compared vector quantisation of
block transform and subband data for image compression. It was concluded that
(traditional) subband decompositions offered slightly better results than transform
decompositions at low rates. Tanabe and Favardin (1992) reported a subband coding
scheme that uses D P C M or D C T coding on the low (DC) subband, and P C M
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quantisation on the other bands followed by entropy encoding. They reported superior
results to the adaptive D P C M scheme of W o o d s and O'Neil.
As discussed previously in this thesis, a transform coder can be considered as a
subband coder. Therefore m a n y of the quantisation and encoding schemes proposed for
transform coding can also be applied to general subband methods. For example, the
adaptive Chen and Smith (1977) D C T coding scheme isreadilyadapted to general
subband methods. Chen and Pratt (1984) presented a "Scene Adaptive Coder", which is
D C T based codec. The Joint Photographies Experts Group (JPEG) standard is
essentially based on this Chen and Pratt method [Wallace 1991]. The effectiveness of
the J P E G method is generally acknowledged in the image coding community.

Ohta et al (1992) classified general subband coding into two broad groups: traditio
subband coding and transform coding. In tradition subband coding coefficients are
grouped into frequency blocks (subbands) and each block is encoded separately, while
in transform coding coefficients are grouped into spatial blocks and encoded. Ohta et al
argued that the transform type approach allows quantisation with better spatial
adaptation, as compared to the traditional subband methods. This property is
considered beneficial for the encoding of images. Using this classification, a transform
type quantisation and encoding method, suitable for most subband structures, is
introduced in this chapter.

5.1.2. Review and Overview

For nonstationary sources such as images, it is beneficial to allow the quantisatio
process to adapt to changing signal statistics. Traditional subband coders employ a
fixed quantiser for each subband, with a bit allocation based on the variance of the
subband. The bit allocation for each subband m a y be allowed to vary from image to
image, but isfixedover the whole subband. It is more effective to allow (at least) the
number of quantisation bits to vary within the subband, commensurate with spatially
changing signal statistics within the subband.
The quantisation methods of Chen and Smith (1977) and Woods and O'Neil (1986) are
an attempt to this end. A s described above, using this type of method the input image is
grouped not only by subband but by category such as quiet, non-busy and busy. The
available quantisation bits are then allocated among the subbands and various
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categories. Using different categories allows the quantisation bits to be allocated more
effectively within each subband. However, the use of such categories allows only a
limited degree of spatial adaptation. The Chen and Pratt (1984) scheme allows greater
adaptation. Quantisation bits are implicitly allocated so that the energy of the
quantisation error is independent of the energy of the subband coefficients. M o r e bits
are implicitly allocated to busy regions and less to quiet regions. This method is
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
A generic quantisation and encoding method that is suitable for any subband structure
is proposed in this chapter. This method is essentially a generalisation of the Chen and
Pratt (1984) method. A s discussed above, this type of quantisation method has good
spatial adaptation properties. Husoy (1991) used this type of scheme for an 8-band (64
in two-dimensions) uniform subband decomposition. Ohta et al (1992) also used a
similar scheme in a dyadic or wavelet coding scheme. The generic subband
quantisation and encoding method provides a platform with which to compare different
subband analysis structures and filters for subband image coding. This comparison is
the main topic of Chapter 6.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, various one-dimensional subband analysis/synthesis syste
were analysed, largely from a time domain perspective. The coding gain metric was
introduced in Chapter 3 as a tool with which to evaluate these systems for a given
source model. In this chapter various two-dimensional image subband structures are
discussed. In Section 5.2, the power spectral density (PSD) of a typical image model is
considered. Existing subband image structures are discussed in light of this model and
the coding gain metric. In addition some new analysis structures are proposed. Finally
some other considerations, such as filter or subband time localisation, are covered.
The generic subband quantisation and encoding method is described in Section 5.3.
The baseline J P E G scheme is discussed as a basis for this method in Subsection 5.3.1.
T w o themes are then developed that describe h o w the quantisation and encoding
method is to be applied to arbitrary subband decompositions. Various issuesrelatingto
these themes and a practical implementation are discussed.
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S U B B A N D ANALYSIS CHARACTERISTICS

Different subband analysis structures for subband image coding purposes are
considered in this section. In Section 5.2.1 the power spectral densities of the
generalised two-dimensional image correlation model (2DG) and a two-dimensional
AR(1) model are examined.

In light of these models, in particular the 2DG model, three distinguishing
characteristics of subband analysis are discussed in the following subsections. First,
subband analysis methods are grouped according to some ideal partitions of the
two-dimensional (spatial)frequencyplane. These ideal partitions are referred to as
subband structures. For example, the D C T L O T and E L T all belong to the class of
uniform or M-band subband structures.

Secondly, the degree to which various analysis methods approximate the cor
ideal structure is considered. In particular this approximation is consideredrelativeto
the P S D of a typical image. The coding gain metric implicitly measures thesefirsttwo
characteristicsrelativeto a particular source model. Various subband methods are
compared using the coding gain metric for the 2 D G model, in order to predict their
performance for image coding. A modified or extended wavelet analysis structure is
proposed based on the 2 D G model.

The third characteristic is the time resolution, or spatial resolution, of
employed in the subband analysis. From the perspective of the coding gain metric, time

resolution is irrelevant for the coding of stationary sources. However, since still images
are nonstationary, some measure offiltertimeresolutionor localisation is desirable. In
Section 5.2.3timeresolutionproperties are quantified and discussed inrelationto
coding performance.

5.2.1. Power Spectral Density of a typical Image and Ideal Subband Analysis
Structures
Figure 5.2 illustrates a mesh plot of the power spectral density (PSD) of
dimensional AR(1) image correlation model. Similarly Figure 5.3 shows a mesh plot of
the two-dimensional generalised (2DG) model. Both correlation models were
introduced in Chapter 3. The D C point is in the middle of the mesh plane,
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corresponding to the peak in each spectra. Both spectra are volcanic in nature, in that
the P S D is increasingly dominant at lowerfrequencies.Also, both spectra have ridges
running along the horizontal and vertical spatialfrequencyaxes. However, it is evident
that theseridgesare more pronounced in the 2DAR(1) model. As stated in Chapter 3,
in two dimensions the 2 D G model is considered to be a much better image correlation
model than the 2 D A R ( 1 ) model. The results given later suggest that the large frequency
axis ridges predicted by the 2 D A R ( 1 ) model are the source of its inaccuracy.
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fl (horizontal cycles/sample)

f2 (vertical cycles/sample)

Figure 5.2. PSD (dB) of 2DAR(1) source, p=0.95

f 1 (horizontal cycles/sample)

12 (vertical cycles/sample)

Figure 5.3. PSD (dB) of 2 D G source, p=0.95
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The objective of signal analysis, for compression purposes, can be described as the
production of subband signals with relatively flat spectra [Pearlman, in W o o d s 1991
p39]. Using a stationary source model the coding gain for orthogonal analysis is
generally increasing for increasing analysis levels. However, this is not necessarily the
case for still image compression. Since image data is nonstationary the coding
performance at large analysis levels may be inferior to lower levels. Small
improvements suggested by the coding gain metric for large analysis levels over
moderate levels are unlikely to be attained in practice. For example, in the case of the
D C T , coding experiments suggest that at moderate rates, no improvement is obtained
using a block size larger than around 16x16 (See Clarke (1985) and Andrew et al
(1993b, 1993d)). Hence it is prudent to ignore the small improvement suggested by the
coding gain for large analysis levels.
A two-dimensional DCT divides the frequency plane roughly into subbands of equal
bandwidth. For example, in the case of a 4x4 D C T image analysis the frequency plane
is divided into 16 equal bandwidth subbands, as depicted in Figure 5.4.
0

0.25

0.5
\ horizontalfrequency(cycles/sample)

0.25

0.5

\/
verticalfrequency(cycles/sample)

Figure 5.4. Frequency plane partitioning effected by 4x4 DCT
Each square in Figure 5.4 represents an ideal subband encompassing all spatial
frequencies delineated by the square boundaries. A n ideal subband decomposition is
one that is produced using ideal (brick-wall)filters.A 4x4 D C T certainly only
approximates this ideal. A n overlapping transform, such as the lapped orthogonal
transform ( L O T ) or extended lapped transform (ELT) (see Chapter 2) with four onedimensional basis filters, effects the same frequency plane partitioning. This type of
analysis where the subbands are of equal bandwidth is termed uniform or M-band
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analysis, where M refers to the number of one-dimensional subbands. Note that this
gives M subbands in two dimensions.
The octave-band or discrete wavelet transform (DWT) filter bank, on the other hand,
does not partition the frequency plane into equal size subbands. Usually, as in the onedimensional case, the two-dimensional D W T is implemented using a tree-structured
analysis. At the first stage the two-dimensional frequency plane is partitioned into four
subbands of roughly equal bandwidth. At subsequent stages, the low frequency
subband only is partitioned in the same manner. The tree-depth, 5, is the number of
stages employed. For example a two-dimensional 5=3 D W T analysis structure is
illustrated in Figure 5.5a.

Usually this four band partition building block is implemented using two-dimensional
separable filters. That is a two-band one-dimensional analysis is used on each
dimension. The subbandresultingfrom lowpass filtering in both dimensions is referred
to as the L L (low-low) band, while the subbandresultingfrom the lowpass vertical and
highpass horizontal filtering is referred to as the L H (low-high) subband. The H L and
H H subbands are named in a similar fashion, as described in Chapter 2.
From the PSD mesh plots in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 it is evident that the input (image)
spectrum isrelativelyflat and of low energy in the high frequency region, while it
becomes increasingly steep and contains more energy towards lowerfrequencies.The
octave nature of the D W T analysis structurereflectsthis characteristic. Further analysis
of high frequency regions is poindess from a coding gain perspective since the high
frequency subbands have arelativelyflat spectra. In addition, even if the image
spectrum was uneven in these subbands, they are of such insignificant energy that any
coding gain associated with these particular subbands would have little effect on the
overall coding gain. In contrast, the increasing steepness and energy concentration of
the P S D at low frequencies suggests a gain in analysing the low frequencies in an
increasingly fine manner.
A modified discrete wavelet transform (MDWT) analysis structure is shown in Figure
5.5b. This structure is the same as the D W T except that at each stage the L H and H L
bands are further analysed using a two-band one-dimensional analysis. The direction of
this further analysis, as depicted in Figure 5.5b, is an attempt to utilise a gain afforded
by the ridge like nature of the P S D models.
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Figure 5.5. (a) 5=3 D W T and (b) 5=3 modified D W T analysis structures
The DWT is a tree-structured analysis, where a two-band (four in two-dimensions)
analysis is used at each stage of the tree. There is a whole family of such analysis
structures, where an M-band analysis is used at each stage of the tree. For example, an
analysis structure implemented using a 4-band analysis for a two-stage tree is
illustrated in Figure 5.6. The structure is termed a quadic analysis, with a tree-depth 5q.

The one-dimensional bandwidth of the DC subband in the quadic case is given roughl
by n/4Sq radians (0.5/45q cycles/sample), whereas in the D W T case the bandwidth is
roughly n/2s radians (0.5 /2s cycles/sample). A s discussed in Chapter 2, the level of
analysis refers to the bandwidth of the D C subband. For example, an M-band, D W T
and M D W T have the same level of analysis for M = 4 , 5=4 and 5 q =2respectively(in
both one or two dimensions).
0

0.25

0.

0.25

Figure 5.6. Frequency plane partitioning of the quadic analysis. Tree-depth S=2
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Westerink et al (1988) examined a range of different analysis structures, with
equivalent analysis level up to that of the 5=3 D W T , for subband image coding. They
concluded that for 256x256 images the best subband splitting scheme was a uniform
4x4 (4-band) subband decomposition. However, one observes from theirresultsthat
the performance of some other structures was close to that of the 4x4 decomposition.
Their conclusion is dependent on the quantisation scheme employed and thefiltersused
to implement the subband decomposition. Their scheme andresultsare discussed in
more detail in the Discussion section of Chapter 6.

5.2.2. Approximation of Ideal Subband Analysis Structures

The analysis structures presented above are ideal subband decompositions. In pra
it is only possible to approximate this ideal partitioning. Hence for coding purposes it is
not only the analysis structure that is important, but also how well the structure is
approximated using practical filters. For example, for the M-band transforms
considered previously, the overlapping transforms such as the L O T and E L T provide a
better approximation to the ideal M-band partitioning as compared to that effected by
the D C T .

In terms of coding performance, the approximation of the ideal analysis structur
dependent on the frequency response of thefiltersrelativeto the input PSD. The
coding gain metric is an attempt to measure the performance of a subband scheme for a
given source model. In other words it implicidy accounts for the approximation of
some ideal analysis structure for a given transform and source model. As illustrated in
Chapter 3, in terms of compression purposes, thefrequencyresponsesof the D C T basis
filters are optimised for a highly correlated source.
The coding gains for the DCT, KLT (optimum block transform), DWT, and modified
D W T are illustrated in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7a gives the coding gain using a 2DAR(1)
model and Figure 5.7b gives the gain using the 2 D G model, where the inter-element
correlation, p=0.95 is the same for both models. The D W T and modified D W T
structures are implemented using Daubechies 12-tap filters.
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Figure 5.7. Coding gain for D C T , D W T and modified D W T analysis: (a) using a
2DAR(1) model, (b) using the 2 D G model

The KLT gain plot is not shown for the 2DAR(1) model since it is nearly identic
that of the D C T . For the 2 D G model the K L T gain is shown up to an analysis level of
M = 3 2 (computational complexity is prohibitive beyond this point). This K L T has been
determined by considering a one-dimensional source that is formed by column stacking
the 2 D G source, where the K L T of size M corresponds to columns of length M . The
resulting one-dimensional K L T has length MxM. For both models the D C T
performance is very close to that of the K L T .

The 2DAR(1) model suggests at least a 3dB improvement using the modified DWT or
D C T as compared to the standard D W T . However, in the coding of typical imagery it
has been found that the D C T and D W T perform in a similar manner in terms of P S N R
(see Andrew et al (1993b) or Section 6.2 of Chapter 6). As mentioned in Chapter 3, the
2DAR(1) model is generally a poor model. The 2 D G model on the other hand, being
more accurate in general, suggests a much more evenresultfor the three methods.
Considering the limiting performance of the D C T at a block size of 8x8 or 16x16, then
the D C T and D W T are similar while the modified D W T offers a small improvement.
As stated previously the P S D for a 2DAR(1) source has more pronouncedridgesthan
the 2 D G source. This phenomenon explains the more dramatic gain improvement
suggested by the 2DAR(1) source for the modified D W T over the D W T .
The coding gains for the D W T and the quadic analysis method are illustrated in
Figure 5.8. T w o quadic structures are indicated: one uses a 4-band M L T while the
other a 4-band ELT. The D W T uses Daubechies 12-tap filters.
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Figure 5.8. Coding gain for the DWT and quadic analysis structures. 2DG model
In Figure 5.8 the quadic gain is plotted against 2x5 while the DWT gain is plotted
against 5. The quadic gain is given at the points 5 =0,1,2,3 corresponding to the points
2x5q=0,2,4,6respectively.This convention is used so that the bandwidth of the D C
subband, or level of analysis, is roughly the same at each point on the x axis. This
figure suggests that the quadic analysis structure will perform in a similar manner for
image compression. The E L T based quadic structure has a slightly higher gain as
compared to the M L T based structure. This is expected due to the superior frequency
resolution of the E L T . However, taking into consideration the nonstationary nature of
image data, it is difficult to ascertain whether the E L T based quadic structure will be
superior to the M L T based quadic structure or D W T for image compression.

5.2.3. Time Width Properties of Filter Banks
The subband coding gain metric assumes a stationary source model. A s demonstrated
in Chapter 3 this gain metric is dependent only upon the magnitude response of the
subbandfilters.A s a consequence time resolution or localisation properties are not
considered. However, since image data is nonstationary, some measure of time
resolution is important. Simoncelli and Adelson (in W o o d s 1991, Chapter 4 pi82)
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concluded that, for image compression purposes, thefilterbank basis functions should
be localised in both the spatial (time) and spatial frequency domains.

The time width, a measure of the mean square deviation of a filter's impulse respons
about its mean, was introduced in Chapter 2. The uncertainty principle was also
introduced whereby the time width / frequency width product is lower bound by a
constant. In the case of continuous wavelets, constructed mathematically by iterating
the D W T to an infinite number of decomposition levels, minimum time width
Daubechies wavelets c o m e close to this bound [Dorize and Villemoes 1991]. However
for small number of decomposition levels it has been observed that the discrepancy is
larger.

For filters with the same magnitude response their frequency widths are obviously th
same. However filters with the same magnitude response but different phase responses
have different time widths. In Chapter 4 it was illustrated that the optimum eigenfilter
is not unique. There are several different eigenfilters with the same magnitude response
but differing phase, and hence impulseresponses.The m i n i m u m time width eigenfilter
is the eigenfilter that has the smallest time width out of the group of eigenfilters with
the same frequency response. It follows that thisfilterhas the smallest time/bandwidth
product out of all thefiltersin this group. Further, it has been observed that the
m i n i m u m time width eigenfilter also has the minimum passband group delay deviation
in this group.

It is proposed that the minimum time width filters are desirable for image coding fo
tworeasons.O n one count a m i n i m u m time width filter has the smallest "window" as it
moves past an edge in the analysis process. This means that it is possible for the coding
scheme to adapt quickly to changing image statistics. O n the second count it has been
observed that the step-edge response of the m i n i m u m time widthfilterhas less ringing
than filters with other phase responses. Although the step-edge rise time is slower,
there is less associated ringing, which is generally perceived as visually annoying.
From the perspective of analysing images, the DWT is a good example of a trade-off
between time and frequency localisation. The D W T analyses lower frequencies in an
increasingly fine manner commensurate with the increasingly dominant P S D . High
frequency subbands have good time localisation since the subband bandwidths are
relatively large. There is little coding gain in analysing these subbands any further
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since the image P S D isrelativelyflat and of insignificant energy in this region. Also,
this extra analysis will be at the expense of high frequency subband time localisation.
O n the other hand low frequency subbands, where the spectrum is steep and dominant,
have good frequency localisation as required for a near optimum coding gain. Since the
coding gain of the D W T is close to that of the "optimum" transforms, such as the D C T ,
for a typical image model (see Figure 5.7b), it is predicted that the D W T has sufficient,
or nearly sufficient, subband frequency resolution for image coding. The modified
D W T is an attempt to increase thefrequencyresolution,in theregionswhere it is most
useful, without significantly sacrificing the good time localisation properties of the

DWT.

5.3. GENERIC SUBBAND IMAGE COMPRESSION METHOD

In this section a quantisation and encoding method suitable for any subband analysi
structure is proposed. This coding strategy provides a platform with which to compare
various subband analysis structures andfilters.Due to its simplicity and effectiveness,
as demonstrated by theresults,the method offers a fair means of comparison. For
example, for a given subband structure the same coder is used to compare different sets
offiltersthat implement this structure. This coder does not require initialisation of such
parameters as quantisation tables and entropy codes. Hence any differences in results
can be attributed with a high degree of confidence to the differences between the
filters.

This generic quantisation and encoding scheme is essentially a generalisation of th
method proposed by Chen and Pratt (1984) as used in the J P E G baseline sequential
coder [Wallace 1991]. The J P E G scheme isrelativelysimple and offers impressive
results for still image compression.
In Subsection 5.3.1 a brief overview of the baseline sequential JPEG still image
compression method is given. In Subsection 5.3.2 two principles are developed that
extend this method to arbitrary subband structures. These principles involve grouping
of spatially corresponding pixels from each subband, and a specified zigzag scan of the
pixels in each group into a one-dimensional data stream. A n alternative scanning
procedure is considered and evaluated. Finally various issues relating to the estimation
of the number of bits required to encode the data are discussed.
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5.3.1. The Baseline Sequential J P E G Coder
A brief overview of the baseline sequential JPEG coder is described in
More detail can be found in Wallace (1991) and Pennebaker and Mitchell (1992). The
outline does not follow the JPEG standard exactly but provides a guide to the method
that is used. This description provides the basis for the explanation of the proposed
quantisation and encoding method suitable for any subband A/S scheme in the
following subsection.
The JPEG method is described as follows: An input image is transformed
block with a two-dimensional D C T , which in the JPEG standard is an 8x8 DCT. Figure
5.9 illustrates this process for a 4x4 D C T on an image of dimension 8x8.
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Figure 5.9. 4x4 block D C T of 8x8 image, x = image pixel, o = D C T coefficient

In Figure 5.9 each 4x4 block of pixels is transformed by a DCT to a 4x4
D C T coefficients.

The DCT coefficients are then scaled according to a quantisation factor
For example, if Ykl(iJ)representsthe (k,I)A coefficient in the (ijy* D C T image bloc
then the quantised value, Ykl(i,j), is,

YkitiJ) =

round

'

Yu(iJ)
QF
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where QF is the quantisation factor. Forfixed(k,l), Ykl(i,j) represents a subband of the
image. O n the other hand, for fixed (if), Ykl(i,j)representsthe collection of D C T
coefficients for the (i j ) * block in the original image.

In the JPEG standard it is possible to specify a quantisation factor (QF) that is d
for different coefficients: that is QF is a function of (k,l). Improved subjective results
can be obtained by varying QF in this way.
The DC coefficient from each block is subtracted from that of the next block. This
written as,
Y0fl(i,j)-Y0fi(i,j-l)

YM)

Y0fi(i,0)-Y0fi(i-l,0)
Y0,o (0> °) ~ D C - estimate

/*0,; = 0
i = 0,j = 0

DC_estimate is an estimate of the average D C term. The subtraction is an attempt to
exploit any correlation between D C coefficients in adjacent blocks. O n e can think of
this process as D P C M with a first order predictor whose coefficient is unity. Note that
this process is reversible since the input and output are integers.

Each DCT block is scanned in a zigzag manner into a one-dimensional data vector. Th
zigzag scan is illustrated for a 4x4 D C T block in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10. Zigzag scan of one 4x4 D C T coefficient block.

These data vectors are represented using zero run-length, amplitude and end of bloc
( E O B ) codes. This representation is best illustrated using an example: consider a onedimensional scan block of coefficients (for a 4x4 D C T giving 16 coefficients) as,
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50, 0, 0, 0, -10, 5, 0, -1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
This block is represented as,
Amplitude Stream: 50,-10,5,-1
Run-length Stream: 3,0,1,EOB
This is an efficient representation assuming that the block contains many runs of
The amplitude streams from each block are concatenated into a super amplitude stream,
and similarly the run-length streams are concatenated into a super run-length stream.
These super streams are then encoded using an arithmetic or Huffman coder to exploit
their first order entropy. Strictly speaking the JPEG Huffman coder specifies slightly
different amplitude and run-length symbols. However the basic idea is the same. The
arithmetic coding method offers up to 1 0 % improvement on the Huffman coding
[Wallace 1991] but the particular implementation is covered by a patent.

This entropy coding process is also lossless or reversible. The only lossy part of
whole process is the (scaling and) rounding of the coefficients which is simply uniform
quantisation. The larger the quantisation factor the coarser the quantisation.

The decoding of an encoded image is simply the reverse operation. The entropy code
streams are decoded to give the amplitude and run-length super streams. The twodimensional D C T blocks are then reconstructed from these streams. Addition of
adjacent D C coefficients reverses the D C subtraction or D P C M process. The
reconstructed D C T coefficients, UUj(k.t), are given by,

Uu{k, l) = QF* YLj(k,l) = QF* round

This reconstructed DCT image is synthesised using an inverse block DCT to give the
decoded image. It is thus evident that the scaling and rounding is the only lossy part of
the whole process (given that the D C T and inverse D C T are lossless).

The coefficients of the DCT transformed image are usually grouped in spatial block
That is, the different D C T coefficients from the same spatial block are grouped
together to form the usual D C T blocks. Through a simple permutation this can be
changed so that coefficients are grouped by subband. The number of subbands is given
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by the D C T block size, or equivalently the number of coefficients for each block. In
mathematical terms, for fixed (k,I), Ykl(i,j)representsthe (£,/)* subband. With this
conceptual grouping, the zigzag scan is seen as a scan through the subbands gathering
spatially corresponding pixels. Each scan block contains coefficients with the same (ij)
(spatial) index. In the next subsection a similar scan is outlined for a general subband
analysis structure.

5.3.2. General Subband Analysis/Synthesis Quantisation and Encoding Method
The type of quantisation method described above, as applied to a general subband
analysis scheme, is shown schematically in Figure 5.11.
analysed
image

Enttopy Coding

Quantisation:
scaling and
rounding

Y..(ij)

Zigzag Scan
A

runlength
amplitude and
E O B codes

Coded dj

stream
— ^

Figure 5.11. Quantisation and encoding method for a general subband structure

The input to the quantisation and encoding process is an analysed image. Each analy
image coefficient is scaled by a constant scaling factor and rounded to the nearest
integer. This scaling and rounding is simply uniform quantisation, which is described
mathematically as,

fjU) = round(%^)

where Ykl(ij) is the (ijf1 pixel in the (£,/)* subband, Ykl(i,j) is the quantised ver
and QF

is a quantisation factor. The scaling and rounding is simply uniform

quantisation. A s such, the minimum mean square error bit allocation given in
Chapter 3, assuming the synthesis filters are of unit energy, implicitly suggests a QF
that is fixed for all subbands. Therefore, since theresultsin this thesis are usually
evaluated in an objective manner, a constant scaling parameter is employed. Note that
for biorthogonal subband schemes the analysisfiltersshould be scaled so that the
synthesisfilters,or effective synthesis filters in a tree-structured approach, are of unit
energy.
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So far this is the same as the J P E G quantisation method described previously. These
resulting coefficients are grouped into blocks which are sorted into a one-dimensional
data stream using a zigzag scan through the subbands. Each block is delineated
spatially. The details of this process are described later.

Each block of coefficients is represented using zero run-length, amplitude and end
block ( E O B ) symbols in the same manner as the J P E G method. The amplitude streams
from each block are concatenated into a super amplitude stream, and similarly the
ranlength streams are concatenated into a super runlength stream. Each stream is then
entropy encoded.
5.3.2.1. Zigzag Scan and Blocking Procedure for Arbitrary Subband
Analysis

The only difference between this general method, and that described previously fo
J P E G method is the grouping and scanning of the subband pixels. Nevertheless the
basic principle is the same. There are two principles which are stated as,
1. Group spatially corresponding subband pixels
2. Sort the pixels within each group into a one-dimensional vector according to
a zigzag path through the subbands

Since the groups in Principle 1. are delineated spatially they are referred to as
blocks. The blocking and scanning method for analysis schemes with the same (ideal)
subband structure is the same.

Consider an M-band analysis of an image. There are M2 subbands that are of roughly
equal size. Each pixel in a subband corresponds roughly to a spatial region in the image
of size MxM pixels. This correspondence is dependent on the synthesis basis functions,
but is present nonetheless. There is a group of MxM pixels, with one pixel from each
subband, that contain most of the information about this MxM spatial block. The
critically sampled nature of the subband analysis means that there is this one-to-one
block correspondence. These MxM spatial blocks are then scanned in a zigzag manner.
For example consider a 4-band image analysis as depicted in Figure 5.12. -
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Figure 5.12. 4-band subband image analysis and scan path
The first spatial block of pixels is formed by scanning through the subbands, as
indicated in this figure, collecting the top left hand pixel from each subband. The next
spatial block is formed similarly by collecting the pixel adjacent to the top left hand
one in each subband and so on. In mathematical terms the analysed image pixels, the
Ykl(i,j), are grouped according to (ij), and each group is sorted in a zigzag manner
through the subband indices (k,I). Note that if an M x M D C T was used as the image
analysis, this would be the exact method described previously for the J P E G method.
In the case of general subband analysis each pixel in the smallest subband (that with
the smallest bandwidth or largest decimation factor) corresponds to a spatial region in
the original image whose size is roughly proportional to the corresponding decimation
factor. Each spatial block of pixels therefore must correspond to a region in the original
image of at least this size. For most subband analysis/synthesis methods the subband
decimation factors are roughly inversely proportional to the subband bandwidths.
Assuming that the decimation factor of this smallest subband is an integer multiple of
the other decimation factors, the number of spatial blocks is given by the number of
pixels in the smallest subband. Each spatial block contains one pixel from the smallest
subband and spatially corresponding pixels in other subbands sorted in a zigzag
manner, commensurate with that used in the J P E G method. For example if a subband is
twice as large in both the vertical and horizontal spatial frequency directions as the
smallest subband, it contributes 2x2 pixels to each zigzag scan block. The ordering of
these four pixels in the scan block has been done using a column stacking approach
since this is simple to implement, and other methods are not believed to offer a
significant improvement.
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To illustrate the spatial blocks and the zigzag scan procedure consider Figure 5.13
showing the zigzag scan path for the D W T and modified D W T . The solid dots in this
figure refer to subband pixels, which are delineated spatially within the subbands. Each
scan block begins with one pixel in the D C subband (the top left hand subband) and
collects spatially corresponding pixels in the other subbands by following the line
indicated in this figure.
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Figure 5.13. (a) D W T zigzag scan path, (b) modified D W T scan path
For the DWT, Figure 5.13a, the smallest subbands (the four top left hand subbands)
contribute one pixel each, while the other subbands contribute four or sixteen pixels
depending on their size. The same method applies to the modified D W T shown in
Figure 5.13b. In this case, in some subbandsrectangulargroups of pixels are collected
in the scan path reflecting the rectangular shape of those subbands.
In the M-band, DWT and modified DWT analysis methods the subband bandwidths are
all integer multiples of the smallest subband. Hence each subband contributes the
relevant integer multiple of pixels to each spatial block. In a more general case it m a y
be necessary to group pixels from the smallest subband so that integer multiples of
pixels in other subbands correspond to the same spatial block. W h e n the number of
pixels in the smallest subband required to do this is large, this method will not be
particularly effective and some other method m a y be required. In this case a relaxed
spatial grouping m a y be appropriate.
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Variations on the Quantisation and Encoding Method

The aim of the zigzag scan is to maximise the length of zero runs and hence minimise
the entropy of the run-length stream [Chen and Pratt 1984, p226]. This motivation
suggests two variations of the quantisation and encoding method that are discussed in
this subsection. The first variation discussed is an alternative zigzag scan procedure
while the second is a simple variation of the quantisation method.
In order to maximise zero run-lengths an alternative scanning procedure has been
investigated whereby the subbands are scanned following a path of decreasing subband
variance. The same spatial blocks as the zigzag method are used (principle 1.), but the
pixels within each spatial block are sorted in terms of decreasing subband variance.
Consider an 5=3 two-dimensional D W T , as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. 5=3 D W T two-dimensional analysis structure and variance scan path

Using the 2DG model, correlation p=0.95, and Daubechies 12-tap filters, the varianc
of these subbands is given in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. Variance of subbands for 5=3 DWT image analysis. 12-tap Daubechies
Filters

The subband labelling in Figure 5.15 extends the labelling given in Figure 5.14. Fi
5.15 illustrates that the subband variances are increasing according to the given
labelling. It is worthwhile noting that the variance of every subband at a given level in
the analysis tree (orresolution)is always greater than that of a subband at a lower level
in the tree. Further, at each level the edge subbands have a higher variance than the
diagonal subband. W h e n the horizontal and vertical correlation are equal, as assumed
in the 2 D G model, the edge subband variances will be the same, as in Figure 5.15.

Based on this model a modified scan is proposed. This scan path, termed variance sca
is illustrated in Figure 5.14. The zigzag and variance scan method are compared in the
Section 6.3.5 of Chapter 6.
Gharavi and Tabatabai (1988) observe that picture or camera noise manifests itself
low level signal in the high frequency subbands of an image subband decomposition.
Obviously it is not desirable to waste quantisation bits encoding this noise. In the
design of subband quantisers for the high frequency subbands it is commonplace to
employ quantisers with a dead zone around zero to eliminate such noise. The
quantisation method suggested previously, of scaling and rounding, is easily adapted to
include a dead zone. O n e method is to threshold the subband pixels before scaling and
rounding. A similar method is suggested by Chen and Pratt (1984) for a D C T codec.
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This can be achieved simply by truncating any subband pixels to zero that are less than
a predetermined threshold following the scaling and rounding. In theresultspresented
in Chapter 6, this technique is evaluated by truncating all quantised subband pixels
with unit magnitude to zero before the entropy encoding process.
The quantisation technique could be improved with the use of more sophisticated
quantisation methods. Nevertheless this method is very simple to implement, and is
surprisingly effective, as theresultsdemonstrate later. It is interesting to note that in
the high rate encoding of memoryless Gaussian sources, the uniform quantiser has a
codeword entropy that comes within 0.255 bits of the rate distortion bound [Jayant and
Noll 1984, pl55].
5.3.2.3. Entropy Rate Estimation versus Arithmetic Coding

The quantised subband data is represented as two streams; one of run-length symbols
and the other of amplitude symbols, which are encoded separately. In order to calculate
the number of bits required to transmit each stream of symbols the first order entropy
of the symbols is calculated. The average rate for a stream is thus,

Kmm=-Y,Pilo^P>
where p. is the probability of the ith symbol in the stream. The probabilities are
determined by,

where N is the length of the stream and N. is the number of occurrences of the Ith
symbol.

Denoting the amplitude stream rate and length as Ra and Na respectively, and similar
the run-length stream rate and length as Rr and rV respectively, the total number of bits
required to transmit the encoded image is,
bits = NaRa + NrRr
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In a practical codec the streams could be coded using an arithmetic or Huffman coder,
as with the J P E G standard. The motivation for estimating the rate in terms of entropy is
several fold. First an arithmetic coder can approach the bound determined by the data
entropy. In fact an adaptive arithmetic coder, as described by Witten et al (1987), can
surpass thefirstorder "entropy" estimated using symbol frequencies by adapting to
local changes in data. Secondly an arithmetic (or Huffman) coder generally requires
initialisation or prior knowledge of symbol frequencies. The performance will be
sub-optimum if the symbol frequencies are not initialised correctly. The coder
described by Witten et al (1987) generally needs no initialisation since it is adaptive.
For long sequences of symbols the inefficiency of the coder at the beginning of the
sequence is relatively insignificant. However, for shorter sequences this is not
necessarily the case, and initialisation of symbol frequencies is desirable. In terms of
comparing subband schemes, the entropy technique obviates any problems of
initialisation. This rate estimation by entropy calculation is often used. For example,
much of the work in entropy constrained V Q uses this approach (see Chou et al, 1989).

To substantiate the claim that an arithmetic coder can perform near the entropy bou
an arithmetic coder as described by Witten et al (1987) was implemented. The file size
generated by the arithmetic coder with the run-length and amplitude streams as inputs
(encoded separately) was compared to the file size calculated using the stream
entropies. A n experiment was performed where an image was encoded using an 8x8
D C T , and the generic subband quantised and encoding method. The size of the file
generated by arithmetically encoding this data and the size estimated from the stream
entropies is shown in Table 5.1 for various compression ratios
(a) Arithmetic Coded File
Size (bytes x 1024)

(b) Entropy Estimated
File Size (bytes x 1024)

37.82

37.23

32.60

32.05

23.48

22.98

12.35

11.89

% Difference - ^ - x l O O
b

1.6%
1.7%
2.2%
3.9%

Table 5.1. File size for Arithmetic coder as compared to entropy estimatedfilesize.
8x8 D C T subband image coder. Note original imagefilesize was 256 (bytes x 1024)
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Table 5.1 illustrates that the arithmetic coder achieves a rate very close to that
predicted using the entropy estimate. If the arithmetic coder w a s initialised the
discrepancy would be smaller. A s the file size decreases, or stream lengths decrease,
the discrepancy increases. However it is believed that proper initialisation would
alleviate this increased discrepancy to a large extent.

5.4. SUMMARY
In this chapter three distinguishing characteristics of subband analysis structures
considered: namely, the ideal subband structure that is approximated by the analysis,
the degree of this approximation, and the time resolution properties of the subbands.
The power spectral density of a typical image w a s investigated using a correlation
model of image data. A two-dimensional A R ( 1 ) and a generalised two-dimensional
model ( 2 D G ) correlation model were considered. T h e characteristics of various
subband image structures were discussed in light of these models. T h e D W T was
shown to exhibit a high coding gain while attaining good time localisation properties.
A modified two-dimensional D W T analysis structure was proposed that exhibits a
coding gain over the D W T structure, while maintaining good time localisation
properties. T h e two-dimensional A R ( 1 ) model predicts that this modified structure
offers a large increase in coding gain over the D W T , while the 2 D G model, generally a
more accurate model, predicts only a small improvement. A quadic analysis structure,
based on a 4-band one-dimensional analysis and a tree-structure analysis of the low
band w a s also considered.
In Section 5.3 a generic subband image compression scheme, suitable for any subband
analysis structure was proposed. This scheme is essentially a generalisation of that
proposed by Chen and Pratt (1984) as used in the J P E G baseline sequential coder
[Wallace 1991]. Quantisation is effected on the subband signals by scaling and
rounding. The subsequent data is grouped into blocks which correspond to spatially
distinct regions in the original image. These blocks are represented using zero runlength and amplitude symbols which are entropy encoded. T h e proposed scheme
simply defines the method of grouping the subband pixels into spatial blocks. Various
issuesrelatingto this method were discussed.
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The generic subband quantisation and encoding method provides a platform with which
to compare different subband analysis structures andfiltersfor subband image coding.
This comparison is the main topic of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6:

SUBBAND CODEC RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

6.1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main themes of this thesis is the investigation of image "optimised" subband
analysis structures and filters. B y optimised it is meant that the subband structure, and
filters used to implement the structure, are suited for a typical image. The aim of this
chapter is to evaluate various subband analysis structures and filters using a practical
still image compression technique. This is achieved by using the generic subband
quantisation and encoding method described in Chapter 5. Not only are different
methods evaluated, but in doing so the n e w theories andresultsgiven in Chapters 3, 4
and 5, which are derived from theoretical models, are tested on real images.
As discussed in the introduction of Chapter 5, the generic quantisation and encoding
method has good spatial adaptation properties. This is in contrast to traditional subband
coding methods that have a fixed bit allocation for each subband and hence are not
spatially adaptive (or less so). Such an adaptive method has been selected so as to
provide a fair comparison between differentfilterbanks for image compression. Filter
banks with good spatial resolution properties tend to confine edges, or regions
associated with changing signal statistics, into arelativelynarrow region within each
subband. This confinement and separation of different regions can be exploited by a
spatially adaptive quantiser. Quantisers that are not adaptive are unable to exploit this
property so effectively. Forfilterbanks with poor spatialresolutionproperties, spatial
adaptation is less important, since edge boundaries, and the regions near the
boundaries, are smeared over a larger spatial area. In the extreme case this smearing
occurs across the whole subband, and spatial adaptation offers little, if any,
improvement over static quantisation.
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6.1.1. Preliminaries

The image codecs considered in this chapter consist of a subband image a
followed by the quantisation and encoding method described in Chapter 5. The results
are generally given as plots of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) versus compression
ratio. Some observations of the subjective quality of theresultsare also given where
appropriate. The P S N R is defined as,

PSNR(dB) = 101og10^j

where MSE is the mean square error between the reconstructed and original
that is,
Nx-lNy-l

1

n,-i»y-i

ly ly

x y i=0 y=o

where Nx and Ny are the number of columns and rows of the imagerespectively.This
form of P S N R is commonly used in the image coding literature [Jain 1981].

The compression (ratio) is defined as the ratio of original image size to
size. As discussed in Chapter 5, the compressed file size is estimated using the first
order entropy of the quantised subband data symbols.

The test images are 512x512 pixels in spatial dimension with 8 bits per p
scale. The imagefilesbaboon.g, jet, lena.g, peppers.g and urban were obtained from
the ftp site eedsp.gatech.edu in the /database/images directory using an anonymous ftp
login. The .g extension indicates that the image is actually the greenfieldfrom an R G B
image. The imagefilesairplane, sailboat andtiffanywere obtained from the ftp site

ftp.ipl.rpi.edu in the /pub/image/still/usc/gray601 directory. These images are refer
to by these names (without the .g reference). A head and shoulders image, of the same
resolution, referred to as Newscaster is also used, which is available locally.

The word optimum is used to describe the best filter in terms of PSNR at a
compression level among a group of filters. There may be several filters that are

optimum in this regard. In terms of analysis level, the smallest level that offers the best
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results (PSNR) is usually referred to as the optimum analysis level, commensurate with
the description used in Chapter 3.

6.1.2. Overview of Chapter 6

The generic subband and quantisation method, proposed in Chapter 5, was dev
as a platform with which to compare various subband structures andfiltersfor still
image compression. As theresultswill attest, it is also an effective method for many
subband structures.

The results for various M-band subband schemes are given in Section 6.2. Th
L O T and E L T are compared in terms ofreconstructedimage PSNR. The optimum
analysis level (M) at different bit rates is evaluated for these transforms, in light of the
rate constrained coding gain theory presented in Chapter 3. Finally, to illustrate the
importance of selecting a good transform, theresultsfor the D C T are compared against
the Walsh-Hadamard transform ( W H T ) and the discrete sine transform (DST).

Section 6.3 investigates some DWT subband schemes. A large number of differ
filter characteristics such as length, phase, magnituderesponse,and time width are
evaluated. As with the M-band transforms, the effect of varying the analysis level at
various bit rates is considered. Some "source" optimised eigenfilters, introduced in
Chapter 4, are compared. The effects of using different sources andfilterlengths are
considered. A D W T using the best eigenfilters is compared to a D W T using
Daubechies filters, and to the M-band D C T . A comparison of the variations of the
quantisation and encoding method, as discussed in Chapter 5, is made. Finally, a D W T
using some biorthogonalfiltersis compared to a D W T using the best orthogonal filters.
In Section 6.4, the results for the other analysis structures presented in
given. The modified D W T is compared to the D W T and M-bandresults.Theresultsof
the modified D W T in relation to different images is considered. Also, a quadic analysis
structure using a 4-band M L T and a 4-band E L T is evaluated.

The results of this chapter are discussed in Section 6.5. Various issues re
subjective evaluation of theresultsare considered. Someresultsfor 256x256 pixel
resolution images are noted. The conclusions drawn from theseresultsand the results
of this chapter, are extrapolated to the case of H D T Vresolutionimages. Theresultsare
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compared and contrasted against therelatedresultsof other authors. Finally, this
chapter is concluded in Section 6.6.

6.2.

M - B A N D ANALYSIS S T R U C T U R E S

In this section the results for various M-band uniform subband codecs ar
and discussed. The subband coders use a uniform M-band analysis followed by the
generic subband quantisation and encoding method. For subband schemes using die
same analysis level (M), exactly the same quantisation and encoding method is used.
The M-band transforms used are the D C T , LOT, ELT, W H T and DST. See Chapter 2
for a description of the exact transforms to which these abbreviations refer. The result
are presented in terms of PSNR versus compression ratio.
6.2.1. DCT Image Codec

Figure 6.1 illustrates the results for the DCT codec using the Lena image
five curves corresponding to M=4,8,16,32, and 64.
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Figure 6.1. D C T codecresultsfor Lena image M = 4 as indicated, (
(...) M=16, (- • -) M=32 , and (—)M=64.

) M-8,
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From Figure 6.1 it is evident that the D C T 4x4 block size is sub-optimum at all levels
of compression, although by a small margin at low compression. At low compression
levels the M = 8 and M = 1 6 DCT's are optimum. At higher compression the M = 8 D C T is
sub-optimum. The performance of the M = 3 2 and M = 6 4 D C T improve as the
compression increases, becoming optimum at high compression.
The inferiority of the M=32 and M=64 DCT at low compression is due to the
nonstationary nature of the image data. For blocks that contain edges, the energy of the
high frequency D C T coefficients is significant, making these blocks difficult to encode.
Any extra gain afforded by a longer memory (larger block sizes) is offset by the fact
that larger blocks are more likely to contain edges.

The differences between different block sizes is largely the same for other ima
the Jet image the M=32,64 block size DCT's are inferior by up to 3 dB at low
compression, and are still inferior at high compression. O n the other hand for the
Baboon image and D C T of block sizes M=8,16,32, and 64, theresultsare more even
than those for Lena. Nevertheless the M = 8 D C T is still inferior at high compression.
The rate constrained coding gain theory presented in Chapter 3 predicts that as
compression increases the optimum level of analysis increases. This is evident in
Figure 6.1. For example the performance of the M = 4 D C T decreases with respect to the
optimum performance as the compression increases. The same is true of the M = 8 D C T
although to a lesser extent. Even the M = 1 6 D C T is surpassed at high compression by
the M = 3 2 D C T , albeit by a small margin.
In order to verify the performance of the subband codecs, the M=8 DCT codec was
compared to the J P E G standard. (The JPEG method uses an M = 8 D C T ) . Table 6.1 lists
thereconstructedP S N R for the M = 8 D C T codec and the baseline J P E G codec for Lena
at various compression ratios.
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Compression ratio

JPEG P S N R (dB)

D C T coder P S N R (dB)

15.7

33.0

33.6

12.9

33.8

34.5

11.0

34.4

35.2

9.5

35.0

35.8

7.7

35.9

36.7

5.9

37.0

38.1

Table 6.1. P S N R for JPEG and D C T Coders at various compression ratios
This table indicates that the D C T codec performs in a similar manner to the JPEG
standard as expected. The slightly lower P S N R values for the JPEG coder are probably
due to its use of sub-optimum variable-length and Huffman codes as compared to the
entropy estimate. Also the JPEG method uses slightly different run-length and
amplitude symbol information and includes some header information overhead.

6.2.2. LOT, ELT and DCT Image Codec Comparison

The conclusions drawn from the DCT results apply roughly to the results for t
as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The inferiority of the large block size E L T is more evident,
especially at low compression. This is expected since the E L T basisfiltersare four
times as long as the D C T basis filters, offering less timeresolution.The performance
of the M = 4 E L T at low compression is near optimum, in contrast to that of the M = 4
D C T . It appears that the improved frequency resolution of the E L T means that
optimum performance is attained for smaller M as compared to the D C T . O n the other
hand, for larger analysis levels (M) the E L T degrades more noticeably. Again this is
commensurate with its betterfrequencyresolution.The E L T has a better frequency
resolution at the expense of thetimeresolutionas compared to the D C T . The L O T
results, lying between those of the D C T and ELT, corroborate these conclusions.
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Figure 6.2. E L T codecresultsfor Lena image M = 4 as indicated, (
(...) M=16, (-.-) M=32, and (—) M=64.

) M=8,

Overall the M=16 DCT, M=16 LOT and M=16 ELT are the best in terms of PSNR.
This analysis level, M=16, is thus used in subsequent comparisons between different
M-band subband schemes.
Figure 6.3 illustrates someresultsfor the DCT, L O T and E L T using M=16. Note that
in the case of the DCT, M refers to the block size. The most interesting feature in
Figure 6.3 is that the DCT, L O T and E L T perform in a similar manner. The same is
generally true for all the other images. Using a stationary source model one would
expect that the E L T would perform the best, followed by the L O T and then the DCT,
commensurate with thefrequencyresolvingcapabilities of these transforms. However,
it appears that any decreased subbandresolutionin the case of the D C T is compensated
by improved spatial adaptation capabilities due to its shorter basisfilterlengths. A
closer inspection of these figuresrevealsthat the D C T is slightly better at low
compression, while the L O T and E L T improve comparatively as the compression
increases. The slight improvement of the L O T and E L T at high compression can be
attributed to the increased subband resolution of these transforms.
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Figure 6.3. Results for Airplane and Lena: (—) DCT, (
and(...)ELT.M=16

) LOT,

Kovacevic et al (1989) compared the M = 8 D C T with various M = 8 M L T s for image
compression using a JPEG type method. It was concluded that the M L T gave inferior
results to the DCT. However, non-zero constrained MLT's were used and it was noted
that this was the likely cause of the poorerresults.The M L T achieved results
commensurate, and possible slightly better, than the D C T when the D C component of
each image block was subtracted prior to the transform and transmitted separately.
Theseresultsare then commensurate with those presented here.

Malvar (1992, pp262-274) compared the DCT, LOT, MLT and ELT using M=8 for
image compression. The Chen Smith (1977) method was used to quantise the
subbands. It was concluded that the L O T outperformed the D C T by 0.4 dB on average,
and that similarresultswere obtained with the M L T . Similar observations were made
by Cassereau et al (1989) and Malvar (1989). In contrast theresultspresented here
suggest that the D C T and L O T performance is more even. It is worth noting that 0.4
dB is not a particularly large increase in any case.

The Chen Smith quantisation method, used by Malvar, was limited to four c
limiting the spatial adaptability of this quantisation method. The JPEG type method on
the other hand, which is used here, allows a greater spatial adaptability, since each
transform coefficient is quantised according to its magnitude only. Since the D C T has
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better spatial (time)resolutionthan the L O T , it is expected that the performance of the
D C T will improve in comparison to the L O T when adaptive quantisation schemes are
employed rather than non-adaptive (or less adaptive) schemes. This in part explains the
slight discrepancy between theresultsof Malvar and those presented here. Note that
Cassereau et al (1989) used a similar partially adaptive technique to Malvar (1992).

Malvar's (1992) results showed that the objective performance of the ELT was slight
inferior to that of the L O T . Subjectively the L O T exhibited less blocking and slightly
more ringing than the D C T , while the E L T exhibited a large amount of ringing. A
similar observation is m a d e here. Figure 6.4 illustrates the original and reconstructed
images for an M = 1 6 D C T , M = 1 6 L O T and M = 1 6 E L T codec operating at
approximately 0.15 bpp using Lena. These images have been resampled for use with a
display device that assumes a rectangular sampling grid (4:3 width to height ratio).
This resampling has not affected any of the visible reconstructed image artefacts.
The DCT coded image exhibits the characteristic blocking and ringing or edge
smearing distortions. The L O T image exhibits fainter blocking artefacts, but a
significant increase in edge distortion. The edge distortion, orringing,can be seen to
propagate a significant distance away from the hat, and the edge of the mirror. The
E L T image exhibits even more edge distortion. In some areas the ringing can be seen
to propagate about twice the distance of that associated with the L O T . A n appropriately
weighted subband quantisation factor would improve the results from a subjective
perspective. For example, the blocking artefacts could be reduced in the D C T image.
However, since all codecs will improve to some extent, it is not believed that subjective
quantisation will affect this comparison between these codecs to a large extent.
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Figure 6.4. M-band codec results for Lena, (a) Original 8 bpp (b) M=16 D
0.1515 bpp, P S N R = 28.86 dB (c) M=16 LOT, 0.1493 bpp, PSNR = 28.72 dB
(d) M=16 ELT, 0.1497 bpp, PSNR = 28.51 dB.

6.2.3. DCT WHT and DST Image Codecs

From the preceding results it is tempting to conjecture that any subban
perform in a similar manner. However, this is definitely not the case. Figure 6.5
illustrates some results for the D C T (M=16), D S T (M=64) and W H T (M=16). The

M = 6 4 D S T is shown since it is superior to the smaller block size DST's. As M becomes
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large the D S T , D C T and other asymptotically optimum transforms tend to the K L T
[Yemini and Pearl 1979]. Hence it is expected that as the block size increases the D S T
performance will approach that of the D C T . This explains in part the improved
performance of the M = 6 4 D S T over smaller block size DST's.
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Figure 6.5. Results for M=16 DCT, M=64 DST and M=16 WHT codec using Lena.
The WHT and especially the DST are quite sub-optimum as compared to the DCT.
This sub-optimum performance applies to all the eight images. At low compression the
difference is about 3 dB, increasing to about 5 d B at high compression.

As suggested by Clarke (1983a), a significant factor in the inferior performanc
D S T is that it is not a zero-constrained transform. That is some basisfilters,other than
the D C filter, do not have a zero at D C . Thisresultsin significant leakage into the
corresponding subband when encoding D C (or very lowfrequency)dominant sources.
Theresultsusing an M = 1 6 "zero-constrained DST", a zero-constrained K L T as p tends
to zero for an AR(1) source, are observed to be less than 2dB down on those of the
M = 1 6 D C T at all compression levels.
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D W T SUBBAND C O D E C RESULTS

In this section the results for various DWT codecs are presented and discussed. These
codecs employ a D W T subband analysis followed by the generic subband quantisation
and encoding method. The results are used to compare different filters and analysis
levels. In particular the subsequent subsections address the following issues:

(i) The effect of zero-constrained filters as opposed to non-zero constrained filters
(ii)
The optimum analysis level at various compression ratios
(iii)
The effect of different filter phase for a given magnitude response
(iv)
Comparison of "source" optimised eigenfilters, Daubechies filters, and the D C T
(v)
Evaluation of variations on the quantisation and encoding method
(vi)

Comparison of orthogonal and biorthogonal filters

6.3.1. Zero-constrained Filters
As mentioned in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, for subband image coding purposes the
highpass filter(s) should have a zero at D C , giving a zero-constrained filter bank.
Kronander (1989a, 1989b) gave two reasons w h y this is so. The first is that zeroconstraint is required for m a x i m u m coding efficiency (or coding gain). This argument
has also been given by Clarke (1983a) and Caglar et al (1991). The second reason is
that the large D C component of an image is aliased into a sinusoid at half the sampling
frequency. In the presence of quantisation noise this aliasing is not perfectly cancelled,
and unless the filter bank is zero-constrained this can cause an annoying ripple in the
reconstructed image.
In order to verify this reasoning, a zero-constrained and a non-zero constrained
eigenfilter were compared. Both filters were optimised for an A R ( 1 ) source of
correlation, p=0.95. Figure 6.6 illustrates theresultsfor a subband image codec using
these filters for the Jet image.
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Figure 6.6. Zero-constrained and non-zero constrained filters. Jet image.
At low compression the zero-constrained filter set outperforms the non zeroconstrainedfilterset by about 0.8 dB. A s the compression increases the difference
reduces to about 0.2 dB. Similarresultsare obtained for Airplane, Tiffany and Urban.
However for these other images the difference at high compression is very small. For
Baboon, Lena, Peppers and Sailboat thefiltersets perform nearly identically.

Although the difference does not appear to be large, it is important to note that th
zero-constrained filter set has been optimised for an AR(1) source of high correlation.
This means that there will be significant attenuation near D C , even if there is not a zero
at this point. For filters optimised for a flat P S D Rioul (1993) noted that there is up to
5 d B difference between filters with and without the zero D C constraint.

6.3.2. Optimum Analysis Level and Optimum Filter Length
Figure 6.7 illustrates the PSNR versus compression ratio results for the Lena image
using a D W T image codec with different analysis levels (tree-depths, 5). The filters
used are 12-tap m i n i m u m time width Daubechies filters.
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Figure 6.7. DWT codec results for Lena using 12-tap Daubechies filters. Analysis l
5=1,2,3 as indicated, (—) 5=4, (
) 5=5, and (...) 5=6.
The PSNR increases at all levels of compression as 5 increases from 1 to 3. At low
compression, no improvement is made using an analysis level greater than 5=3. Indeed,
there is only arelativelysmall improvement attained using 5=3 as opposed to 5=2. At
high compression the performance improves more dramatically as 5 increases to 5=4.
This characteristic, whereby a larger analysis level (5) is desirable as the compression
increases, is commensurate with the rate constrained coding theory presented in
Chapter 3. A similar characteristic was noted for the D C T (and other M-band
transforms) in the M-bandresultssection.
The differencing of adjacent DC subband pixels, implemented by the generic
quantisation and encoding method, is effectively a further analysis of the D C subband
( D P C M in particular). If this differencing were absent, the P S N R would increase for
higher 5 than indicated above for all compression ratios.
At all compression levels shown in Figure 6.7, there is little gain achieved using
larger analysis level than 5=4. However, it is worth noting that at any compression
ratio, there is no performance degradation associated with increasing the analysis level.
This is in contrast to the M-band transforms, whose performance at low compression
can be quite sub-optimum if the analysis level M is too large. These conclusions are
generally applicable to all the other images and to D W T ' s using different length filters.
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However, forfiltersthat are short and "optimised" using a flat P S D model, the gain
may increase for 5>4 at high compression.

Since 5=4 is the lowest analysis level near optimum at all levels of compressio
generally used in subsequent comparisons. In order to estimate the optimum filter
length a similar comparison to that above has been made. Using an 5=4 D W T the
results for different length minimum time width Daubechies filters are shown in
Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8. 5=4 D W T codecresultsfor Lena using minimum time width Daubechies
filters. 4-tap as indicated, (
) 6-tap, (—) 8-tap, (•••) 12-tap, and (-—) 14-tap.

Figure 6.8 illustrates that for a fixed compression ratio the PSNR increases as
lengths increase, up to a length of about 8-taps. Beyond this point there is very little
improvement. In fact for longer filters the P S N R can even decrease. At higher analysis
levels similarresultsare obtained. For some of the other images, the P S N R increases
forfiltersup to about 12-taps. For the Jet image the 4-tap filter givesresultsequal to all
the other length filters. These observations corroborate those of Rioul (1993) who
concluded that 12-tap Daubechies filters are optimum in terms of length and notes that
longer filters can give sub-optimum results.
Most of the results presented in this chapter use 12-tap filters since this is
optimum length for all images. However it is worth noting that the 12-tap filters only
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offer a small improvement over 8 or 10-tap filters for some images. The advantage of
the shorter filters is a reduced computational cost required to analyse an image.

6.3.3. Effect of Filter Time Width or Phase
As discussed in Chapter 4, there are certain freedoms in selecting the phase
thefiltersused in the two-band perfectreconstructionfilter bank. Figure 6.9 illustrates
the P S N R versus compression for the Peppers image using an 5=4 D W T image
analysis and Daubechies 12-tapfilters.There are four curves which correspond to the
four different waveletfilterswith the samefrequencyresponse.Strictly speaking there
are eight different filters. However, for everyfilterthere is a corresponding timereversed filter. Only one orientation per pair is shown sincetime-reversalhas a
negligible effect on the coding performance.
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Figure 6.9. 5=4 D W T Peppers image results: Daubechies 12-tap filters.
(—) phase a, (

) phase b, (• • •) phase c, and (- — ) phase d

The different phase filters are labelled phase a, phase b, phase c and phase
corresponds to the minimum (or maximum via time reversal) phase implementation,
while phase c corresponds to the minimum time width impulseresponse.The point to
note in Figure 6.9 is that the minimum phase (a), performs the worst while the
minimum time width (phase c) performs the best. The Peppers image displays the
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largest difference between filters. Nevertheless for the other images the same hierarchy
of results is obtained.

Table 6.2 gives the impulse response time width and the group delay deviation (in the
passband) for the four different filters.
Daubechies 12-tap Filter:

time width, G]

Passband group delay

phase

deviation (samples)

a

0.9577

1.88

b

0.5941

0.87

c

0.5316

0.49

d

0.8288

1.53

Table 6.2. Time width and group delay deviation (passband) for Daubechies 12 tap
filters
The passband group delay deviation is a measure of the deviation from linear phase of
the frequency response of a filter. It is interesting to note that the hierarchy of time
widths is the same as that of the passband group delay deviation. Further, this hierarchy
is the same as that of the filter performance for nearly all the images (minimum time
width filters offering the bestresults).The only exception is the Urban image, which
exhibits nearly identical results for each filter. Also worth noting is that the same
hierarchy ofresultshas been observed using various eigenfilters.
It is proposed that a minimum time width response is desirable for subband image
coding filters for two reasons. First theresultsdemonstrate that the m i n i m u m time
width filters offer the best objectiveresults(PSNR). Secondly the results are better
from a subjective perspective. Although the step-edgerisetime is slower, as compared
to other phase responses, there is less associated ringing. Hence, as noted by
Kronander (1989b), the reconstructed image suffers from less ringing or mosquito
noise around edges. It is assumed henceforth that the filters used are m i n i m u m time
width filters unless otherwise indicated.
The effect of phase is more dramatic for longer filters. The difference between
m i n i m u m time width and the m a x i m u m time widthfilterscan be well over 1 d B for
longer filters. F r o m a subjective perspective the difference between the m i n i m u m time
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width and m a x i m u m time width 22-tap Daubechies filters is quite dramatic (Some
results were presented in M C A T - 9 3 , see [Andrew et al 1993b]). Subjectively the
former exhibits much lessringingand is, as a consequence, more visually pleasing. In
Section 6.4 a reconstructed image using a D W T codec and m a x i m u m time width
Daubechies 22-tap filters is shown in Figure 6.21 A s discussed in this section, this
reconstructed image exhibits a significant increase inringingas compared to encoded
images using smaller time width filters.

6.3.4. Source "Optimised" DWT Filters and the DCT

In this subsection different source models are evaluated for filter design purpos
terms of D W T image coding . The description, source model, is used fairly loosely. For
example, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, minimising the classical average stopband
attenuation can be considered as a m a x i m u m gainfilterdesign problem using an
appropriate source.

Firsdy, eigenfilters optimised for different values of correlation p, for an AR(1
are compared. Figure 6.10 illustrates theresultsfor a D W T of tree-depth 5=4 using
8-tap eigenfilters for the Lena image. Note that the correlation p=1.0 refers to the
limiting behaviour as p tends to unity, although in practice a value of p=0.9999 has
been used. The eigenfilters designed for a highly correlated source outperform those
designed for a low correlated source by up to 6 dB. A s discussed in Chapter 4, the
highpass 8-tap eigenfilters generally will not have a zero at D C (unless p tends to one).
O n the other hand, the highpass eigenfilters of length N where N/2 is odd, will have a
zero at D C . In this case the difference between eigenfilters designed for a high and low
correlated source is much less than that indicated in Figure 6.10, with less than 2dB
separating all the eigenfilters. This improvement is attributed to the large increase in
attenuation at and near D C for the equivalent bandpass and highpassfiltersin the
D W T . This observation further corroborates the proposition that a zero-constrained
filter bank is desirable for image coding purposes.
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Figure 6.10. D W Tresultsfor Lena. Increasing P S N R corresponds to 8-tap eigenfilters
designed for p=0.01, 0.5, 0.8,0.95, 0.98 and 1.0.
The results using other images are similar, and suggest the same conclusion: using
m a x i m u m gain eigenfilters, those designed for a highly correlated source are desirable.
However, there is some variation in the difference between the eigenfilters designed for
different correlation. For example, using the Baboon image, the difference is m u c h less
than for Lena. It w a s observed that zero constraint, although desirable, is not so critical
for such images as Baboon.

The above results illustrate that filters designed using a "mismatched" source perform
poorly. However, relatively shortfilterswere used in this study. A s discussed in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.7), it is possible to design filters with a high coding gain for any
correlation by using sufficiently long filters. A sufficiently long highpass eigenfilter
will have a magnitude response that is a good approximation to the ideal (brick-wall)
highpassfilter,with bandwidth TC/2 radians, for any (non-increasing) source. Using non
zero-constrained eigenfilters designed for a low correlated source, the P S N R , for a
given bit rate, increases for filter lengths increasing up to about 24-taps. T h e 24-tap
filters offer results that are only between 0.5 to 1.0 d B d o w n from those of the
optimum 8-tap (or 12-tap) eigenfilters illustrated in Figure 6.10.

The results for zero-constrained eigenfilters optimised for a highly correlated source
and Daubechies filters are n o w compared. In Table 6.3 the eigenfilters are listed along
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with their associated correlation coefficient for which they are optimised and the time
width of the impulseresponse.The label w d l 2 refers to 12-tap minimum time width
Daubechiesfilters.The labels ezl2p90, ezl2p95, etc, refer to 12-tap minimum time
width zero constrained eigenfilters designed for an AR(1) source of correlation p=0.90,
p=0.95 etc.
Filter

time width, G2

ezl2p90

1.003

0.90

ezl2p95

0.9953

0.95

ezl2p98

0.9928

0.98

ezl2pl00

0.9923

_(1.0) 0.9999

wdl2

0.5316

optimum correlation
coefficient p

Table 6.3. Eigenfilter and Daubechies 12-tapfiltertime widths.

Figure 6.11 illustrates the results for an 5=4 DWT using these 12-tap (minimum t
width) eigenfilters and Daubechies 12-tap filters for the Lena image.

Figure 6.11. 5=4 D W T results for Lena using 12-tap Daubechiesfiltersand 12-tap
zero-constrained eigenfilters optimised for an AR(1) source of correlation p =
0.90,0.95,1.0
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In Figure 6.11 no labelling is given since the curves are nearly identical. It is evident
that for D W T image coding the different eigenfilters and the Daubechies filters
perform in a very similar manner. This is not surprising, considering the coding gain
evaluation given in Chapter 4, Section 4.7. The same is generally true for the other
images and different analysis levels. In the case of the Jet and Peppers images, the
Daubechies filters offer a very small improvement at high compression, especially
using an analysis level of 5=6. It is proposed that this improvement for these images is
due to the smaller time width of Daubechies filters, as demonstrated in Table 6.3. Note
that the Peppers (and Jet) image displayed the largest difference in results for
Daubechies (or eigenfilters) with the same magnitude response and differing phase
responses (or time widths). For other images such as Baboon the eigenfilters perform
slightly better, suggesting that frequency resolution is more important for this image.
Note that the eigenfilters have a better frequency resolution than Daubechies filters.
However it is important to stress that for all images all thefiltersperform in a very
similar manner.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the (QMF) filters tabulated by Johnston (1980) have been
used extensively for subband image coding. Johnston used an objective function that
included a filter bank distortion measure and an average stopband attenuation measure.
Thefilterbank distortion measure is required because these Q M F s are not perfectiy
reconstructing. These filters have been compared against the 12-tap Daubechies filters
using a D W T structure [Andrew et al (1994)]. The 8-tap Johnstonfiltersperformed
poorly. This is probably related to distortion introduced by thefilterbank. The 32-tap
Johnstonfiltersoffer slightly inferiorresultsto Daubechies 12-tapfilters,usually about
0.2 to 0.5 d B down. The 16-tap filters perform similarly to the 32-tapfiltersat high
compression, while they are inferior at low compression. Again this characteristic is
probably due to the distortion introduced by thefilterbank.
In light of the previous discussion on filters designed for "mismatched" sources these
results are not particularly surprising. Depending on the stopband edge frequency the
average stopband attenuation measure is similar to the variance of the subband using a
low correlated source. Hence Johnstonfilters,being optimised in such a manner, are
expected to perform like eigenfilters designed for a low correlated source, noting that
quite longfiltersare used. Johnstonfiltershave an advantage in one regard, which is
that thefiltershave a time width that isrelativelysmall compared to the filter length.
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Nevertheless, thetimewidths of the longer filters is significantly larger than that of the
short eigenfilters designed for a highly correlated source.

A similar performance is expected, and observed, for the (CQF) filters des
Smith and Barnwell (1986). Smith and Barnwell use a Chebyshev equiripple filter
design method which is similar to using an average stopband attenuation objective
function. In this case slightly betterresultsare sometimes obtained since a relatively
large transition bandwidth is allowed. This means that the corresponding source, using
a subband variance interpretation of the average stopband attenuation, has a reasonable
level of correlation. In [Andrew and Ogunbona 1991] it was observed that a high
stopband attenuation, rather than a narrow transition bandwidth, is desirable for
subband image coding in order to prevent leakage of dominant low-frequency energy
into high frequency subbands. This is commensurate with the concept of subband
filters optimised for a highly correlated source.

Finally the performance of the DCT is compared to that of the DWT. Figure 6
compares theresultsfor a D W T codec using Daubechies 12-tapfiltersand a D C T
codec for the Lena image. Also shown are theresultsfor D W T codec using 8-tap
Smith and Barnwell filters.
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Figure 6.12. Subband image coder results for Lena. (—) M = 1 6 D C T , (
) 5=4 D<
using 12-tap Daubechies filters, (•. •) 5=4 D W T using 8-tap Smith and Barnwell
CQFs.
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The D W T using 12-tap Daubechies filters and the D C T perform in a very similar
manner. Thisresultis commensurate with those using other images, and the results
given by Andrew et al (1993b) and Ohta et al (1992). For some images such as Jet, the
D W T performs slightly better at high compression. A s noted previously, the M = 6 4
D C T can be sub-optimum at low compression. At high compression the 5 = 6 D W T
scheme, using 12-tap Daubechies wavelets, gives the bestresults.However, the
improvement over the M = 16,64 D C T and 5=4 D W T scheme is only about 0.2 dB on
average. S o m e reconstructed images using the D C T and D W T are presented and
compared, from a subjective perspective, in Section 6.3.6.

Note that as expected, the performance of the 8-tap CQFs is inferior to Daubechi
filters. This comparison generally holds for other images. However in the case of the
Jet image the C Q F s give P S N R values that are over 5dB down at low compression,
and 2.5 d B at high compression. For Baboon on the other hand, the C Q F s perform
nearly identically to the D C T and Daubechies 12-tapfiltersat all compression levels.

6.3.5. Variations on the Quantisation and Encoding Method
The PSNR at various compression levels for two 5=4 DWT coders using 12-tap
Daubechiesfiltershas been evaluated. The first coder uses the generic subband
quantisation and encoding method, using a zigzag scan, while the second coder uses an
identical method except that the subbands are scanned according the 2 D G variance
method. These different scanning methods were described in Section 5.3.2.2 in
Chapter 5. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13. 5=4 D W T subband coderresultsfor Lena. (—) Zigzag scan,
(

) 2 D G variance scan

The two scanning methods perform in a very similar manner as illustrated in Figure
6.13. At low compression the methods are nearly identical. At high compression the
2 D G variance scan is superior by about 0.2 dB. However this difference is the largest
for any of the eight other images at any compression level. At an analysis level of 5=6
similarresultsare obtained.
From these similar results it is concluded that either the zigzag or 2 D G variance scan is
an effective technique. The method that lends itself to the simplest implementation is
thus the recommended technique. T h e zigzag scan has been used in the other
simulations presented in this chapter largely because it w a s the first method
implemented.
The effectiveness of using a quantiser dead zone, as discussed in Chapter 5
(Section 5.3.2.2), is n o w considered. A modified quantisation method has been
employed where all quantised subband pixels with unit magnitude are truncated to zero
before the entropy encoding process. Otherwise the entire subband codec process is the
same. Figure 6.14 illustrates the results for an 5=4 D W T using the original quantisation
method, and the same codec using the modified quantisation method, for the Peppers
image.
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Figure 6.14. 5 = 4 D W T results for Peppers: (—) original quantisation method,
(
) modified (dead zone) quantisation method

The results, in terms of differences between methods, are similar for other images.
Also worth noting is that using this type of dead zone improves theresultsfor other
subband coders such as a D C T based codec. The incorporation of such a dead zone into
the quantisation process offers an improvement of around 0.4dB at all levels of
compression. This observation supports the proposition that the low magnitude pixels
in the high frequency subbandsrepresentpicture noise. A reduction in bit rate, without
significantly reducing thereconstructedimage quality, can be achieved by eliminating
this noisy component, which is difficult to encode efficiently. Depending on the
quantisation factor (QF) or compression ratio, it m a y be advantageous to use a higher
threshold than unity.

6.3.6. Linear Phase and Biorthogonal Wavelet Filters

As discussed in Chapter 4, an orthogonal PR two-band filter bank or DWT cannot have
linear phase filters. If linear phase filters are required, it is necessary to employ a
biorthogonal D W T . In this thesis generally only orthogonal waveletfiltershave been
considered. A n open question is whether there are some biorthogonalfiltersthat are
better than the best orthogonal filters for D W T image coding. This issue is addressed
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briefly in this section. The material presented suggests several avenues of future
research into the design of "optimum" biorthogonal wavelet filters.
Orthogonality is generally believed to be a desirable attribute for subband image
coding for several reasons. Not the least of which is that the m a x i m u m coding gain
block transform is the orthogonal K L T . It is also believed that linear phasefiltersare
desirable. A s was pointed out in Chapter 4, some orthogonalfiltershave near linear
phase. O n the other hand, some P R biorthogonalfilterbanks with linear phase filters
are near orthogonal. Simoncelli and Adelson [in W o o d s 1991, Chapter 4] concluded
that near orthogonality is desirable for image coding. Another advantage of linear
phasefiltersis that, as discussed in Section 2.4.6 of Chapter 2, for somefiltersan even
periodic data extension, as opposed to a circular data extension, m a y be employed.
Smith and Eddins (1990) demonstrated that the even periodic extension technique is
slightly more efficient for coding purposes, both in an objective and subjective sense.
Le Gall and Tabatabai (1988) introduced some linear phase biorthogonal perfect
reconstructing two-band filters known as symmetric short kernel filters (SSKF). These
S S K F , denoted SSKF(53) to indicate that the lowpass is 5-taps and the highpass is
3-taps long, are very short and have linear phase (since they are symmetric). Further
the highpass analysis filter coefficients follow a binomial expansion (ignoring signs)
and hence it approximates a Gaussian, giving a near optimum time bandwidth product.
Katto and Yashuda (1991) demonstrated that the coding gain of these filters using a
D W T structure is similar to the D C T for an AR(1) source of high correlation. However
this impressive performance is partly due to the fact that the highpass analysis filter
approximates the optimum 2-sided predictor for an AR(1) source of high correlation.
Therefore, for an A R ( 1 ) source, the highpass signal variance is (almost) minimised.
Ehrahimi and Kunt (1992) proposed some near perfect reconstruction biorthogonal
linear phase filters that are designed to minimise the time bandwidth product. Further
the filter coefficients are constrained to be powers of 2, so that an efficient
computational implementation is possible. Thesefiltersare referred to as E K filters
where the analysisfiltersare 10-taps long while the synthesis filters are 6-taps long.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the PSNR (dB) versus compression for an 5=4 DWT image
compression schemes based on Daubechies 12-tap filters, SSKF(53) and E Kfiltersfor
the Urban image.
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Figure 6.15. Results for 5=4 DWT compression of Urban using Daubechies 12-tap
SSKF(53) and E K filters.
At low compression Daubechies filters offer a 0.4dB improvement over the SSKF(53)
filters. However the converse is the case at high compression. The E K filters are suboptimum at all compression. The results for other images are similar. Daubechies filters
are optimum at low compression while SSKF(53) are optimum at high compression.
Similarresultsare obtained for 5=6 except that at high compression the superiority of
the SSKF(53) filters is not so apparent.
Cheong et al (1992) investigated a family of SSKF's and compared them to some of
Johnston's Q M F s and some orthogonal wavelets. They concluded that the Le Gall and
Tabatabai SSKF(53) were optimum or near optimum for all images. However, the
M S E performance of the orthogonal wavelets was fairly close to the SSKF(53). It is
worth noting that they used 34-tap Daubechiesfilters,whereas superior performance
could have been obtained using shorter Daubechiesfilters,both in an objective and
subjective sense. Cheong et al (1992) also noted that the shorter filters exhibited less
ringing distortion.

The performance of the SSKF(53) filters is very impressive given their short length
A n y lack of frequency resolution is compensated by theirfinetimeresolution.The
SSKF(53)filtersoutperform Daubechiesfiltersat moderate to high compression for
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images such as Jet where timeresolutionis important. The highpass analysisfilterhas
2 zeros at D C (this actually specifies the filter) so that the dominant low frequencies of
typical image data are attenuated to reasonable degree even though thefilteris only
3-taps long. The E Kfilterson the other hand do not perform so well. The filters have a
small time width, being optimised in thisrespect,but the coding gain is not particularly
high. It is proposed that this latter characteristic is the reason for the sub-optimum
performance.
A possible improvement to the design method of Ebrahimi and Kunt is to minimise an
inverse coding gain / time width product rather than the time / bandwidth product. In a
rather ad hoc attempt to this end, a 6-tap highpass linear phase analysis filter has been
designed. This filter has 3 zeros at D C which provides high attenuation of low
frequencies and allows a smallfiltertime width. The two other zeros are selected to be
at -5 and -1/5 so that the bandwidth of thefilteris roughly 7t/2 radians. This means that
a corresponding two-band biorthogonalfilterbank can be constructed that is "near
orthogonal". The lowpass analysis filter is selected so as to form a perfect
reconstructionfilterbank, and have at least two zeros at n radians, for some measure of
regularity (see Rioul (1993)).

This filter set is referred to as lin6, and the filter coefficients are listed in App
Since the filters are of even length and linear phase, an even periodic extension m a y be
2

employed in the two-band filter bank. The time width of the lowpass filter is o,
=0.4066, while that of the highpassfilteris o?=0.3617, which are both considerably
less than the time widths of 12-tap eigenfilters, or 12-tap Daubechiesfilters.These
latter time widths were given in Table 6.3.
Antonini et al (1993) compared three different biorthogonal wavelet filter sets for
image compression. They concluded that the best filter set was a "most even length"
spline variant, the coefficients of which are listed in Table II in [Antonini et al 1993,
p209]. This filter set is referred to as anton7. It is worth noting that the coding gain of
the anton7 and lin6filtersin a D W T (tree-depth of 5=4,5,6) using an AR(1) source of
correlation p=0.95, is nearly identical to that of a 12-tap eigenfilter optimum for this
AR(1) source. The time width of the highpass analysis lin6 filter is slightly lower than
that of the anton7filterset, while that of the 12-tap Daubechiesfilteris considerably
larger.
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A biorthogonal D W T , and the generic quantisation and encoding method, has been
used to evaluate the performance of the anton7 and lin6 filter sets. Figure 6.16
illustrates the results for an 5 = 4 D W T using the anton7, lin6 and Daubechies 12-tap
filters. A t low compression thefiltersperform in a similar manner (the lin6 filters offer
about 0.15dB advantage). However, at high compression the lin6 filters offer a 0.5dB
improvement over the anton7 filters which in turn offer a 0.5dB improvement over the
Daubechiesfilters.The Peppers image exhibits one of the largest differences among the
images tested. Nevertheless the lin6filtersconsistentiy exhibit a 0.5dB improvement
over the 12-tap Daubechies filters at high compression, with a somewhat smaller
improvement at low compression. This impressive performance is attributed to the high
coding gain and low time widths of the lin6 filters.
A circular periodic extension was used for the anton7 filters, while an even periodic
extension w a s used for the lin6filters.Using the lin6filtersand a circular periodic
extension it has been observed that the results are very similar to the anton7 filters.
This suggests that the advantage of the lin6filtersover the anton7filtersis largely due
to the ability to use an even periodic extension.
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Figure 6.16. 5=4 DWT results for the Peppers image. (—) anton7 filters,
(
) 12-tap Daubechies filters, (• • •) lin6 filters
The results using the lin6filtersare also impressive from a subjective perspective.
illustrated later, there is significantly less ringing in the reconstructed images than i
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associated with 12-tap Daubechies filters. This follows from the minimal ringing
associated with the step response of the lowpass synthesis filter: a fact no doubt related
to its small time width. S o m e subjective results have been presented in Andrew et al
(1993), and more will be presented in Andrew et al (1994).
Figure 6.17 illustrates the reconstructed (Lena) images for a subband coder using
M = 1 6 D C T , 5 = 4 D W T using Daubechies 12-tapfilters,an 5=4 D W T using ezl2p98
filters, and an 5 = 4 D W T using the linear phase lin6filters.The compressed image bit
rate is approximately 0.14 bpp. The original image can be observed in Figure 6.4. As
before these images have been resampled for a display device that assumes a
rectangular sampling grid. The D C T image exhibits blocking and ringing distortions.
The D W T images are free from any blocking, but there is still some edge distortion.

A close inspection of this figure reveals that the image encoded using the lin6 f
exhibits less ringing than that encoded using Daubechies 12-tapfilters,which in turn
exhibits lessringingthan the image encoded using the 12-tap eigenfilters (ezl2p98). As
suggested previously, this is commensurate with the hierarchy offiltertime widths.
The lin6 filters have the smallest time width, and exhibit less step-edgeringingthan the
otherfilters.In the authors opinion all these D W T schemes exhibit less edge distortion
than the D C T scheme. This is in agreement with the observations of Ohta et al (1992),
w h o observed that the D W T compressed images, using orthogonalfilters,exhibited
less mosquito (ringing) noise and blocking as compared to the D C T compressed
images.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.17. Subband coded Lena images, (a) M = 1 6 D C T , 0.1410 bpp,
P S N R = 28.54 dB. (b) 5=4 D W T using 12-tap Daubechies filters 0.1408 bpp,
P S N R = 28.56 dB. (c) 5=4 D W T using ezl2p98filters,0.1467 bpp,
P S N R = 28.51 dB. (d) 5=4 D W T using lin6 filters, 0.1408 bpp, P S N R = 29.31 dB

6.4.

OTHER TREE-STRUCTURED ANALYSIS SCHEMES

In this section theresultsfor various subband structures, discussed in Chapter 5, are
compared to the M-band and D W T analysis structures.
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Figure 6.18 illustrates someresultsfor the M = 1 6 D C T , 5=4 D W T and 5=4 modified
D W T codecs. At 5=4 the lowfrequencyD W T (and modified D W T ) subband occupies
roughly the same band in thefrequencyplane as does the D C subband in the D C T of
block size M=16. This correspondence holds similarly for 5=6 and M=64.
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Figure 6.18. Results for Airplane and Lena. (—) M=16 DCT, ( ) 5=4 DWT, an
(...) 5=4 modified D W T .

The most prominent feature in Figure 6.18 is that the DCT, DWT and modif
subband schemes perform in a similar manner. The D W T and modified D W T schemes
employ 12-tap minimum time width Daubechiesfilters.Figure 6.19 illustrates the
results for the 5=4 D W T and 5=4 modified D W T analysis structures for the Newscaster
(head and shoulders) image.
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Figure 6.19. Results for Newscaster: (—) 5=4 D W T , and (

) 5=4 modified D W T

For head and shoulders images such as Newscaster, the modified DWT structure of
an improvement of 0.5-0.8 d B over the D W T . For other types of images the
improvement is generally smaller. It is interesting to note that the 2 D G model suggests
a gain of around 0.3-0.4 d B as appears to be the case on average (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.2). The modified D W T structure offers more improvement at higher
compression, although this is somewhat image dependent. A s with the D W T scheme
the 5=6 modified D W T method offers a small improvement of about 0.2-0.4 d B at high
compression as compared to the 5=4 method. Hence the modified D W T analysis
method offers a small improvement over the D W T scheme at all levels of analysis.
Figure 6.20 illustrates theresultsfor Lena using the standard S=4 D W T coder and the
quadic coder using an M L T and E L T .
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Figure 6.20. Lena results. (—) 5=4 DWT, ( ) 5 =2 MLT based quadic analysis, and
(• • •) 5 =2 E L T based quadic analysis.

Figure 6.20 indicates that the quadic ELT performs in a similar manner to the s
D W T method while the quadic M L T is slighdy inferior at high compression. For
images where spatial resolution is more important, the M L T quadic scheme
outperforms the E L T quadic scheme at low compression, while the converse is the case
for all images at high compression. Overall the quadic schemes are slighdy inferior to
the optimum D W T scheme. At 5=4 for the D W T scheme, and 5 =2 for the quadic
scheme, the D C subbands have (roughly) the same bandwidth. (Similarly for 5=6,
5 =3.) The quadic E L T at 5 =3 can be quite inferior as compared to the D W T and M L T
scheme at low compression, suggesting that spatialresolutiondoes affect the efficiency
of quantisation in the low frequency subbands to some extent.

Figure 6.21 shows the original Newscaster image and reconstructed images using t
D W T coders and a modified D W T coder. There first D W T coder uses minimum time
width Daubechies 12-tap filters, while second uses m a x i m u m time width Daubechies
22-tapfilters.The modified D W T coder uses minimum time width Daubechies 12-tap
filters. The D W T using the m a x i m u m time width Daubechies 22-tapfiltersexhibits a
large amount edge distortion or ringing. Thesefilterswere selected for their large time
width, to illustrate the relation between ringing and filter time width. Similar
observations are made with the other images.
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image quality is roughly commensurate with the 12-tap

Daubechies D W T image, yet it is coded at a lower bit rate. The modified D W T does
increase ringing distortion slightly, but for this type of image can reduce the bit rate by
above 1 0 % for a given P S N R . This improvement is largely independent of the filters
employed, although the improvement is slightly larger for orthogonal filters, such as
Daubechies filters or the eigenfilters, as compared to linear phasefilters,such as the
lin6filterset.
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(b)

(d)

Figure 6.21. Reconstructed Newscaster images, (a) Original 8 bpp. (b) D W T using
12-tap Daubechiesfilters,0.124 bpp, P S N R = 33.9 dB, (c) D W T m a x i m u m time-width
22-tap Daubechiesfilters,0.120 bpp, P S N R = 33.1 dB (d) modified D W T using 12-tap
Daubechiesfilters,0.109 bpp, P S N R = 33.8 dB.

6.5.

DISCUSSION

The performance of various subband filters and structures have been evaluated in this
thesis in an objective manner. For image coding purposes a rigorous subjective
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evaluation of the results is desirable. However this is a difficult task. The objective
evaluations serve to highlight various characteristics of subbandfiltersand structures
for coding purposes, and are useful to determine what attributes are desirable. A
rigorous subjective comparison can then be made of the various methods that perform
in the optimum or near optimum fashion in an objective sense.

Various subjective observations, such as that relating ringing to filter time width
be used in conjunction with objective measures to provide a better evaluation.
Subjective observations have been made in this chapter, where appropriate. Further
some of these observations have been given a physical explanation, such as the ringing
associated with step-edge response of a filter.
In this chapter the subband image codecs have used 512x512 pixel resolution images.
The conclusions drawn from these results are not necessarily applicable to other
resolution images. However, a number of 256x256 pixel images have been tested in a
similar manner, and theresults,in terms of comparative performance between different
subband filters and structures, are largely the same. For the 256x256 pixel images it
appears that the time width of thefiltersis slightly more important than for the
512x512 pixel images. Also, there is less improvement at high compression using an
5=4 (or greater) D W T over using an 5=3 D W T . Both these observations are expected.
For an image sampled at a lower rate (smaller number of pixels) there will be more
edgesrelativeto the total number of pixels, hence spatialresolutionis more important.
Further, the correlation of the image will be lower, and the latter observation above is
then consistent with the rate constrained coding gain theory.

From these observations it is expected that the results for HDTV type resolution ima
will be similar. However, it is expected that for high compression quite high analysis
levels (M=32,64 or 5=5,6) are required for optimum performance, since the H D T V
images generally exhibit a very high inter-pixel correlation. The D W T has an
advantage over other subband schemes in that it is possible to increase the tree-depth or
analysis level withrelativecomputational ease.
The results of this chapter illustrate that good objective results can be obtained
D W T with shortfilters.The best filters are those "optimised" in some sense for a
highly correlated source. Thesefiltersexhibit a high coding gain and a low time width,
but more importantly offer the best practical results. Long filters designed using
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"mismatched" sources offer reasonable results, but are inferior to these otherfilters.It
has also been observed that shorterfiltersoffer better subjectiveresults,with less edge
distortion such as ringing or mosquito noise. A similar observation has been made by
Fernandez and Ansari (1989). Lower edge distortion is attributed to less ringing
associated with the step-edge response of afilter,which is related to its time width.
Longfilters,with large time widths, tend to introduce a large amount of ringing
distortion at moderated to high compression, which can be quite objectionable to a
human viewer.

Rioul (1993) compared the effects of regularity for orthogonal DWT image
compression and concluded that some measure of regularity is desirable. The regularity
of the lowpass filter is dependent on the number of zeros at D C of the corresponding
highpass filter. Daubechies filters, having the m a x i m u m number of highpass zeros at
D C , are the maximally regular orthogonal wavelet filters for a given length. It also
appears that they also have the minimum time width among orthogonal C Q F s for a
given filter length. This fact coupled with a high coding gain suggests, as observed, an
impressive coding performance. Longer filters, with more zeros at D C , are more
regular, but have a larger time width. Rioul concluded that 12-tap Daubechies filters
are optimum. A similar conclusion was given previously in this chapter:filtersof
length 8 to 12-taps are optimum. Longer filters, although more regular, have a larger
time width and hence m a y perform in an inferior fashion.

Westerink et al (1988) examined several different subband analysis structures for
subband image coding. Johnston's (1980) Q M F s were used in a tree-structure to
implement the subband decompositions. The D C subband was coded with D P C M ,
while the other bands were coded with P C M . A m o n g the different structures evaluated
were a uniform 4x4 decomposition, an 5=2 D W T , and an 5=2 modified D W T . Of the
structures tested they concluded that for 256x256 images the best subband splitting
scheme was a uniform 4x4 subband decomposition. However, the performance of the
S=2 modified D W T was close to that of the 4x4 uniform decomposition. They
observed that structures using a greater tree-depth (analysis levels) offered inferior
results. However, as they noted, this is probably due to the fact that a non perfect
reconstruction filter bank was used.
In contrast to the results of Westerink et al (1988), the results presented here
that coders using an 5=3 D W T or M D W T outperform a coder using a uniform 4x4
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subband partition, since at most rates this latter partition does not sufficientiy analyse
the low frequency subbands. The difference in results is attributed to the use of
different D W T filters and a different quantisation and encoding method. Using
"optimum" D W T filters means that there is no degradation associated with increasing
tree-depth, and that short filters with a high coding gain and low time width are
employed. Using a spatially adaptive quantisation method, as opposed to the traditional
non-adaptive subband quantisation method used by Westerink et al, allows exploitation
of the good spatialresolutionproperties of these low time width filters.
Woods and Naveen (1992) compared various subband filters for image compression
using a 4-band uniform subband decomposition, and a similar quantisation scheme to
that of Westerink et al (1988) described above. The filters investigated were 12, 16 and
32-tap Johnston filters, 6 and 8-tap minimum phase Daubechies filters, SSKF(53) and
two of Kronander'sfilters.The first observation made was that all the filters perform in
a similar manner in a M S E sense, as is observed in this thesis. U p o n closer inspection it
was observed that the 16B Johnston Q M F performed the best with Daubechies filters
close behind. A s with Westerink et al (1988) these results are somewhat different to the
results presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, as above, a different subband
decomposition and quantisation method were employed. It is proposed that the
SSKF(53) filters did not perform as well as suggested in this thesis because the
quantisation method was unable to exploit the excellent spatialresolutionproperties of
these filters. A s discussed in Section 6.1, using a uniform 4-band decomposition and a
non-adaptive quantisation method tends to favour filters with better frequency
resolution. Also, for the 8-tap Daubechiesfilters,using m i n i m u m time-width impulse
responses m a y have given improvedresults.Nevertheless the subjective evaluation of
W o o d s and Naveen is commensurate with subjective evaluations made in this thesis.
Ramchandran and Vetterli (1993) proposed a "best wavelet packet bases" approach to
subband image analysis for compression purposes. This is actually an extension of
some of the work by Coifman, Meyer, Quake, and Wickerhauser [See Ramchandran
and Vetterli, 1993]. Using orthogonal two-band waveletfiltersand a tree-structure the
"best" subband structure for a particular image is determined in a rate distortion sense.
Orthogonal filters are required so that an efficient search strategy is possible. Since the
m a x i m u m coding gain eigenfilters are orthogonal they are suitable for such a method.
Further, filters optimised for various parts of the tree-structure could be designed and
employed. For a D W T (and modified D W T ) , as mentioned in Chapter 4, there is little
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advantage in using different filters at different levels. However, this is not the case with
other tree-structured approaches. Filters designed for tree branches that extend from a
highpass subband m a y offer a potential improvement.

In this chapter Daubechies filters have been shown to perform in a similar manner to
optimum eigenfilters. Although Daubechiesfiltersexhibit a slightly inferior coding
gain, or "weighted frequency response", this is compensated by better time localisation
properties. The lin6filterson the other hand, demonstrate that there exist (very) high
coding gain biorthogonal filters, with excellent time localisation properties. Chung and
Smith (1993) presented a time-varying 5 = 2 D W Tfilter-bankusing different IIR filters
for "flat" image regions and edge or transition image regions. Filters with a good
frequencyresponsewere used in the former regions while filters with a good step
response were used in the latter regions. It is worth noting that the filters with a good
step response have a frequency response similar to Daubechies filters and the lin6
filters (see Figure 3 in [Chung and Smith 1993]). The lin6filters,while exhibiting
good step response properties, also exhibit a very high coding gain for a highly
correlated source. Therefore, it remains to be seen whether time-varying filters can
outperform static filters with such properties.

6.6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Using the generic subband quantisation and encoding method proposed in Chapter 5,
various M-band transforms, D W T ' s , and other subband analysis structures have been
compared for image compression. The results have been evaluated in terms of peak
signal to noise ratio between the original and reconstructed image at various levels of
compression. T h e results have illustrated that this generic quantisation and encoding
method is a simple yet effective method of image compression for m a n y subband
analysis structures.
The observations and conclusions drawn from the M-band analysis scheme results are
as follows: For the D C T , at low compression the P S N R increases for increasing M
(analysis level) up to M = 8 , while at M = 3 2 or above the P S N R m a y decrease. At high
compression the P S N R increases up to M = 1 6 and does not decrease for M = 3 2 and
M = 6 4 . This observation is consistent with the rate-constrained coding theory presented
in Chapter 3, which predicts that higher analysis levels ( M ) are required for optimum
performance as the compression ratio increases. It is proposed that the sub-optimum
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performance of the large M DCT's at low compression is attributed to the nonstationary
nature of image data. S o m e measure of time (spatial) localisation is desired when
analysing a nonstationary source as opposed to a stationary source.
The LOT and ELT M-band schemes offered a similar performance to the DCT. The
comparisons between the analysis levels (M) were similar to those of the D C T .
However the performance of the large M E L T was particularly inferior at low
compression. This performance was attributed to the poor time localisation of the large
M E L T . Also the M = 8 E L T was less sub-optimum at high compression as compared to
the M = 8 D C T . The M = 1 6 analysis level was optimum at all compression ratios for the
D C T , L O T and E L T . At this level these three transforms performed in a similar
manner. It was proposed that any lack of frequency resolution on the part of the D C T is
compensated by its fine timeresolution(localisation). The D C T and the L O T generally
outperformed the E L T by a small margin, suggesting that the E L T lacks sufficiently
fine time resolution. The D C T was shown to outperform the D S T and W H T by a large
margin, illustrating that for short filters, a goodfrequencyresolutionrelativeto the
input source is essential.

The following observations and conclusions were drawn from the results of the DWT
schemes: The optimumfilterlength using Daubechies filters is from 8 to 12-taps. For
any fewer number of taps the P S N R is less for a given compression ratio. Using filters
longer than 12-taps the P S N R does not increase, and can even decrease for very long
filters. These results corroborate those of Rioul (1993) w h o used a different
quantisation and encoding method. It has been verified that using zero constrained
filters is desirable in terms of P S N R . The optimum analysis level is 5=3 at low
compression and 5=4 at high compression. It is worth noting that at high compression
5=5 or greater offers a small improvement over 5=4. Again these results are
commensurate with the rate constrained coding gain theory. In contrast to the M-band
schemes, the higher analysis levels are not sub-optimum at low compression. The
minimum time width impulse response filters were observed to outperform the other
phase response filters by a small margin.

Some AR(1) source optimised eigenfilters were evaluated for image compression. It
was shown that short eigenfilters designed for a highly correlated source significantly
outperform eigenfilters designed for a low correlated source. Various eigenfilters
designed for an AR(1) source of high correlation, with a zero constraint, were
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compared. A s with the block-transform K L T , the performance is very similar for
p > 0.9 in terms of image coding. Further these filters perform in a similar manner to
Daubechies filters. This is not surprising since bothfiltersets have a high coding gain
and good time (spatial) localisation properties (see Chapter 4). The results of this
chapter have illustrated that a high coding gain is an important characteristic for image
coding purposes. Similarly good time localisation is important, although to a lesser
extent. Nevertheless, to obtain the best results, both characteristics must be considered.

The DWT schemes employing Daubechies filters, or the best eigenfilters, perform i
similar manner to the D C T in terms of P S N R at a given compression ratio. Other D W T

filters, such as the CQF's designed by Smith and Barnwell, are inferior. Thisresultwas
explained by the fact that these latter filters were designed for m a x i m u m average stopband attenuation rather than considering a typical image source, and are not zeroconstrained.
A preliminary investigation of the performance of a DWT using linear phase
biorthogonal filters has been performed. Le Gall and Tabatabai (1989) filters were
shown to perform remarkably well given their short length. S o m e linear phase filters
were designed, using a somewhat ad hoc approach based on the conclusions of this
chapter, that outperformed the best orthogonal D W T filters by up to 0.5 at low
compression and 1.0 d B at high compression. S o m e other biorthogonalfilters,used by
Antonini et al (1992), performed in a similar but slightly sub-optimum manner. These
investigations certainly illustrate that biorthogonal filters have the potential to
outperform orthogonal filters for D W T image coding. It is possible to design
biorthogonalfilterswith a high coding gain (using a D W T structure) and very good
time localisation properties. Optimum biorthogonal D W Tfiltersshould prove to be a
fruitful topic of future research.
The modified DWT scheme was shown to offer an improvement of up to 0.8 dB over
the D W T scheme for some images. The average gain is more in the range of 0.2-0.4dB,
commensurate with the gain suggested by a two-dimensional generalised correlation
model. Optimumfilterswere used for both the D W T and the modified D W T . The
quadic analysis schemes gaveresultsslightly down from the D W T scheme.

The results for the coding of 256x256 pixel resolution images were noted. Similar
conclusions were drawn to those given for the 512x512 pixel images considered in this
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chapter. These conclusions were then extrapolated to H D T V typeresolutionimages.
S o m e subjective issues were discussed, and theresultscompared torelevantresultsof
other authors in the Discussion section.
Based on the conclusions drawn from this chapter, the following recommendations
made in relation to the design of subband image codecs:
• Subband filters should exhibit a high coding gain and good time localisation.
example use 8 to 12-tap Daubechiesfilters,or similar length eigenfilters designed
for a highly correlated source.
•

M i n i m u m time width D W Tfiltersshould be used for the best objective results.
Further it has been observed that the minimum time width filters exhibit less
ringing giving better subjective results.

•

For low compression (less than 10 times) of 512x512 images, an analysis level of
S=3 and M = 8 for a D W T and an M-band transformrespectively,is sufficient for

•

optimum performance. At moderate to high compression (greater than 30 times) a
level of 5=4 or M = 1 6 is required. Higherresolutionimages, such as H D T V , are
likely to require greater analysis levels.
From a mean square error ( M S E ) perspective, the D C T , L O T and E L T and D W T
using the best filters perform in a similar manner. Hence any of these methods is
appropriate for minimum M S E applications.

•

Should the best possible performance be required, the modified D W T offers a small
improvement over the D W T for some images, at the expense of a small increase in
computational cost.

•

Biorthogonal filters should be considered for D W T image coding, as they have the
potential to outperform the best orthogonal filters. However for some applications
orthogonalfiltersare required.
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSION

The main theme of this thesis has been the investigation of subband methods that a
optimum for image compression purposes. T o this end each chapter has pursued certain
aspects of the theory and practicalities associated with subband image coding.

In Chapter 1, the Introduction, a brief overview and history of subband image codi
was given. Chapter 2 provided the background mathematics for subband analysis and
synthesis. In particular, various one-dimensional subband methods were described
using linear matrix equations. S o m e properties of orthogonal analysis/synthesis were
discussed and derived. Separable two-dimensional subband analysis was considered, as
the product of two one-dimensional subband analyses.

In Chapter 3 subband coding schemes that use independent subband quantisation were
considered. The quantisation bit allocation among subbands was derived using a simple
quantisation model, under an overall bit rate constraint, to minimise the mean square
imagereconstructionerror. A general subband coding gain metric, estimating the gain
of a subband system over a P C M system, was derived assuming this optimum bit
allocation. This subband coding gain was introduced by Katto and Yashuda (1991), and
is applicable to any perfect reconstruction subband scheme under a high rate
assumption. The coding gain was extended to a rate constrained coding gain metric.
Various properties of this rate constrained coding gain metric were examined. C o m m o n
block transforms, as subband structures, were examined from a frequency domain
perspective. In particular the coding gain performance for different sources was
interpreted.
Using the subband analysis/synthesis background of Chapter 2, and the coding gain
theory of Chapter 3, some m a x i m u m gain two-band orthogonalfilterswere derived in
Chapter 4. The problem was considered as the extension of the two-band optimum
block transform, the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT). The highpass solution filter
was derived as an eigenvector of a modified correlation matrix. Various properties of
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correlation matrices were thus considered, and used to derive properties of the
optimum filters. A s an extension of thisfilterdesign method optimum wavelet filters
were derived.
Various two-dimensional subband image structures were considered in relation to
typical image power spectral density in Chapter 5. Three distinguishing characteristics
of a subband analysis method were identified: namely the ideal subband structure that
is approximated by the analysis, the degree of this approximation, and the time (or

spatial) resolution of the subbands. The coding gain metric implicitly measures the first
two characteristics, while filter time widths and the subband structure can be used to
evaluate the third. Also, a generic subband quantisation and encoding method, suitable
for any subband structure, was proposed.

Using this quantisation and encoding method various subband structures and filte
were evaluated and compared for still image compression in Chapter 6. A m o n g other
conclusions theresultsillustrated that this quantisation and encoding method is a
simple yet effective method for image compression for many different subband
structures.

7.1.

M A J O R FINDINGS

In Chapter 2 a necessary and sufficient condition for an orthogonal filter bank
zero-constrained was given. A zero-constrained filter bank is one where all but one of
thefiltershave a zero at D C . This attribute is widely regarded, and shown in Chapter 6,
to be desirable for subband image coding purposes.

In Chapter 3 it was demonstrated using the unified subband coding gain metric t
K L T of size N has the m a x i m u m gain of any block transform of size N, orthogonal or
not. Although this result is expected from the rate-distortion bound of encoding
Gaussian variables in N-blocks, it provides an upper bound on the unified subband
coding gain of all subband schemes. In particular it means that the subband coding gain
is absolutely bounded by the inverse of the spectral flatness measure.

The validity of the subband coding gain metric is based on a high bit rate assu
In Chapter 3 a rate constrained coding gain, applicable to orthogonal subband methods,
was introduced. This constrained metric is useful for predicting the performance of
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subband schemes at various bit rates. It was shown that the rate constrained coding gain
decreases as the bit rate decreases. More importantly, it was shown that highly
correlated sources require quite high analysis levels for optimum performance at low
bit rates. This characteristic has important implications in the design of high
compression applications of highresolutionimages such as H D T V .
A theorem relating filter pairwise symmetry to a symmetric coding gain with respect
the sign of the correlation coefficient p for an AR(1) source was given in Chapter 3.
Although this theorem is mainly of theoretical interest, coupled with the frequency
domain interpretation of the performance of block transforms (also given in Chapter 3),
it provides some interesting insights into desirable transform attributes for various
applications. These insights led to the design of thefiltersgiven in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4 a theorem relating the zeros of an eigenvector of a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix corresponding to the m i n i m u m (maximum) eigenvalue to the multiplicity of this
eigenvalue was given. A sufficient condition was given for the globally m a x i m u m
coding gain orthogonal two-band filters, extending a previously k n o w n necessary
condition. These filters are referred to as (optimum) eigenfilters.
The optimum eigenfilter design was formulated as a type of extended two-band KLT
problem. This approach offers several insights. For example, the above theorem was
used to predict certain characteristics of the optimum filters. Also, the optimum filter
bank was shown to exhibit some characteristic properties of the K L T : namely globally
m a x i m u m coding gain (over orthogonal two-bandfilterbanks), and data decorrelation.
Finally, it was shown that there are several different optimum filters with different
impulse responses but the same magnitude response. This freedom can be used to select
the m i n i m u m time width impulse response, which was shown in Chapter 6 to be a
desirable attribute for subband image coding.

The design of maximum gain filters was extended to include filters constrained to li
certain subspaces. For example, m a x i m u m gain wavelets were designed. Various
properties relating to the unconstrained filters were shown to be applicable to the
optimum constrained filters.
Some two-dimensional subband analysis schemes have been evaluated using the coding
gain metric in Chapter 5. Using an octave-band filter bank (discrete wavelet transform,
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D W T ) it was shown that the coding gain of Daubechies (1988)filtersis very close to
that of the optimum eigenfilters. Daubechies filters were also shown to have a small
time width in Chapter 3 (see also [Dorize and Villemoes 1991]), suggesting that they
will perform well for D W T image compression. A modified D W T was proposed based
on a typical image model. In Chapter 6 it was illustrated that for some images the
modified D W T offers a small improvement over the D W T .
A generic subband quantisation and encoding method was introduced in Chapter 5
which is suitable for any subband structure. This method is a generalisation of the
baseline J P E G method and provides a useful platform with which to compare various
subband analysis schemes. Also, as theresultsof Chapter 6 attest, it is a simple yet
effective subband quantisation and encoding method.
In Chapter 6, using this generic subband quantisation and encoding method, many
different subband analysis structures and filters were compared for still image
compression. There are many conclusions that have been drawn from theseresults.For
example, the rate constrained coding gain prediction that higher analysis levels are
required at high compression, as compared to low compression, was confirmed. A
D W T (or modified D W T ) using the optimum eigenfilters designed for a highly
correlated source, or Daubechiesfilters,was shown to offer mean square error results
commensurate with, or possibly slightly better than, those of the D C T .

Filter bank coding gain and time (spatial) localisation properties were shown to be
important characteristics in the design of a subband image coder. A filter bank with
high coding gain and good time localisation properties performs a principlecomponent-like analysis of an input image. It was shown that biorthogonal D W T filters
have the ability to outperform orthogonal D W Tfiltersin this regard. Also, it was
observed that images coded by subband structures using minimum time width filters
exhibit less ringing. S o m e further conclusions and recommendations were given in
Chapter 6, Section 6.6.

7.2.

FUTURE W O R K

Several questions regarding subband analysis/synthesis systems for still image
compression were addressed in this thesis. However, there are several avenues of future
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research that should prove fruitful. S o m e of these areas are spin-offs from this work,
while others are directly related to subband methods for image compression.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1, the existence of the optimum eigenfilters
the m i n i m u m eigenvalue point has not been proven in the general case. Such a proof is
desirable, although it has eluded the author and several people from w h o m help has
been sought to date. Also, it m a y be possible to extend this method to the solution of
general quadratic problems with quadratic and linear constraints. Certainly, at least
Toeplitz quadratic forms should be investigated. The advantage of such a method is
that it gives the globally optimum solution.

Another area worth pursuing, in the area of eigenfilter design, is the extension of
K L T like design formulation to the general M-band case as opposed to the 2-band case.
This extension is not immediately obvious. Nevertheless it is straight forward to show
using similar arguments to those used in the derivation of the K L T , that a necessary
condition for the optimumfiltersis that the subband correlation matrix is diagonal: that
is the subband data is decorrelated. However, unlike the block transform K L T , this is
not a sufficient condition. Soman and Vaidyanathan (1993) offered an interesting
approach to this problem. However it is uncertain as to whether their solution is
globally optimum.

In Chapter 6 it was illustrated that biorthogonal filters have the potential to ou
orthogonal filters for image compression. A hybrid coding gain / inverse time width
weighted measure for a two-band (or possibly the general M-band case) could be

developed. Using this measure, high coding gain and low time width biorthogonal
filters could be designed. S o m e further examination of therelativeimportance of filte
time width as compared to coding gain m a y be required to this end.
The assumptions used in the optimum bit allocation among subbands, derived in
Chapter 3, are valid only at high rates or for orthogonal schemes. Therefore the bit
allocation for biorthogonal schemes needs to be investigated at low bit rates. A related
problem was considered by Moulin (1993). However, the results of Chapter 6
demonstrate impressive results for the biorthogonal schemes at all bit rates. It is
uncertain if a significant improvement can be m a d e for the biorthogonal schemes
considered in this thesis. If such an improvement is possible, then the results will
certainly be impressive.
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Finally, it is worth investigating whether the best fixed subband structure, such as a
D W T or modified D W T using optimumfilters,can be significantly improved upon
using a "best basis" type approach [Ramchandran and Vetterli 1993]. Certainly there
will be some images where this will be the case. However, for most images this is not
obvious in the authors opinion. Another closely related open question, discussed in
Section 6.5 of Chapter 6, is whethertime-varyingfilterscan outperform the best static
filters.
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APPENDIX A

TECHNICAL REPORT: SOME PROPERTIES OF THE
EIGENVECTORS OF SYMMETRIC TOEPLITZ MATRICES

A.1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains a technical report that summarises some properties of the
eigenvectors of symmetric Toeplitz matrices. Stationary correlation matrices are
positive definite (symmetric) Toeplitz matrices. A generalisation of a previously
k n o w n property is stated and proved as Theorem 1. This theorem corresponds to
Theorem 4.1, stated in the main text of Chapter 4.
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S O M E PROPERTIES O F T H E EIGENVECTORS OF SYMMETRIC
TOEPLITZ MATRICES
Technical Report: Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Wollongong
July 1993
J. P. Andrew, P. 0. Ogunbona, and F. J. Paoloni

ABSTRACT

This technical report summarises various properties of the eigenvectors of sym
Toeplitz matrices. These properties pertain to wide sense stationary source correlation
matrices which are symmetric (positive definite) and Toeplitz. Further a new property
of die eigenvectors of such matrices is also given as Theorem 1.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Section 1 of this report we summarise various properties of the eigenvectors
symmetric Toeplitz matrices. Symmetric Toeplitz matrices are of interest since they
encompass wide sense stationary source correlation matrices. W e also give a new
property of the eigenvectors of such matrices, which is stated in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Any eigenvector of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix of dimension NxN

corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity k, has at least N
zeros on the unit circle. Further every such eigenvector has N-k zeros on
unit circle in common; and any vector with these common

zeros is such an

eigenvector.

In this report N refers to the dimension (NxN) of the symmetric Toeplitz matrix
hence to the length of any associated eigenvectors.

The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3, where we outline the steps of
as a series of propositions and definitions. Each proposition is proved in a later
subsection.
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2. SUMMARY OF EIGENVECTOR PROPERTIES
A positive definite matrix is assumed symmetric by definition. Symmetric Toeplitz
matrices, as a subset of doubly symmetric or symmetric centro-symmerric (SC)
matrices (see Cantoni and Butler 1976), possess the following properties,
A complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors (applies to any symmetric matrix).

There are

E

symmetric eigenvectors and

N_
skew symmetric eigenvectors
2

2
where the matrix is of dimension NxN.

If the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue is distinct the corresponding eigenvect
has all its zeros on the unit circle.
The first property applies to any symmetric matrix. Cantoni and Butter (1976)
demonstrated the second property as applied to S C matrices, and hence this property
applies to symmetric Toeplitz matrices. If any eigenvalues are repeated it m a y be
possible to select associated asymmetric eigenvectors. Nevertheless it is also possible to
select a full complement of (skew) symmetric eigenvectors if one desires. Robinson
(1967, p271) proves the third property in the case of positive definite Toeplitz
matrices. Theorem 1 is a generalisation of this third property. Makhoul (1981) also
summarises several properties of symmetric Toeplitz matrices.

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The proof of Theorem 1 is outlined as a sequence of statements, also given in the
text of Chapter 4, as follows,
1. A n y vector, x, that minimises the quadratic sum, x*Rx given x'x=l, is a m i n i m u m
eigenvector.
2. Inverting zeros (real or conjugate pairs) of a m i n i m u m eigenvector gives another
m i n i m u m eigenvector.
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3. The family of a vector, x, denotes all vectors that can be generated through zero
inversion and linear combinations of theresultingvectors. Every vector in the
family of a m i n i m u m eigenvector is a minimum eigenvector (from 2).
4. If a vector has N-k zeros on the unit circle and k-l other real zeros then its family
spans k dimensional space
5. If a vector has N-k zeros on the unit circle and it-1 other arbitrary zeros, there is a
vector in its family that has these N-k same unit circle zeros and k-l other real
zeros. Hence its family spans k dimensional space (at least, and can be shown to
span only k dimensional space).
6. From 5 every m i n i m u m eigenvector must have N-k zeros on the unit circle else w e
could generate a family of such eigenvectors that spans greater than k dimensional
space.
7. Every m i n i m u m eigenvector has the same N-k zeros on the unit circle since it must
lie in the space spanned by k linearly independent eigenvectors with N-k zeros on
the unit circle in c o m m o n .
8. (Corollary) A n y vector with these same N-k zeros on the unit circle and arbitrary
other zeros (giving a real vector) is a minimum eigenvector since is lies in the space
spanned by the above linearly independent eigenvectors

The proof of each statement, where required, is given in the following subsection
Statement 1 is k n o w as Rayleigh's principle [Strang 1988, p349] and the proof is given
here for clarity. Statement 2 is also known under a different guise as the Fejer
factorisation of a filters auto-correlation function [Robinson p335 and p269-272]. The
remaining properties extend results previously determined for the case k=l.

3.1. Proof of Statement 1
Any vector that minimises the quadratic sum, x*Rx given x'x=l, is an
eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue.
This theorem is know as Rayleigh's principle [Strang 1988, p349]. The minimum
eigenvalue is labelled \ and the corresponding eigenvector, referred to as the
m i n i m u m eigenvector, is labelled Xj. Generally the labelling of eigenvalues and
associated eigenvectors is such that \ <\ < . . < V Since R is symmetric there is a
complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors [Strang p290 or p309]. Let S denote an
orthogonal matrix whose columns consist of the eigenvectors of R. The columns of S
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are sorted corresponding to the above ordering of eigenvalues, ie. column one contains
a/the minimum eigenvalue while column N contains a/the m a x i m u m eigenvector.
Using this notation one has,
RS = SA
(1)
S'RS = S'SA = A
where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Also let,
y = S'x or x = Sy

giving y as the orthogonal eigen-transform of the vector x. The quadratic su
be manipulated thus;

x'Rx
x'x

y'S'RSy
y'y
_y'Ay
y'y
Xxy2+..+XNy2N

(2)

y?+»+yi
Assuming the ordering of eigenvalues given above yields,

x'Rx Utf+••+>£)
2 . , „2
x'x yt+..+yi,

— Aj,

A.J ^ Xx <..< XN

Given x' x=l, then y' y=l and the left hand side of the above equation is the quadratic,
ie.
x'Rx £ ^ (3)
If X{ is of multiplicity k,\ = ^ =..= \ < \+x <..< \„ then
x'Rx _ y'Ay
x'x " y'y

(4)

2

+

2

K(yl+-+y k) (K+iyL+~+Ky N)
y2+-+yl
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and hence,

x'Rx
x'x

'. xi(yh-+Ky2N)
— y t + +y2

.
for someyt+1,..,yw^0
forallyt+1,..,yJV=0

= A,

Any vector that minimises the quadratic sum is a linear combination of the
eigenvectors that correspond to the minimum eigenvalue since yk+1 ,.., y N =0. This
vector is thus a minimum eigenvector because,
If Rx, = a\xx , Rx2 = X2x2 = ^x2, Then
R(a 1 x 1 + a2x2) = axRxx + a2Rx2

(5)

= ^(a 1 x 1 +a 2 x 2 )

ie. any linear combination of eigenvectors corresponding to the same eig
another such eigenvector.
As noted by Strang (1988 p349) nowhere is it assumed in this proof that
definite. This theorem holds for any symmetric R.

3.2. Proof of Statement 2

Inverting a zero, real or conjugate pair, of a minimum eigenvector gives
another minimum eigenvector.

Consider a real FIR filter of length N represented as a vector of coeffi
transform representation gives N-l zeros, which are either real or come in complex
conjugate pairs, ie.,
H(z) = A(l + axz-1+...+anz-n)
(o)
= A(l-r 1 2" 1 )...(l-r fl 2- 1 )

where H(z) is the Z-transform of the filter h. For simplicity the scalin
one. The magnitude of the frequency response of H is,
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|//(^)| = |(l-rie->)...(l-^--)|
(7)

= |(l-r1^)|...|(l-r„^)|

Inverting a real zero, say rk, and denoting the resulting filter by H. (or
\H,(^\ = |(l - rxe^)\..\(l - r?e-*)\. .|(l - rne^)\

(V*-l)

=\H^\-TT-

(8)
In other words its magnitude response is the same as H{eJ(0) to within a scale factor.
Similarly inverting a conjugate pair of zeros, say rk and rk+l, and again denoting
resulting filter by H., gives;

|«,(^)|=|(i-v->)|-|(i-'i-v-*>)||(i-(r;r'c-*»)|..|(i-v->")|

, . . J(i-r;v<1(i-(,;)Vi
— Wf/>/ml.
_l l ]|

I

1

|(l-V-i|(l-r,Vi
-y<D

(^-l)

,-/<°
-(»•;«*-i)
(9)

(i-lV)|

Again the magnitude response is unchanged to within a scale factor.
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The energy of thefilterh is defined as,

K'h = -Lj|//(^)frf<a (10)
In

-K

2
Assuming that h has unit energy we normalise h. to unit energy by multiplying by \r
I •t

Hence when both the filters are normalised to unit energy, the magnituderesponsesof
h and h. are identical.
If R^ is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix, then,

x'R„x = i||x(^)|25„(^)rfco (11)
—11

where S^ye^) is the Fourier Transform of the sequence R(n) which is defin

R(n) = Rxx[i,j], n = i-j
Since R^ is Toeplitz there is no ambiguity in mis last equation. If Ra is
definite then 5xt(e'"D) is the power spectral density of some source with autocorrelation
sequence given by R(n). However equation (11) holds whether R ^ is positive definite
or not. The quadratic form x'R n x makes sense only when R ^ is symmetric, otherwise
the integral is valid for all Toeplitz matrices.

Unless otherwise specified it is assumed henceforth mat each vector has u
Since unit energy normalised x and x, have the same magnituderesponsethey have the
same quadratic cost. It follows from Rayleigh's principle (Statement 1) that if x is an
eigenvector of R ^ corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue then so is x,. Further any
linear combination of these two vectors similarly gives an eigenvector.

3.3. Vector families: Definition of Statement 3

Let x denote any vector that has zeros in a one to one correspondence wit
or those of x inverted, noting that all filters considered are real. For example,
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X(z) = (z-cx)(z-cl)(z-rx)

xi(2)=u-c1Xz-c;)

f

1,
(12)

orX ( (z)= z -

For simplicity w e use z rather than z-1. Note that if the inverted zero(s) is on the unit
circle ( U C ) , then x. and x are identical: complex zeros on the U C m a p to their
conjugates and a zero at ±1 is mapped to itself under zero inversion.
The family of x is thus defined,
The family of x, 3fx, is the set of vectors consisting of x, all x., linear
combinations thereof and ensuing zero inversions.
Note that the family of any vector in ?x is a subset of 3fx. Every vector in the
a m i n i m u m eigenvector, xv of R is a minimum eigenvector. This follows directly from
statement 2 since all such vectors have the same minimum quadratic cost.

3.4. Proof of Statement 4

If a vector, x, has N-k zeros on the unit circle and k-l other real zeros then i
family spans k dimensional space.

The proof proceeds by induction. Consider the case k=2. (The case *=1 is trivial
offers less insight). In this case x has onerealzero off the unit circle which w e denote
r,. Let x- have the same U C zeros as x and a real zero at - . Since x, * ax, these two
i

'

rx

vectors are linearly independent and span a two-dimensional space. A n y vector in the
family of x, has the same N-2 U C zeros as x. There is no way to m o v e these U C zeros
through zero inversion and/or linear combinations of vectors with these zeros in
c o m m o n . Therefore the family of x can span at most a two-dimensional space.
Alternatively one m a y show that the family of x is spanned by the set of vectors {x,x,}.

N o w assume that the proposition is true for k, and consider the case k+l. Let
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X(z) = (z-ul)..(z-uN_k_l)(z-rx)(z-r2)..(z-rk)
f
d
*.(*) = (?-«,).•(*-Wi) zz - 1 (z-r2)..(z-rj

(13)

where urepresentsa unit circle zero and rrepresentsarealzero not on the unit circle.
Further, consider the linear combination,
Y = aX + (l-a)Xi
= d-ux)..(z-uN_k_x)(z-r2)..(z-rk)

= {z-ux)..(z-uN_k_x)(z-r2)..(z-rk)

a(z-rx)+(l-a)

<
z

d

(14)

a/f-Kl-a)"!
z'i

/

noting that y is a member of the family of x. It is possible to place a zero at 1 (z=l)
which is on the U C , by selecting,
ar2+(l-a)=l
a(r2-l) = rx-l
r

(15)

i-l

noting that rx * ±1. Hence y has N-k zeros on the U C and k-l real other zeros. From th
inductive assumption the family of y spans ^-dimensional space. Further every vector
in this space has (the same) N-k zeros on the U C . Obviously x is linearly independent
from the family of y since it has only N-k-l zeros on the U C . Hence the family of x,
which contains x and the family of y, spans at least k+l dimensional space. Reasoning
as in the case k-2 the family of x can span at most k+l dimensional space since every
vector in this space has the same N-k-l zeros on the U C .

To conclude: because the proposition is true for k=2, and true for k+l given
for k, it is true for all k.
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Proof of Statement 5

If a vector has N-k zeros on the unit circle and arbitrary other zeros, th
vector in its family that has the same N-k unit circle zeros and k-l real z

on the unit circle. Hence its family spans k dimensional space (at least,
be shown to span only k dimensional space).
Consider as above,
X(z) = (z-ux)..(z-uN_k)(z-zx)(z-z2)..(z-zk_x)
(16)
XI.(z) = (z-ii1)..(z-ww_J z z \..(z-zk_x)
\ Z l A Z2J
where z represents an arbitrary zero,realor complex, not on the unit circle. Let zx be
complex and z2 = z*. If there are no complex zeros off the unit circle statement 5 is
equivalent to statement 4. Consider the linear combination,
Y =

aX+(l-a)Xi

f 0(z — r01

(17)

= {z-ux)..{z-rk) a(z-z,)(z-z;)+(l-a) z
z

I ZJ I Z JJ

Y is the product of the common zeros of X and Xt, and a quadratic Yq. The followin
analysis shows that with propitious choice of a it is possible to generate a quadratic
term with real roots not on the UC. Consider the quadratic,
g = z2+2Re(z,)+|z,
= (l,2b,c)
where b = Re(z,) and c =|z,|2. N o w let,

Q. =z2+2Re

(18)
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Note that b2 < c since the roots are complex and that c>0 since it is the magnitude
squared of the complex roots.
The quadratic Y is a linear combination of Q and £?.,

F,=a(l,2fe,c)+(l-a/l,y,^
l,a26+(l-a)—,ac+c
12ab(c-l)+b

c

c

(19)

a(c2-l)+l}
c
J

= (l,2b',c')
N o w consider the case where Y has double roots or a zero discriminant,
fc'2-c' = 0
r

ab(c-l)+b^
c
)
k

a(c 2 -l) + l =
=0
c

a V ( c - l ) 2 +2ab2(c-l)+b2

-ac(c2 -l)-c

(20)

=0

Hence,
aV(c-l) 2 +a(2^(c-l)-c(c 2 -l))+* 2 -c = 0

We can write this equation as a quadratic in a as,
aaCL2+baa+ca =0
It is evident that aa >0, andca <0since b2-c<0. Therefore for some real a

above quadratic in a is zero and the original discriminant is zero. Hence for some rea
a y has a real double root.
It is now shown that this double root can't lie at ±1, ie. it is not on
double root at ±1 it is necessary that -b' = ±1. Then,
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ba(c-l)+b
= ±l
ba(c-l) = +c-b
Tc-b
a = b(c-l)

(21)

Substituting this value of a into the quadratic Y at ±1,

r(±l) = l±2-

( +c-b
2
\(c-l)+b +C-b\r[c -l) + l
b(c-l).
b(c-l)
c

c
(+c-b)(c+l)

= 1±2±£_±_±+.

+1

and simplifying gives,

Yl±D

be ±(+2bc) + c2 + c- bc-b+b
=
be
2
-2bc Tc + c
be
*c(c± 26 + 1)
be

()22

Equating to zero, assuming a root, gives,
c±2b + l = 0
(23)
b = T^

which is necessary for a double root at ±1. In the case where thisrelationshipbetween
b and c holds the discriminant of the original quadratic Q is,

(c + D'
b2-c = T
-c
c2+2c + l-3c

= fe^l>0
4

(24)
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This is contrary to the assertion of complex zeros, ie. a negative discriminant.
Therefore there can't be a double root at ±1 if the original root z1 is complex.

It is possible to construct a polynomial Y which is the product of the common r
X and X. and two real non U C roots. Proceeding in a similar manner one can m o v e all
non U C conjugate zero pairs of X to real non U C pairs. This generates a vector with Nk U C zeros and k-l real zeros off the U C . Since this process involves only zero
inversion and linear combinations, this vector is in the family of x.
From proposition 4 the resulting vector has a family that spans k dimensional
hence the family of x spans at least k dimensional space. The family can't span greater
than k dimensional space since every vector in the family has the same N-k U C zeros.
Alternatively the family of x can be generated with k linearly independent vectors.

3.6. Proof of Statement 6
Every minimum eigenvector, corresponding to an eigenvalue of multiplicity k,
must have at least N-k zeros on the unit circle.
Consider a minimum eigenvector, corresponding to eigenvalue of multiplicity k,
N-l zeros on the U C and /-l arbitrary other zeros. From statement 5 the family of this
vector spans / dimensional space. Hence from Statement 3 there is a subset of
minimum eigenvectors that span / dimensional space. From the spectral theorem of
linear algebra (Strang 1988, p296) there are N-k eigenvectors orthogonal to this /
dimensional space. The dimension of the composite space consisting of these two
spaces is bounded by N since the spanning vectors are of length N. Hence one has
N-k+l

<N

which implies that / <k.

As mentioned in Section 2, Robinson (1967, p271) proves statement 6 for positiv
definite Toeplitz matrices where k=l. In the proof w e have presented for case of
arbitrary k, the positive definiterequirementhas been relaxed to include all symmetric
Toeplitz matrices.
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Proof of Statement 7
Every minimum eigenvector has the same N-k zeros on the unit circle.

Corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of multiplicity k w e have k linearly
independent (minimum) eigenvectors, x, ,.., x^. Consider the eigenvectors,
X

l

\X\\>"IX\N)

(25)

X

t =\xkif>XkN)

Another m i n i m u m eigenvector y can be formed, so that the first k-l components are
zero, ie.,

y = (0,..,0,y„..,yj
For example consider,

«ik.v-.Vi)) + '- +a w(v.)i'"'VixM)-( x *i'--'Vi))= (°'"'0)

(26)

Rearranging and writing in matrix form,

W

"n

(*-Di

a,

"*i

(27)
*1(A-1)

"

*(*-lX*-l)

ak-i

*-*(*-!)

If the above matrix on the left hand side of the equation is non-singular then one can
solve for ax,..,ak_x. If the matrix is singular then there exists some ctx,..,ak_x * 0 such
that the right hand side vector is identically zero. ie. w e don't have to include x^ in the
sum to generate k-l zero components of y. { W e suspect that this matrix is non-singular
in any case}.
From y one can easily generate k linearly independent minimum eigenvectors. For
example consider,
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yx=d^O,yk,..,yN,0)
y2=(0,..0,y„..,y^,0,0)
(28)
y*-i=(y*,»o'iy,o,..fo)

In effect one has y„ = z"y, that is one is adding zeros at zero, while maintaini
original zeros. Alternatively one m a y think of this as inverting real infinite zeros.
Obviously the magnitude response of each y n is identical to that of y and hence each is
a m i n i m u m eigenvector. Further it is evident that y and the all the yn form a linearly
independent set, thus spanning the k dimensional space of minimum eigenvectors.

From proposition 6 y must have at least N-k zeros on the UC. In fact y really ha
N-k zeros with k-l zeros at infinity. Each yn has these same zeros, with n other zeros a
zero. Hence any vector in the space spanned by y and the y n has these same N-k U C

zeros. Since any minimum eigenvector is in this space it too must have such zero

3.8. Proof of Statement 8 (Corollary)
Any vector with these same N-k zeros on the unit circle and arbitrary other
zeros (giving a real vector) is a minimum eigenvector.

Any vector with these N-k zeros on the unit circle can be written as a linear
combination of y and the y n and hence is a minimum eigenvector. For example
consider,
X(z) = (z-ux)..(z-uNJ(z-zx)..{z-zkJ
= {z-ux)..{z-uN_k)[zh-1 +ak_2zk-2+..+a0]
Now consider some linear combination of y and the y„,
yM + &-2y*-2+-.+/?oy = (z^Uz-u^)^ + £„*"+..+/?,] OO
Equating the a, and B. one has the desired combination. If x has / zeros
then yk_x,.., yA_* are not required in the linear combination.
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APPENDIX B:

SUBBAND CODING GAIN

B.1 INTRODUCTION

In this appendix some of the mathematical detail required for the material presen
Chapter 3 is given. The title of each section or subsection in this appendix is the same
as thetitleof the corresponding section in Chapter 3.

B.l.l. Lowpass to highpass transformations
In this section it is shown that the lowpass to highpass transformation reflects
magnitude spectrum of a real filter or source about n/2 radians (0.25 cycles/sample).

If g(n) = (-!)" h(n), as given by equation (3.11) in the main text of Chapter 3, t
G(e^) = ^g(n)e-^
n

=2(-ir/*(«>-*"
n

= H(ei(a,+K))
For real filters Me*) =|/f(*/(2,M,)) and hence

|G(e*)| = |//(^' (2Ma>+,t)) )| = \H(e){*-m))

This relationship between the magnitude response of g and that of h holds when
g(n) = (-l)n h(N-l-n) since timereversaldoes not effect the magnitude response of a
filter.
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Consider the lowpass to highpass transformation of a W S S source x(h) to a source y(
The correlation of y is,
Ryy(m)^E(y(n+m)y(n))
= E((-iy+mx(n + m)(-iyx(nj)
= (-!)" Rjm)

Thus the correlation sequence of y is the lowpass to highpass transfo
correlation sequence of x. It follows that the PSD of y is that of xreflectedabout TC
radians, when x is real.

B.2 CODING GAIN AND BIT ALLOCATION

B.2.1. Background and Assumptions

In this section the average reconstruction error variance for an arbi

reconstruction subband codec is determined in terms of the subband quantisation er
variances, the decimation/interpolation factors, and the synthesis filters. Various
assumptions that are required to simplify the expression for thereconstructionerror

variance are listed. This expression is subsequently used in the main text of Chapter 3

to determine the optimum bit allocation among subbands. This optimum bit allocation
is used in turn to determine a subband coding gain metric.

Following Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3 the output of each synthesis filter
vk(n) = Ikdkd))
=

h(ykd))-hdkd))

where Ik is a linear interpolation operator effecting the £* upsampli

filtering operation. This operator is implicitly given by Malvar (1992, p91 equation
3.8) as,
lk(ak(n))=J,gk(n-sdk)qk(s) (B.1)
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For perfect reconstruction (PR), with no quantisation,
M-l M-l

Iv.W-1-

x(«)=Jc(n)=Xn(«)=I^(«))
*=0

fc=0

which gives,
M-l

M-l

,
<«)S4»)-iw=i/.b,w)-i'.(>
S/,U(»))-2-.w)--f.(«»(»))
Af-l

-I/.(«.w)
*=0

In other words thereconstructionerror is the synthesis of the subband quantisation
error signals. Assuming a zero mean reconstruction error, the reconstruction error
variance is,
G)(n) - 4K«)| 2 } = El J,Ik(qk(n))^i;(q,(n))
U=o
'=o
J
t=0 /=0

= X4^>))|1+L £* w*www»»}
Using the (B.1) the synthesised quantisation error cross-correlation is,
E{lk{qk(n))i;(qi(n))} = Ehgk(n-dks)qk(s)^g;(n
(B.3)

= XX **(* - ^W(« - */)*fo w* w)
s

t

where * # / . Assuming the subband quantisation noise is uncorrected between
subbands, then,
E{qk(n)q,(m)} = 0 V**/

and the cross-correlation given by (B.3) is zero. In this case the r
from (B.2) is,
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(B.4)

*=o

Mintzer and Liu (1978, Appendix A ) show that Ik(qk(n)) is cyclo wide sense

stationary (CWSS) with period dk if qk(n) is WSS. Setting L as the least co
multiple of the decimation factors (dk) gives,

<,l(n+ L) = £E{|/,(,,(«+ L))|2}=
*=0

%nfy,(qMf}

t=0

= °2(n)

which shows that the reconstruction variance is periodic with period L. I
reconstruction error signal is CWSS with period L. The average reconstruc
is thus defined as,
1 L-l

1 L-\ Af-1

r

.T

af-7S^(»)-7ZS^/.(«»(«))f}

(B.5)

L n=0 *=0

*-• n=0

N o w from (B.3),

£{|/tfe(«))r}=xi^("-^)^(«-^)£k(^w]
Assuming that the subband quantisation noise is white with zero mean, then,

E{qk(s)qk(t)} =

s=t
0,

s*t

and,
E{\lk(qkd)f} =J,gk(n-dks)g:(n-dks)G2qt

Substituting this equation into (B.5) gives the average reconstruction variance as,
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\n=0 s

k=o

Setting mk = — means that mk is an integer, since L is a multiple of each of die dk
dk
The previous equation thenreducesto,
_,

( +f d

_i"~1
L *=o

^=fl<fllk(«-^)r]4l<"^ll^ ^ - 4
M-l

1 \n=0
m t -l/ i

t=0

^

J

n=0\ s

LJ

*=0

n=0 V '=0 s

)

*=0 uk s

Comparing with the definition of Sk in Chapter 3, equation (3.15), gives,

dk

t

That is Sk is given by the ** synthesis filter energy weighted by the A*
factor. The assumptions that have been made in this derivation are,

The input signal is a zero mean WSS signal
The subband quantisation error is zero mean white noise and uncorr
between subbands.

B.2.2. Background and Assumptions: Orthogonal Filters

In the previous subsection an expression for the reconstruction error va
derived

in

terms

of

the

subband

quantisation

error

variances, the

decimation/interpolation factors, and the synthesis filters. The above assumptions were
used to simplify this expression. This subsection demonstrates that for an orthogonal
M-band filter bank the latter assumption above can berelaxedto include jointly W S S
subband quantisation noise signals. This result is then generalised to arbitrary
(nonuniform) orthogonal subband analysis/synthesis systems.
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To simplify the notation let wk (n) be theresponseof the A* upsampler and synthesis
filter with input qk(n). That is,
wk(n) = Ik(qk(n))

The average reconstruction error variance is given from equations (B.2) an
1 L-l 1 L-lM-lM-1

^=7X^(") = 7lXI^(ft(")KfeW)}
(B.7)

L „ =0 k=0 ,_0

*-> n=0
i L-l M-l

1 L-l M-l

M-l

^ n=0 *=0 I-1 n=0 *=0 l=0,l*k

where the synthesised quantisation error covariance,
<>w, (") * E{wk(n)W;(n)} = E{lk(qk(n))i;(qt(n))}
The average synthesised quantisation error covariance is denoted as,
1 L-l
L-l M-l
M-l

M-l
M-l

< C ^=7XX X<.»>)

where the averaging is over time (n) and subbands. Note that this average
independent of the consecutive L samples of time over which the covariances are
averaged. In the general case of the previous section, it was necessary to assume that
the subband quantisation error cross correlation was zero to remove this term. However
if the filters are orthogonal it is necessary only to assume that the subband quantisati
errors are jointly wide sense stationary (WSS). To demonstrate this, substituting in
(B.3) to the previous equation gives,
C » . _ = 7 i X X YL^n-dks)g;(n-df)E{qk(s)q;(t)}
M-l M-l

( 1 L-l

. E n-0 s

k=0 l=0,l*k
M-l

M-l

=S X°iU
t=0 l=0J*k

t

'
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where Gw2 ,w, is the time averaged covariance of the A:* and /* synthesised quantisation
t

error and is given by,
L-l

^=7XXX**(«-^)ft('»-^k(^W}
L „=o

L-l

s

t

^lllgkd-dkMd-d^Js-t)
L „=o

s

i

which assumes that the qk(n) are jointly WSS. Setting a = s-t gives,

^=7X'*>>X1Xfc(»-4(«+'))*;(»-<t')
i-1 a

»=0 f

Now consider the uniform filter bank. In this case the decimation factors
is d =M, the number of subbands. Also L=M so that,
M-l

)
^--£X'«(«>XX«.<»-*-«*>ft<"-*
M
B=0 1

= 7 7 2 A * <a)X**<J -^J*'<5>
*"

=

a

J_ V r

(B.9)

J

(a)8(a)5(Jfe - /) for orthogonal filters

= 0 Vk*l

Orthogonal synthesis filters were defined in Chapter 2 and are also defi
and Vaidyanathan (1993, equation (4.1)). Therefore the bracket term in (B.S), the time
averaged covariance of the ** and Ith synthesised quantisation error, is zero (since
k * 1) and hence the average cross correlation term is zero when dk=d. Removing thi
term from (B.7) gives the averagereconstructionerror variance as,

M~01?o M

n=ok=0

Z3>\M „=0 , i '
M-l
=

2J
M=0

»*.«•*
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Using (B.9) (for k=t) assuming an orthogonal filter bank gives,

^^jjlll^J^dmk-k)
i M-l

=

M§r<^(0)

(B.10)

i M-l
m

*=o

Note that for an orthogonal filter bank the synthesis filters have unit energy
Comparing with equation (3.15) in Chapter 3 gives for an orthogonal M-band
(uniform) filter bank,

5t=-UJdk

M

The only assumption required is that the subband quantisation error signals ar
WSS.
An arbitrary nonuniform filter bank, with M subbands, may be transformed into
equivalent uniform filter bank, with L subbands, where L is the lowest c o m m o n
multiple of the decimation factors (dk). For example see Section 3.2.5 in Chapter 3 or
Soman and Vaidyanathan (1993). The uniform subbandfilterscan be arranged into M
groups each corresponding to a filter in the original nonuniformfilterbank There are
m=L/dk filters in each group which are identical to within a delay. If the nonuniform
filter bank is orthogonal then the corresponding uniformfilterbank is orthogonal.

Assuming that the nonuniform filter bank subband quantisation noise is jointly
the equivalent uniform filter bank subband quantisation noise is jointly W S S and hence
the reconstruction error variance is given by equation (B.10). Also given this
assumption, there will be groups of subbands with the same quantisation error variance.
These groups correspond to the same subband groups discussed in the previous
paragraph. Hence the reconstruction error variance can be rewritten as,
i L-l M-lm M-l i
L. n = o

*=o i-

*=o ak
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Finally comparing this with equation (3.15) in Chapter 3, one sees that for the
nonuniform (general) orthogonalfilterbank,

dk
Note that the only assumption that has been made in this case is that the
quantisation noise is jointly W S S .

B.2.3. Background and Assumptions: Two-Dimensional Filter Banks

As noted in the main text of Chapter 3, the optimum bit allocation and cod
applicable to two-dimensionalfilterbanks. However, if any assumptions are to be
made concerning the Sk then special consideration of the two-dimensional nature is

required. In this subsection an expression for the reconstruction error variance is
determined as before in terms of the subband quantisation error variances, the
decimation/interpolation factors, and the synthesis filters for two-dimensional filter
banks.

The symbols used in the following analysis are the two-dimensional equival
used in thefirstpart of this appendix.

For a two-dimensional filter bank with M two-dimensional subbands the reco
error is,
M-l

r(n,m) = ^Ik{qk{n,m))

For zero mean sources the reconstruction variance is thus,
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E^iq^m^iq^m))

M-l M-l

=xx*

^gt(n~dkls,m-d^)qk(sj)Jlg;(n-dku,m-dhv)q;(u,v)
s t

<

u.v

= *=o /=o
iSX*i"-^*.«-^4,(»-^«-^v)£fo(i,^;(«,v)}
M-l
t = 0 M-l
/=0 s,t,u,v

where dki and d^ are the decimation factors of the kA subband in the verti

horizontal directions (assumes separability). As in the one dimensional c
assumed that the quantisation error noise is jointly W S S white noise: that is,
E{qk(s,t)ql(u,v)} = G2J(k-lMs-uMt-v)
Under this assumption the reconstruction error is,
M-l M-l .

G2r(n,m) =

^^Y,8kd-dkis,m-dkjt)g'(n-dku,m-dliv)Glb(k-l)d(s-u)6(tk=0

1=0 s,t,u,v

= XXMn~'V,w~flW G2qt
(B.ll)

As in the one-dimensional case, if the subband quantisation noise is join
is for white noise), r(n,m) is C W S S with periodLl and L 2 in each dimension (Lx is the

least common multiple of the decimation factors in the vertical direction
L2 is the least common multiple of the decimation factors in the horizontal dimension).
Therefore the average reconstruction variance is defined as,
_ j ^-ltj-i

a 2 =—-XX 0 '^'")
M ^

B=0

m=0

and is independent of which (L,,L2) samples of G2r(n,m) over which it is
Substituting in (B.ll) gives,
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,2

°'= X<77-XXXM n_d *. 5 ' w "^ f )
*=0

M ^ 2 »=0 m=0 *,;

2

=x<7VxkM

The dt used in the coding gain and bit allocation equations is,
dk=dkdk2

This is the ratio of input to output samples for the A* decimator. Hence
synthesis filters to unit energy (unit Euclidean norm) gives,

d,

as in the one dimensional case. To conclude: the bit allocation, ideal an
coding gain equations, are applicable to two-dimensional filter banks under the
assumption of jointly W S S white subband quantisation noise. As discussed in the main

text of Chapter 3 this assumption is valid in general only for high rates. However, in

the orthogonal case only jointly W S S quantisation error signals are required, which is a
reasonable assumption regardless of the rate.

B.3 RATE CONSTRAINED CODING GAIN

B.3.1. Asymptotic Performance of the Rate Constrained Coding Gain: I
Octave-band Analysis
De Queiroz and Malvar (1992) derived the ideal coding gain for an ideal
or dyadic A/S system, and derived the asymptotic ideal coding gain as the tree-depth

increases to infinity. In this section the rate constrained coding gain for an ideal dyadic

analysis/synthesis system, using an AR(1) source model, is considered. The coding
gain is shown to decrease with rate. For a fixed tree-depth, 5, and for certain rates, th
rate constrained coding gain is calculated as a fraction of the ideal gain. As a

consequence the rate constrained coding gain is asymptotic to decreasing levels as the

rate decreases. The value of the asymptote for certain rates can be derived using these
results.
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From Chapter 3, for a unit variance input source, the ideal gain for a dyadic
analysis/synthesis is,

G

DYAD=-2^ (R12)
"WGM

where the weighted geometric mean of the subband variances is,

*=0

and G2 u A is the variance of the D C subband. The other subbands are indexed in terms
lowband

of decreasing frequency bands. The motivation for such nomenclature, somewhat
contrary to the nomenclature used in Chapter 3, is that the subbands labels are
independent of the tree-depth. For example o 2 always refers to the variance of the
highpass subband.
Now, consider the ideal dyadic analysis of an AR(1) source with positive
Since the P S D is decreasing with increasing frequency, the subband variances are
increasing with increasing index (increasing index means decreasing frequency).
Consider a rate, R, so that,
a+Ilog2djL

2

= 0 (B-13)
CT

WGM

noting that the practical optimum bit allocation is,

bk = max-

li
°* n
a+-log2-5—,0
*-

°WGM

In this case subbands 0,1,..^V have an optimum practical bit allocation of zero bits
while the other subbands have a positive allocation since Gk<GN for k < N and
G2k>G2N for k>N.

For simplicity it is assumed that e,2 =1. Using equation (3.33) from Chap
reconstruction error variance is,
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M-l ry-2bk 2
u

k=N+\

2

GAIN

k

2~2a ^ S E I L |CT2

1

fc

=x^+x
N na2
*=0
k

**

(
N
k=N+l

i .
2
WGM

where subband M-l refers to the lowband. Note that subbands 0 to N are allocated zero
bits, while subbands N+l to M-l are allocated a positive number of bits.
Now from (B.13),
2~2a = **N
'WGM

which gives,
(

*°i

' r.DYAD

JL \\

(B.14)

-Xj-

=L

*=0 "t

To determine the rate required for (B.13) to hold, consider the rate constraint,
M-l u
t=0 ak
M-l,

1

a+-d°g2Z2
v» WGM

Z.

= x
*=tf+l

dk

i A n ^ i ^ log2 c
*=o dk) a+2?X.
1:
=|i-X7-|

dk

Coupled with (B.13) this gives,

N

1
R=

l $2 2

'N

~l ° G
£

°WGM V

,\

1 M~l

l0g2

O2
WGM

i-XjK 2 —?"
t^dkJ

lk=N+x

ak

(B.15)
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Hence,

al[N_f-!oi)*Lj

LK
2~-2R
=

\ °WGM J

J

WGM

k=N+l

N ( ~2

V A M-l

-_SL_ n

° W G M *=0 V ^WGM >

J

n

WGM
_2

k=0
U

N ('2
\
'WGM

n V °* ^
k=0

W G M *=0

Finally combining this equation with (B.14) and setting the input variance to unity, the
rate constrained coding gain is (remembering that e.2 =1),
—2

~-2R—2

_ Ow r,, PDrvr
CM
I
G,
—
^SBC
2
~ —2
r,SBC
°>,SBC

r

1 ^ ^
•'WGM k=0
re2

N

'N.
N

(

1

XfHi-Xi-K
*=0 " t

V.

*=» "k

This can be rearranged to,

j~

__kfO

"SBC ~

N

_

(B.16)

*

_2

WGM
Xo
o»
°
t
fc=0

where,
f_l_

A: = 0,1,..,N-1

c t t = ' / IK-l
/V-l t 1 ^

A: = N

IV
Finally note that,
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N

Xa,-1
*=0
since the subband analysis/synthesis is a critically sampled system.

The rate constrained coding gain is given as a fraction of the ideal coding gain. T
fraction is determined by the ratio of weighted geometric m e a n of subband variances

that are allocated zero bits to the weighted arithmetic mean. This ratio is upper bound
by one, and equality occurs when all the variances are equal. A s N tends to infinity, the
denominator of this ratio tends to the signal variance (normalised to one) and the
numerator tends to CJ^ GM . Hence as N tends to infinity the gain tends to unity. This is
expected since as N tends to infinity the rate is implicitly tending to zero. For an AR(1)
source of correlation p=0.95 the fraction of the ideal gain is 1, 0.8790, 0.6127, 0.3697,

0.2157, 0.1392, and 0.1018 for N=0,1,2,3,4,5,6respectively.The gain decreases quite
significantly even for low N.

In the above derivation it was assumed that e.2 =1. In practice e.2 will usually be
greater than one. In this case these gain estimates will be lower than that attained in
practice. Nevertheless these estimated gain curves serve as a guide to the general trends
as the rate decreases. A s stated above the gain curves are significantly lower than that
of the ideal gain, w h e n some subbands are allocated zero bits.

De Queiroz and Malvar (1992) derived the coding gain for an ideal dyadic A/S system
where an ideal bit allocation is assumed, and derived the asymptotic ideal coding gain
as the tree-depth increases to infinity (using an AR(1) source). The asymptotic rate
constrained coding gain can be calculated as a fraction of the asymptotic ideal coding
gain, using the results of section.

B.4 TRANSFORM FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS

B.4.1. Pair-Wise Symmetric Transforms and Symmetric Codi

In this section it is shown that the subband variances for an M-band analysis/synth
system can be determined using a matrix vector product. Also it is shown that M-band
A/S systems with (time-reversed) pairwise symmetric analysisfiltershave a coding
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gain that is independent of the sign of the correlation coefficient, p, for an AR(1)
source.
Consider a general parallel subband analysis with M subbands. From
Papoulis (1977 p321), for zero mean sources the variance of the Ar*
^2k=rytd) = r(n)*h(n)*h'(-n)\n=c

where r(n) is the correlation sequence of the input source. This va
be written as,
al =^r(p)^hk(n)hl(n + p)=^r(p)sk(p)
p

n

p

Let N denote the length of the longest analysis filter. Then sk(p) i
since hk(n)h*k(n + p) = 0 for \p\ > N-1. Also

skdp) = YjhMK(n- p)
n

=^Kd+p)K(Q)
= s*k(p)
Therefore, since r(p) = r(-p) for a real source,
G2k=r(0)sk(0) + Jjr(p)[sk(p)+sk(-p)] = Jtr(p)vk(p)
p=l

p=o

where,
2Re{sk(p)} = 2Re\yhk(n)h;(n + p)\
vk{P) =

p*0

sk(0) = J,K(n)hl(n) P = 0

Collecting the subband variances into a vector, a2, means that the variances can be
determined using a matrix equation as,
a2 = V'r„
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where id, is a vector of the correlation samples, r w = [r(0) r(l) .. r(N -1)]' and th
V matrix entries are defined as,

vpk=vk(p) = (2-bjRehhk(n)h'k(n + p)\

Consider a PWS analysis filter set where hk(n) = (-1)"hM_x_k(n). Then,

v

A>^-i-k=(2-5;?>o)Re|XVi-t(«)^M-i-k("

+ P)|

= (2-hjReh(-iyhk(n)(-irph;(n + p)^
= (-!)'V

Thus V has PWS columns. It follows that the coding gain of such a filter
independent of the sign of p for an AR(1) source. If the analysisfiltersare timereversed P W S then hk(n) = (-1)"h M + k (N-l-n) and,

vp„-i-k = (2 ~ o,,) Re JX hM.xJn)hM_x_k(n+p)|
= (2-bjReh(-l)nhk(N-l-n)(-TPh;(N-l-n-p)\

= (-ir(2-5p,0)Re- ^hk(q + p)hl(q)
= (-!)" Vk

Hence again V has P W S columns and the filter bank coding gain is independent of th
sign of p.
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APPENDIX C:

EIGENWAVELETS

Cl.

INTRODUCTION

In this appendix some of the mathematical detail required for the material p
Chapter 4 is given. The title of each section or subsection in this appendix corresponds
to the section in Chapter 4 of the same title.

C.2. LENGTH FOUR OPTIMUM FILTERS

In this section the eigenvalues of the 4x4 modified correlation matrix, used i

design of the optimum 4-tap two-band filters, are derived analytically. Also it is shown
that only the minimum or maximum eigenvalue can be forced to have multiplicity
greater that one for real X^

For the 4-tap optimum filter design example given in the main text of Chapte
(Section 4.3.1),

A = R-X2W =

1
P

P
1

P3

P
P "^
2

P2"*2

P3

P
1

p2-^2

P

P
1

Using equation (4.1) in the main text of Chapter 4, the eigenvalues of A are the
eigenvalues of
1-p 3

p-p2+X2

p-p2+A,2

1-p

which are calculated as,

and

1 + p3
p+ p2-X2

p+ p2-^2
1+p
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^ = ^ ( 2 + p+p3±V8p3+5p2+2p4+p6+4X.22-8p?i2-8A2)
ecd = -(2 - p - p3 ± ^-Sp3 + 5p2 + 2p4 + p6 + 4A,2 + &pX2 - Sp%)

The eigenvalues denoted by ea and eh correspond to skew symmetric eigenvectors
those denoted by ec and ed correspond to symmetric eigenvectors. For real A^ these
eigenvalues are real since A is a symmetric (and in fact SC) matrix.
Consider e& = eh. This implies that the square root term is zero: that is,
8p3 + 5p2 + 2p4 + p6 + 4X22 - 8pX2 - 8p% = 0
This is a quadratic in X^ aX\+bX2+c = 0, where the discriminant,
fe2-4ac=(8p+8p2)2-16(8p3 + 5p2+2p4 + p6)

Simply algebraic manipulation reveals,
b2-4ac = -16p2(p2-l)2<0, (p^0) (CD

meaning that the discriminant is less than zero. Therefore for real ^ it is im
force a zero square root term, and hence impossible to force e=eh. The same method
can be used to show that it is impossible to enforce e=ed. Further it is immediately
evident, noting that the eigenvalues are real, that it is impossible to enforce e=ed and
eh=ec. Therefore to force a repeated eigenvalue, there are only two solutions: namely e&
=ec living a repeated m a x i m u m eigenvalue, and eh=ed giving a repeated minimum
eigenvalue. In both cases therepeatedeigenvalue will have a corresponding symmetric
and skew symmetric eigenvector. This means that the corresponding eigenspace
contains asymmetric vectors and possibly a vector that obeys the P R constraints.

C.3. ZERO CONSTRAINED FILTERS: OPTIMUM WAVELETS
In this section, using the general basis matrix B introduced in Chapter 4, it
that the matrix product B ' Q B is a symmetric centtosymmettic (SC) matrix when Q is

S C Also, using the subspace constraint h=Bx, it is shown that if x is symmetric then s
is h. Finally it is demonstrated that it is convenient to use a basis matrix B with
orthonormal columns.
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Consider a vector b of length K and a basis matrix B of dimension N X (N-K+l) of th
form,

" Mo)
MD

Mo) .
MD •

b{K - 1)
B =

"

0

0

0

..

b(K-l)

0

Mo)
M0-

.

M*-i)_

0

0

B has full rank (N-K+l) since the columns are linearly independent. Consider the ro
reflection effected by pre-multiplication with an anti-diagonal matrix of ones, J,

0

*{N,N)"

~

0

0

0
K-l)

0
b(K-l)
..

b(K - 1)~

. .. MD
. . ..
. ..

MQ)
0

MD
Mo) •

. ,

MD
Mo)

0

0

and the column reflection effected by the post-multiplication by J,
0

0
**J{N-K+l,N-K+l)

b(0)

0

o Mo)
. .. MD

0

.

..

. ..

MO)

MD • .

..

..

b(K-l)
0

bd)
. *

b(K-l)

b(K-l)
0

.
0
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The J matrix subscripts refer to the matrix dimension. Henceforth these subscripts are
dropped since the appropriate dimension of J can be ascertained from the relevant
equation. If b is symmetric then,
JB = BJ, JBr = BrJ (C2)
Alternatively if b is skew symmetric then,
JB = -BJ, JBr = -BrJ (C3)

Consider a SC square matrix Q and the product matrix BrQB. If B satisfies (C.
(C.3) one has,
j(BrQB)j = (BTJ)Q(JB) = BrQB (C.4)

which shows that the product matrix is SC. By inspection this product matrix
symmetric and hence is SC. Also consider,
h = Bx
If x and b are both symmetric or both skew symmetric then,
h = BJx = JBx
= Jh

ie. h is symmetric. If one of b and x is symmetric and the other skew symmet
is skew symmetric.
In the main text of Chapter 4 it is shown that the optimum solution is given
eigenvector equation,
(BrB)_1BrABx = X,x

From (C.4) the product matrix BrQB is SC where Q is SC. Since A and I, the id
matrix, are SC then,
[ ( B ' m r J l T A B =[(B r B) _1 ]B r AB
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is S C , being the product of two S C matrices. (Noting that the inverse of a S C matrix is
also S C ) A s a consequence, if the eigenvalues of this matrix are distinct then x is
symmetric. If follows that h is symmetric, contrary to the theorem that symmetric h
can't satisfy the P R equations. Therefore, one concludes as in the unconstrained case, it
is necessary to enforce a multiplicity of eigenvalues.
It is often convenient to use a basis matrix B Q with orthonormal columns so that
B „ B 0 = I . Using the subspace constraint h 0 = B o y , the optimum eigen-equation
becomes
B^AB0y = A,iy

Solving this equation gives the same solution as that obtained using the origina
matrix since,
Xh = BXx = B(BrB)_1BrABx
= [B(B r B) _ 1 B r ]Ah
M,o=B0ty = B X A B 0 y

= [BX]Ahc

In other words h and h0 are the eigenvectors of the projection of A onto the sub
spanned by the columns of B (See Strang 1988 pl58). That is B X

= B ( B T B ) " 1 B T is

the projection matrix for this subspace. The eigenvectors corresponding to the zero
eigenvalues in the above eigen-equations, are the eigenvectors that are not in the
subspace, and hence are not feasible solutions.
Using an orthogonal basis it is again necessary in general to enforce a minimum
eigenvalue (of B 0 A B o ) of multiplicity N/2. T o prove this consider a vector x„ that is
the globally optimum solution using the original subspace constrained method. In
general x, will correspond to a minimum eigenvalue of ( B ' B ) B r A B of multiplicity
N/2. Label this minimum eigenvalue as XmiSi which is also the global minimum of the
cost function under the P R constraints. N o w consider y„ so that,

BlAB0y. = Xy v.
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where Xynja is the minimum eigenvalue of B j A B 0 . Since B * A B 0 and (B r B) B r A B
are similar matrices (see below) then X

= A,min and is of multiplicity N/2. Also

x. = M _ 1 y * where M is the similarity transformation matrix.
The cost associated with the vector h0 is given by,

yXAB0y. = ^

which is the globally minimum cost. Also h0 = B0y„ =B0Mx. =Bx. =h, so that if x„
satisfies the P R constraints so does y„. Therefore y % is the desired solution point, where
it is the eigenvector of B „ A B 0 corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of
multiplicity N/2.
It remains to show that the matrices B*AB0 and (BTB)"lBTAB are similar. Since B
and B have the same column space (same subspace constraint) one can write,
B = B0M <C5)
where B and Bo are of dimension NxM and M is of dimension MxM, noting that N >
M. From Strang (1988 p201),
r(B0M)<r(M)

where r(A) is the rank of matrix A. Since B (and Bo) is of rank M (being a basi
matrix) it follows that,
r(B0M) = KB) = M < r(M)

Obviously r(M) can't be greater than M so that r(M) = M. Therefore^ is invertib
N o w consider the substitution (C.5) into the matrix equation (B 7 *) B r A B ,

(BTB)_1BrAB =(MXB0M)-1MXAB0M
= M-1(Mr)"1MXAB0M
= M 1 B 7 'ABM
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Hence the matrices (B r B)~ 1 B r AB and B j A B 0 are similar. Similar matrices share the

same eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are related through a linear transfor
[Stang 1988 p304].

C.4. MATLAB M-FILES TO IMPLEMENT FILTER DESIGN

In this section the MATLAB M-files, version 3.5, used to implement the 5 st

maximum gain CQF design algorithm described in the main text of Chapter 4 a

listed. Each subsection corresponds to one step of the algorithm, and gives

for the appropriate M-file. The last subsection lists various auxiliary fun
the following functions.

C.4.1 Stepl.
%ewvN_i
% M A X D M U M C O D I N G G A I N C Q F DESIGN F U N C T I O N (STEP 1: DNTIALISATION)
%Global parameter initialisation for maximum coding gain C Q F design
%using subspace constraint(eigen-wavelet, length N initialisation)
%Default subspace is that of zero D C vectors. If no subspace constraint
%is required set g_B to be identity matrix. Note that g_B is assumed
%to have orthonormal columns, ie use g_B = orth(g_B);
%
%Usage:
% ewvNz_i
user is prompted for filer length and correlation coefficient
%
Change g_B as required for different subspace solutions.
%
(ie g_B = Identity matrix for no subspace constraint)
%
%Input:
% g_N
% g_rho

filter length
AR(1) source correlation coefficient

%
%Output:
% g_R
% g_W
% g_B
%
% g_V

AR(1) source correlation matrix
Overlapping orthogonal matrix
Basis for subspace desired. Set to identity if want
unconstrained solution.
Initialise eigenvector matrix

%
%Note:
%
%
%

the prefix g_ indicates a global variable
Set g_B (after running ewvnz_i) as required for an
arbitrary subspace constrained soultion. Note that it is
assumed that g_B has orthonormal columns.

%
% T o design the filter, the following 5 steps as outlined in Thesis are
%required.
%
%
»ewvNz_i;
%
» 1 = fsolve('ewvnz_sr,l_initial_guess);
%
»[g_V,d] = ewvnz_me(l);
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%
» w = fsolve('ewvn_sw',w_initial_guess);
%
»[hOJil] = ewvn_smk(w);
%
%hOJil are the m a x i m u m and minimum coding gain C Q F filters. Note that the
%length of the 1 (and w ) vector is g_N/2 - 1. (Lambda 2 ->Lambda N/2).
% T o display results of fsolve iterations use fsolve('fn',init_guess,l);
%
%
% Recommendations:
%
l_initial_guess = (rand(g_N/2-l,l)-l)/1024; % (default uniform rand)
%
w_initial_guess = rand(g_N/2-l,l)-0.5;
global g_N;
g_N = input('Enterfilterlength, N >');
g_rho = input('Enter the correlation factor >');
global g_W;
% P R 2 (overlap orthog) matrices
global g_R;
%Correlation matrix
global g_V;
%Eigenvector matrix (used later)
global g_B;
%Basis for zero D C (sum) vectors)
g_R = covarl(g_rho,g_N);
g _ W = wmake(2,g_N/2);
Reinitialise basis for subspace: default is zero DC vector subspace
g_B = dct(g_N);
g_B = g_B(:,2:g_N);

% U s e orhtogonal D C T (excluding D C ) basis vectors
%as a basis for D E F A U L T zero D C vector subspace.

C.4.2 Step 2
function y = ewvNz_sl(l);
%function y = ewvNz_sl(l);
% M A X I M U M C O D I N G G A I N C Q F D E S I G N F U N C T I O N (STEP 2)
% U s e with fsolve tofindLagrange multipliers for maximum coding gain
%subspace constrained C Q Ffilters.Use ewvnz_i to initialise design
%parameters. Set g_B (subspace) as required, noting that is assumed that
%the columns of this matrix are orthonormal. The default g_B is for a single
%highpassfilterzero at D C , as initialised in ewvNz_i.m
%
%Determines the square deviation of the N/2 minimum eigenvalues of the
%subspace constrained modified correlation matrix g_B'*A*g_B from the minimum
%eigenvalue. (Returns zero, when the minimum eigenvalue has multiplicity N/2)
% A is g_R-l(l)W2-l(2)W2 ..- l(N/2)WN/2, modified correlation matrix
%
%Usage:
%
l_out = fsolve('ewvNz_sl',initial_guess);
%
%Input:
% 1
inital guess of Lagrange multipliers
%
%Output
% y
square error sum of difference between min eigenvalue (of g_B'* A*g_B)
%
and the next g_N/2-l , minimum eigenvales
%
%See ewvNz_i jn
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%

g _ R . g_W, g_N,g_B are (or need to be !) global, (see ewvN_i.m)

L = g_N/2-l;
y = zeros(L,l);
A = g_R;

W =g_W;
forn= 1:L
A = A - l(n)*(W+W);
W = W*g_W;
end
Rp = g_B,*A*g_B;
e = eig(Rp);
e = sort(e);
a = e(2:length(e));
a = abs(a(l :L)-e(l:L)); % force multiple at minimum eigenvalue
y = a(l:L)*lE5;
disp(y'*y);

C.4.3 Step 3
function [V,d,Rp] = ewvNz_me(l);
%function [V,d,{Rp}] = ewvNz_me(l);
% M A X I M U M C O D I N G G A I N C Q F D E S I G N F U N C T I O N (STEP 3)
%Given the Lagrange multipliers that force a multiplicity of N/2
% m i n i m u m eigenvalues of the subspace constrained modified correlation matrix
%(g_B'* A*g_B).this function returns the associated eigenvectors,
% eigenvalues and matrix R p = g_B'*A*g_B;
%
%Usage:
%
[V,d,Rp] = ewvn_me(l);
%
%Input:
% 1
vector of feasible Lagrange multipliers, so that the modified
%
correlation matrix has a multiplicity of N/2 minimum eigenvalues
%
%Output:
% V
matrix of associated minimum eigenvectors
% d
vector of all eigenvectors of Asoln
% R p (g_B'*A*g_B) solution modified correlation matrix
%
%See ewvNz_i.m
%g_R. g_w> g-N' 8_B a"5 (°r
L = g_N/2-l;
[MbJ-b] = size(g_B);
A = g_R;

W =g_W;
forn= 1:L
A = A-Kn)*(W+W);
W = W*g_W;
end
Rp = g-B'*A*g_B;

need

to be !) global, (see ewvNz_ijn)
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[g_V,d] = eig(Rp);
d = diag(d);
% Find the g_N/2 eigenvectors corresponding to the minimum repeated eig.
d_temp = d;
V = zeros(Lb,g_N/2); % N-l D vectors due to zero D C constraint
forn=l:g_N/2;
[min_d,index] = min(d_temp);
V(:,n) = g_V(:,index);
d_temp(index) = inf;
end
V = g_B*V;

C.4.4 Step 4
function cost = ewvn_sw(w);
% function cost = ewvn_sw(w);
% M A X I M U M C O D I N G G A I N C Q F DESIGN F U N C T I O N (STEP 4)
% U s e with fsolve tofindthe weights associated with the g_N/2 eigenvectors
%corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the modified correlation matrix (A)
%such that the wieghted sum givens a vector that obeys the g_N/2 PR
%cons train ts.
%
% A n eigenvector h, is determined as the weighted (weight vector w ) sum of
^eigenvectors. The P R constraints should be h*Wnh ==0. This function
•^determines the sum of square deviations from 0 of these h W n h PR equations
%
%Usage:
%
w_out = fsolve('ewvn_sw',initial_weight_guess);
%
%Input:
% w
%
%Output:
% cost

weight vector

sum of square deviations from zero of PR constraints

%
%See ewvn_i.m
%g_V, g_W are global;
L = g_N/2-l;
cost = zeros(L,l);
h = g_V(:,l);
forn= 1:L
h=h+w(n)*g_V(:,n+l);
end
W = g_W;
forn= 1:L
cost(n) = h'*W*h;
W = W*g_W;
end
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cost = cost* lE03/(h'*h);
g_weight = w;
disp(cost'*cost);

C.4.5 Step 5.
function [hOJil] = ewvn_smk(w);
%function [hOJil] = ewvn_smk(w);
% M A X I M U M C O D I N G G A I N C Q F DESIGN F U N C T I O N (STEP 5)
%Combines g_N/2 eigenvectors corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of
%multiplicity g_N/2 of the modified correlation matrix A, using the weight
%vector w to give the maximum coding gain C Q F highpass filter (hi).
%
%Input:
% w
weight vector for eigvectors
%
%Output:
% hO lowpass maximum gain C Q F
% hi
highpass maximum gain C Q F
%
%See ewvn_ijn
%g_V, g_W are global;
L = g_N/2-l;
h = g_V(:,l);
forn= 1:L
h = h+w(n)*g_V(:,n+l);
end
h = h./ sqrt(h'*h);
hO = lp_hp(h(length(h):-l:l));
hi = h*sign(sum(hO));
hO = hO*sign(sum(hO));

C.4.6 Auxiliary Functions.
function Rxx = covarl(rho,N);
% function R x x = covarl(rho,N);
% This function connstructs the N * N covariance matrix of an AR(1)
% source where p = rho (correlation).
Rxx = zeros(N);
fori = l:N
forj = l:N
Rxx(ij) = rhoA(abs(i-j));
end;
end;
% End of covarl.m

function y = dct(size);
% This function generates a dct (type II) coefficient matrix of size size!
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% Usage y = dct(size) where size is the required dimension of the matrix
% Note that the transform basis vectors are return in the columns of y
C = sqrt(2/size);
dc = sqrt(l/size);
D = 2*size;
y = zeros(size);
y(:,l) = ones(size,l)*dc;
disp(size); disp('iterations');
for i= l:size;
for j = 2: size;
y(ij) = C*cos( (2*(i-l)+l) * (j-l)*PVD);
end;
disp(i)
end;
% end of dct.m function

function W = wmake(M,P);
%function W = wmake(M.P); deteimines the 1 block shift of a P * M
%block matrix.
zv = zeros(M*(P-l),M);
zh = zeros(M,P*M);
I = eye(M*(P-l));
W = [zv I; zh];
% end of w m a k e function

function hi = lp_hp(hO);
%function hi = lp+hp(hO);
% h l is a lowpass to highpass version of hO
N =length(hO);
n = (-l).A((0:N-l).');
hi = hO.*n;
%end of lp_hp.m function
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APPENDIX D:

LISTING OF FILTER COEFFICIENTS

In this appendix various filter coefficients are listed. In Tables D.l and D
lowpass eigenfilter coefficients are listed. These eigenfilters were designed using a
single zero at D C constraint for the highpassfilter,and optimised for an AR(1) source
of correlation p=0.98.
n

h0(n), N=12

h0(n),N=U

h0(n), N=16

0

6.2468412e-02

6.7772530e-02

2.6629950e-02

1

7.4482149e-03

5.5079566e-02

-1.7806126e-03

2

-2.0183990e-01

-1.1960838e-01

-5.6831937e-02

3

-6.3915226e-02

-3.6947256e-02

1.1077425e-02

4

4.7897172e-01

4.4588517e-01

5.1713162e-02

5

7.4541323e-01

7.4795584e-01

-4.5825473e-02

6

3.9661933e-01

4.3768488e-01

2.2269941e-02

7

-1.9586013e-02

-4.7988003e-02

4.3702409e-01

8

-3.3713016e-02

-1.3527342e-01

7.3189656e-01

9

7.6328841e-02

2.7380012e-02

4.4354928e-01

10

4.6002297e-03

2.9420706e-02

-8.4132609e-02

11

-3.8582271e-02

-6.147467 le-02

-2.1287565e-01

12

-1.8774706e-02

1.8126958e-02

13

2.3101293e-02

1.1430222e-01

14

-2.5652430e-03

15

-3.8364489e-02

Table D.l. N=12,14 and 16-tap zero constrained minimum time width lowpass
eigenfilter coefficients: AR(1) source correlation p=0.98. Note hjji) = (-l)nh0(N-l-n
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n

VO. #=6

K(n), N=%

h0(n), N=10

0
1
2
3
4

3.8219100e-01

-1.2772050e-01

-7.3682218e-02

7.9716521e-01

-3.5165245e-02

-5.7051927e-02

4.302021 le-01

5.1916674e-01

1.1188410e-03

-1.4053666e-01

7.6801888e-01

-3.1217235e-01

-1.0528632e-01

3.330200 le-01

-7.1713813e-01

5.0478225e-02

-8.8796585e-02

-5.4843315e-01

-1.7359462e-02

3.7829340e-02

6.304973 le-02

2.6836485e-01

5
6
7
8
9

4.4765384e-02
-5.7814209e-02

Table D.2. N=6, 8 and 10-tap zero constrained minimum time width lowpass eigenfilter
coefficients: AR(1) source correlation p=0.98. Note hx(n) = (-l)nh0(N-l-n)
The lin6filtercoefficients are listed in Table D.3.
n

h0(n), of = 0.4066

hx(n), of = 0.3617

0

7.4986852e-03

-5.9676240e-02

1

1.6497107e-02

-1.3128773e-01

2

-1.1058717e-01

6.9224438e-01

3

3.5059426e-02

-6.9224438e-01

4

7.0610570e-01

1.3128773e-01

5

7.0610570e-01

5.9676240e-02

6

3.5059426e-02

7

-1.1058717e-01

8

1.6497107e-02

9

7.4986852e-03

Table D.3. Coefficients of lin6 linear phase lowpass and highpass analysis filters.
Note that g.(n) = -(-l)nh0(n), g0(n) = (-l)nh0(n).

